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I. INITRODUCTIO:{
This volume contains a description of representative science
experiments selected because of scoring high in the following areas:
i. Scientific interest
2. Adds new scientific knowledge
3. Compatible wit]_ s_ecified missions
4. Conpatible with 7Ph spacecraft
T}}e selected scien<'<_ _xperJments are div_d,,:d int,'_ t:_( aTpr,:i ri-te
discip]in_<s and listed in 7a!-:]c I, _evera! of the <::.::_rimerts <,_rt_,
interdisciplinary in nature an{_ these are _ata_{eu under '_.... in
w!_idl they provide the most useful information.
Due to the sun orientation of the spacecraft _u_d the tyl,es <,f orbits
specified, the science experiments are more numerous in tLe s(,]ar physics
and particle and fields disciplines.
To reach tibia final catalog approximately ]0} s._:ience exreriments
were r_viewed. "N_e e:<7,e::i<_ents not inc]ud_d in the <'_tal ,,l ccr_ dry-< <_,i
for v_lri{ us rea_{_;-s. ',]:<i_,<t]'<s(k were:
]. 7i,s<'J<nce _xnerip,<:nt,_ - all r<guire< ,::n-,_i,__ -:-is] <-<x:_.r,-]
and data hanl]!ng beyond the, ,:aTabil_tles <,ftke v<hi<i<.
2. Astror.<_::v experi_nents - many required Dc,irtiE'- _gc<i]ra_it_
bevon£ the canabilitv of the ve}_ici<, or r,_,_!oirt-! ]ar£e aper-
ture detectors not compatible with ve!ilc]c confi£ur_tticu_:.
3. All disciplines: size, weizht , po_:er, anti d&_ta handlin£
requirements exceeded vehicle caFabilitie:<.
&. All di_ci]_]ines: scored oeor]v {'n ,_ci,_r_tific :x!_:d {'r ,_xp, r:i-
meat is presently bein_ flown,
All ex_erimer, ts, i_: r<i_..r t. ,_ b_ :-:ltai,_,, _ ] in t}:i c_t,'_l_-i_ _:_r.- r _'r< !
t<_ be at',,' or _,r_,_,,fde :::{-:,r< deta" 1_';} ":._,r:_-ur<,r_nt : <}f _ Fieftiff _.r._fi_ .
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w:_ich have been flown o_:*r<vieus sste!]it_s. F_vera] c: _[_-_<: cx:<ri-
ments are attrac[_ve scientifically for incltsi_n on t_{ .._ s_,acecraft.
because, of the variety of missions and the ability of the spacecraft t(,
carry several directly related (or indirectly related) experiments at
the same time. A sum_marv of previously flown scientific experiments is
contained in the Space ,*,_easurements Survey fer Defense Atomic _;upport
Agency compiled by Electro-Ontical Systems, Inc The reader is -_-- _ _
to this document as a sourcv for additional _<perix<ents vehich could be
"uyv_v is avaiiai:l_: in t-_c= 7I'L iibr:_*]v f_._- _-<,'_<,>_-n_c.
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i. BACKGROUND
The astronomy discipline is intended to e._Lcndthe ground based
observational techniques of astronomers to the study of ,-cle_._tial ob-
jects from positions above the earth'_ atmos_.her__ _ aad, the_-ef,Jre, under
, ._itions _ree from the absorption L_r _,cattcrin/. eff<ct_ <,f the _-t,_¢_-
-'<'_,<.::e Dc_:e_]aln,Z on the •- • _.... '-" Zd_,-zen_L .',, astr{:nc,mical ob_<er< _ti<,,ns i:l s.'_a:°.-_
:.-ust me_.mad£ from a]titudcs ,-an_inZ_. . from a mirli:m.,.m <:,i I00., ],_]_.f,ue_ f>r
the vi}ible and infr_:rcd wave£enzths to altitudes of at id:_<_ sever-,]
t}>_u:{and 1.<ilomerers for observations in the long-'.eave radio w,_ve'.lengtn_.
PLY<NEL\RY, SI'ELLAR, .-._D GALACTIC ASTRONOk_
2.1 Ultraviolet an< l_frared AstrJnomv
._..... _tars and all planets and cmi_.-_:lon nebu]a,._ e_:_it a lar_'._:.
fracti,-_n ,;f r_-,,_,-....... encr_:v in waveien_,th_ "<bich cannot >.,_. obz_._,.z-v_d r<_.:..ii!,."
fr,r_ t]>_ earth's sqr_ace.... Yhu_. ast_-o:>om_r_ hsve o'u,_m _-,',,-<,e, t ..... ....,]<._
_:..tt,.r_sive e>-tra*ot_,tio_._s _, estim"t<, hr,tb t_:},_, '_,'"i _-.,r ..... ittz.d i:.,
a_t::,>:_o:d<_i }_._d4es and :bat ',:,orti_,n absorbed b\" interstuii.:: :_;at,:ri_i.
7.n m,:_nv cas<J_; the--.,.have been re,fred to n,-_othe:{ize c,_:..ulti_n_ i_-_,_tclzar
and /ianetarv atq,,osi_,_re_ -without any means of <heci:ing th<ese hyp<,': .....
<' .....typical e:.:amples of problems are di.->cusz_c. ',;';_.<: -
Dust between the stars reddens the iiiht reaching t}_u_ e<trth.
This phenomenon is the rL-._,U_"'t Oi the gre_{te:- p_netrati:n _f r_.bd wave-
]<._:,s_,_-light, through the du<_._ p,:_-ticlcs a(",_-oml_aniud by. the <rcat,e_
:_bs{.,rpti,r_. ano .-, _tt,._':i_::of {i<_' "_._avelen,::th ii_ht bv *_, du:t [)u._;t
.<r;{in: :_<,,.. ;-. !s_-ize +h_ /i,<ht Yeceived from thc _ta',:s. Ait:'-u -_'_, s__ int.,r-
>t.Jiiar ,..i ::t -''_,;,::i_ >. :_ ;'ai:)r "r _<:-ti,:.._ c,:- tbc r'_ass i_ L!!:_ ',:_.i' r.-u.
_]ttiT.}<lOlTuJ['t; ,:7:I'Q !l,)t /,i:[i _;[:' '_; a_ tdT, it. _ <t:<LlCt r'-ttL!'e _i.l,_':_ :'._:][:: t ; _
?
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, f uat<:ria] outd 'zi-{ ,-I ,- -_ ":_.- .-,Ttl.:r,, e; :eel b- _ "d _. _ . <
o°_'n{_,o: and i9_,O[_c_-. Ob=.er_a_.{,-- _ _'---_._in the ultravi_!et r_i' n u-i ] .-
particularly important in e_tsbii_h_n t. na<ur< _ :_i the int<._ u-_l].c_r
particles while observations in the infrared re<ion will _,_..l _ an
improvement in our estimates of total interstellar nbsorption.
In recent years astronomers have made numerous observati:}ns
of the intensity of tile brightest stars in tile wave!enuth_ betw_,en
lO00 ! and 3900 _. These observations have already indi.ated that the
understanding of stellar atmospherc_, ix _uffici_nt_c i_oor that one
cannot explain why stars emit as lit-lc radiation ,._ Lbev d, in ti_s
_:_cctral rei_ion. Eq_aily puzzlin_ i_ t!:_.:fa.t __h':_t.:t0rs-,.hi<k _-_:<
ncariv iden"icai_ in wavelengths p,rn_tratin.: t_._t]).....:-':_,:. =__:n t- c{* f-.-_-____
grca_ly from one another in ultraviolet w,_'..iength:-. _(<_ith<-: [ <:;<s_:
__-:ucts ix understood sufficiently, and mort _ datn _m_t b_ obLain.:d iu
order to understand the problem. Photometric and broadband 5[_t-ctro-
photometric observations also contain data which will help to extend
the stellar reddening law to th_ ultrJvi,_let.
The b_igh_n<.s, in the ion_: ',:_ve radio r_-_ i n of ?he. f"!lacti
halo and of most rudio source_, in<-rtas{:_-< with in,---,_,si <.j _a.'=_] _:_ 't_,_
throughout the reLion in which _[',,, _. earth s i<,n,-_Fh,__rd be<':i_..,tc Frc_'_'._u
:h,'si,:-ai " _.... _ < ....tf:a_c[,Pri.._i_ _ S O_ the sc'urc_ and [r ,m th_ : ',-,_r_<t-,_-{ sti ' z
?_._c intcrvunin[4 interste]iar and intc_Fla_:t-_rv m.4_._, zn,.: :.::_.n_i_ .
nnc't c<._:ti-_ue t_) i:_crease indefinitely. Fata c_,iiect<< f:---
J,',._rnevman rocket [_i6ht indicate th_.t a maximtm_ ..,f int_en it',, :_g_v 'c :ur
near a wavelength of 300 meters.
2. 9 Visible and Short Wave -'
- R_ i,, Rc/i:,n
Observations in tlli<.,p<,rtion .)f the s]'_c<_r_u_ _:i[_. _.,__'_,<:.--{_i_l-
for the studv of planet,s, of emi-_ion n-bula<._ of l,_s< d,:.tbi_ _tars.
........ " 2 <:<i[[l<_ _cssible detecti:,n o g , _,_,]t-_,.r., " <7.,./ii_io'.]._ t:% _l_, _r},V 5,_ ,!F-
_t',dies of ._r.'-',,:ded :-tar fi L!s ::,_ch ;_< t!,__e f_,un.; J:_ _ _ :-t. _ ,_.'_
di=[nnt :salaxi, _.
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visisn syst<ms to be fi<)wn. Due t<} '_ " _--' ,_f ad
experim,-_nEs requirlng hi._h ct_.nsitv data _torage : :u,_]} as ]:.i_.h r,_. "iuti<'n
i _a_:in s d_p, ices. <..,eree:<c]ud.sd from consideration in [hi_; stoic.,
The d{rduction of satel]ite and space probe trajectories have led
Satellites have also proven exceedingly /sc/ul for _<. in< the -'r_-,i-
tationa] livid of th_ • earth and they {r<: }_,_u<,oi,n£ ]_ rea_,inJ_]v u_!fu]
f:_r =_stablishiu< the rcla-lvc p:,_iti ns ,i _ _o_rai_hi<_ I }c.-_tiJn-- ,:!
t]'_£ .._arth. Aiuh._u.:h man.- 5a-c__it.,, h_v cc-i .isod : r su<h _[,z i__ .
<tartinz with "',-:_._-,<:o_r,_,°' i, AN:,A i]_ was the firs[ satui_ite_ ,_'>:__-.-i_],:
des i£n<!d to stud), ceRi,_-s\,. Addi_ionai set< [i" ,_ in ,:iffcrunt in< lind-
Lions and altitud,as ark, necc-.arv f{ r Lhc corn, .et_ mat i::. of the e _rth.
_),, hi " "
taunts, Volm]e IIi, •,_-,Lion 2 - Laser x<i,erJ _:n: , i, r ;_ddi_. ' ' inior_'[ld i
ma ion in suppor_ : :.}:i_ ,ra:'i_a_.ic, nal a!: r_n,jlf: .)
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UL_P_\VIOLEi"ANDI:(F._AR[]DEMiSSIOn,OF Sf.-M4S
I, DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENT
lhe purpose of ti_is experiment, i_ tn m_._,,r_..... .. _,._ "_'-_"___L and
infrared energy flu>. of bright stars located near the ecliptic. Earth-
based measurementsof stellar spectra are Ifmited by the atmo_-_h_r_:t. t .t.
region 30U0_ to about 2.5u. althouzh there are somelon%-'<_v, ¢.:J'._,Y.....
beyond 2.5_ through '_hicn someinformation can be obt_lined.
>ieasurementsextending into the UV and IR rezions .:<u!. tr<atlv
improve our knowledge of stellar physics, even if o',.ly bL-_-ad-bandspectra
could be obtained, such as could be measuredwit!_ a Sv<[emof ph(;tometers
and fillers.
2. DESCRIPYIONOF INSTRUMENTATION
The instrument consists basically of t_'o energy collection svste-.._,
each provided witi_ a suitable detector. For the UV system, the co!It-trot
would be a sapphire lens which would transmit wavele_:gths ;<rooter tha_.
<1450 ;9. The d=tector would be a solar-blind Cs'fe r;hotc_<ultJ:,!!c-r viii_
"]( iJ, _)
a sapphire window, sensitive only to _,_ave!engti_s < o,J L....
In order to cover a wide spectrum in the IR it -,,._euidbe best [o use
reflective optics, e.[,., a gold surfaced Newtonian system and a wide-
band detector such as a vacuum thermocouple or a bolometer. In this
system a filter is required to remove the visual and UV energy.
Figure I-i is ,{ sketch of the proposed instrument. In the UV [_iescolnc,
the objective lens forms an image of th_ star in t!_e plane of th_ field stoF,
which has an opening determined by the desired field Of view. i"_£ field
lens images th_ objective lens o:_to the _}:,t-_'atl_< !e i_ or:!c_ t_o ,,_,:_i<] iT,
hiLhly localized illm,inJtion tu:._t w<uld exist if th< _tar wore !<_{<ed <'i:
the cathode.
SAPPHIRE LENS-_C _,.
FIELD STOP _'_
FIELD LENS --------_[Z_
PHOTO MU LTi P LiE R ----_l.rrrr
--BOLOMETER OR
"" THERMOCOUPLEi .f-.t
/'4-- - PARABOLIC MIRROR
I
!
6 _952 5
. #
The If< system is a simple Farabolic mirror wi_ich 1!-:a<es t,:e st Jr,
through a filter, onto the therrial detector.
The two optical systems would be combined in a single package wi2ich
would be mounted on the satellite with its optic axis at some angle
to the spin axis. Twice each revolution of the satellite ti_e optic
a_i._ would cross the ecliptic and, since the axis i> cous__r,_ine_ to
point always at the sun, in the course of a veer the instru_',_p_ ,_.._ ,
scan a fui! circle in celestial longitude. A study would h<>._e to b_' :au_._
to 5etermine the maximum value of { (v/'_ > C > ,)) compatible wit_ zi_e li _ _
collecting -.=vstem.
3. L_SIKU_-_ T SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: Optics and detectors in a > _:_._: "" x '"
Electronics package. 2" x _" x 6"
Weight: Optics; _ ]bs: el_ctronics, ] Ib
Electrical: Power ,u _ watt<_, _t 2_ vc,it_
Meg. interference: "_ot sv.sr'e t_b]e" <i:ie]ied ss
needed to protect _thcr svste:::s •
Data Rate: i0 bitsisec _ontinuous
.L_ <"
Th:rmal: -2J C _ _ :<_ d
_'[<_]]ltlz_: ,piLiCb p/t__a_l" ..... _<_ _l L_DL{'] _ _., i= '.,<_. i,. zre,,.-
:- " k._-_s secondary
a -.-_m themounting po=itig_,n is I_80 ee__rce=. ,_z,_.,
S_d_
Preferred Mission: iOO0 nautical miies modified
sun- synchronous
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EX__I,I_..,i I -_
_ __,_oOF GALACTIC _i_{_C=U}h= IN =_i., IF, A:t_ UV
i. DESCRIPTION OF F_XPERiNENT
The structure of the galaxy has been mapped in exhaustive detail
in _k-_,cvis_ai spectrtL_; but because of the opacity of Lhe eactk's
atr:_si_,i_cr_, _l_e""_'_ is km-_wr_ _o_t'_ ,_'_alactic radiation l__," the ......_\.a .'_di_
regi_ :_s,
'fhc Fr_Tosed expcr_:en'_ would map the gr_:ss features of tbo aiazv
in [:i_cse hitherto inaccessible wavelen:.ths<, , and anv_ cs[_._-ai.Lv, in'-_,r .[:_::
ar<:as discovered would titan Le se].::cted for more i_tai!cd ._.t<Ldy _ later
s:is si<}ns .
'7 DESC._IIPTION OF INSTRi_'IENT
The galactic survey instrume_'t would consist of t_wo optical _:yst,.:.ms,
<<_. for the UV and one for the IR, each proviJcd _ith a !i-:ear array
of d<tectors to :civ(_ reasonably _ood one-=oerdinate :-e_ciuti,.:_. 7he
r,__olu+i<,n i_'_ the orth<gcr;ai {_.... '_ ...._" _ ' be
u_ot:i,.n res,.:!ting from tb_ _ :'.,ta[i.._ , i: __i_,:_ satuilit-_, k_c) /"ti:a!
6 C,
i )_<t<:m .... - , t_iii_,;_ nay<. a 9C field of vi_,w a;" _ i:. : ,u', ::, _ o;: if.: ca u_:
facing away from the sun, as s}_,w_" i: Fig. [-2. :_-inU <._:c _-a\,<_i_ti, n
of the satellite, one i_alf of the cei ,st:a_ s_:_<_c wi]i :<: _:ca _-_,d. in
six months, the whole sphere will b,. mapped, asst__min - t',at tiui_ _i.ln
w_ctor is kept pointed at the sun.
In addition to salactic radiation, the system rccciv.=s energy from
the earth durin_,_ a [)art of each revolution a_d, be_e_n first _,,_' last
quarters, from the _ moor.. TI'._ detector syst_:r? cetid b<. !isa]-_l<:d at
these tLmcs, or .,,c (iata <an be: c,'11octed a_:d s "_ , ' ;-_v
::._ich sin_?ler i)roccdure, Zecat,se e!- t[<_ <.nc:zr_ousiy i_= at:r i:_:;[::,._ic) <f
the _,.art]: and _:ot, n ./o:'_arcd ".;it[ any :'al:_ct-.c featur;:, th<:rc <_iii [ _o
dt,ubt co_tcerni_-_ S t::e id<_'_tit), of t]_{: -n:a t<' [::_ r< _::.:', _.
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lu is net ,...._iblc to !<ave adcqua __ k.a._- q _ali=: _-v_r a :_, ?_. _ "
witll a sieup!e ontica! s-"stc:_ ......... ..qch s'._:t_:: will c.-_rsist _'f t_c '
subsystems co\,erin_ 4_ Fi.--.. _-J- '!i<._re will tbzre[ore be 4 ie_-ses
The UV lenses will be of fused ._-ilica, wnlcn tra:_.smits to 18 _ ._,
and the IR lenses of Irtran glass which will tra::.smit to _ 3/. No
attempt will be made to obtain spectral rwsolution other than by cq_-
scr\,in$, the broad UV and IR bands dctcn:ined by the cbc_ice _,f ._e'_-._:_
and _ - ,_u teeters.
The UV detsctLrs are _'£0S UV-s.'_!i'.f. ' _ l.iz, : .... ::s__rs, whi_:_ can
b.. :,als =.i',. array ....... if dcsir,c--, ;'. ...... L.,c
stable _,-,'spt,nsivity_, and will :-,red _., iI_-fii;.,_t ,'_7 _,_....._,:t'._.n. -:.-_.., .JR
scnscrs ",,,ill bc :t,.ulti-,_.lcmunt arrays _f PbS. ']']_,_.sesensc-rs c,,, not
p.a,.,ca _:tablc r_.-sponsivity ai_cl mr:st be l,,_.r_oc_._c:a:i'. .... ' '"
,- r,_ ,' undcrvo].ted tun, utah:: ]_ml Fi<. 1- ,.sir.'_pl_ system uti!izinz a .UooUd,
The: ram'bet of detector elements in each array :......._ _'*
_eoreu or resolution desired For a preliminary sur:,,_y> :t is
not necessary to strive for fine detai], nor is it feasib].: in c{ simple,
li<',;..twe'_,_'_ ],.,w _ow<.r experime,.-t if for :xan::_le_ the r'so]tlt{{ n
{'l,_<q'.dP, t W 'r- 1 cq".arc ,--A,_-- , _nu crtirc C2!eftiok £ ore ".,J_,,i_<_ !;,"
• " .:- 10 4 _ :ld di"id,_-roprt_cr:tc.d _sv 4 _5 x . e]eu.-_nms. A 0o squat., _l,_.,.nfi w,
t_le sky into __._0'4 x _.'0 parts and thor,_, w_:uld -,,.__._,"be 45 t_,_:t,rctor
e].em_nts for each _?ectral band.
..ecause of the slmw rotation rate uf the _atelilt<:, it will be
feasible to read the detector elc_ments sequentia[l"., with n.. co_2cc<:_i[a:-t
saving in electronic components.
. I,',STRL'M'-_ SP_C _i ±_AilO_x
Dimensions: Optical system - 8" :.:I0" x !2"
Electronics - 2" x 4" x 6"
LI .... tr,,u_,+o - _ il.
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Thermal :
Data:
Mount ing :
Preferred Mission:
2 watts at 2_ volts
Commutator, ami._iifiur, i)ro[_ro.'.mncr_ cali[-rati>n•
power supply
-20°C to +60°C
50 bits/see continuous
Preferred mounting of optics is 90 degrees with
respect to sun line
i000 nautical mile modified sun synchr_nous
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O. 75 70 i{_ .-_....GALACTIC _t_\DIO }<OISE
i. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The great success of ground-based radio astronomy has resulted
recent _'" _" _,_ .... _x_,,_-_ _,,_ qucnc _ _ _,_ ,_3 .......... to frc Y --.b_ ,_ galactic
emission measurenmnts below the fo F 2 cutoff frequency introduced by
ionospheric absorption. Depending on various factors, the maximum
electron density of the ionosphere vsries from about 5 x ]05 cm -3 to
Ii)6 -35 x cm , corresponding to plasma frequencies from about 6 to f_O .....
o_ rare occasions the plasma frequency may drop below 20 He. A ground-
t:_nd radio receiver operating at frequencies below the plasma frequency
is hampered by the great attenuation suffered by the waves in penetrating
the ionosphere, both as to sensitivity and in reconstructing the incident
l&2
energy spectrum. Several rocket- and satellite-borne receivers have
be<_n flo_; in the 1 - 5 Mc region their results do not agree with
3
ground-based measurements i(easons suggested for ti_e dis<repancies have
been improper correction for ionospheric effects in tI_e case of =_'ound-
b,_sed measurements and tile difficulty of calcul_{tinz antenna efficiencJes
for the rocket and satellite measurements (wt_ich :,,ere c,lrri___ out _t
i000 km or below).
7he experiment proposed here would make galactic radio noise measure;,_ent _
in the 1 - i0 Mc frequency range fro:n a highly eccentric orbit extendin Z to
a region of negligible electron density (25,000 miles) so as to circumvent
both of these problems. A 100-foot dipole antenna is proposed for the
i. b. Walsi_e, F. T. Haddock, and D. il. Schulte, Univ. :'iJci{i<a_,
Radioa_tronomy key. (Jure 1963).
2. 7. R. hartz, _ature 2_)3. 173 (I_63).
3. G.}{.A. Ellis, Nature 204, !71 (1964).
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iexperiment, although in later versions an ,mtenna with greater
directivity would be desirable. For reasons of economyand effici{ncv
in spacecraft weight utilization it is proposed that the experiment be
combined with a topside sounder experiment, which uses a similar antenna
and receiver.
While the use of a dipole antenna will result in limited spatial
resolution, frequency resolution will be held to about 50 cps in order
to observe any spectral irregularities which may be present and te keep
receiver noise at a minimum.
f. ,'h> _ _IPq]O-"_ OF ILSI;4UYENT
Figure i-- s]_o_;_ a blocl" dia._:ram '_'f tb _ i,r,,?_,_,_d _]a,,ti:: :_ii _
noise r<,ceiver, rht iTstru:uent is basically a phase-sensiti _ _ _ _ock-
in amplifier ti]ich is ele< tronicallv tun<_d from [ to I0 _[c by a -:_
sweep generator. Ihe received signal is first m_piifieu by a rel,._tivei
broad-band' (0.5 Mc) tuned preamplifier, then multiplied by a smuple of
the frequency to be measured. The output of the multiplier is passed
through a low-pass filter which controls t]_.e bandwidth of ti_e system.
In this way very narrow bandwidths may be achieved without the
necessity for criti<al, higi_-Q amplifiers. If desired, sevL-ral
parallel output filters may be used to obtain simultaneous measure-
ments with _ifferent bandwidths. At the end of each sweep a standard
noise generator is switched into the preamplifier input for calibration
purposes.
The antenna proposed i_ an extendable tubular dipole of the type
used on the satellite alouette.
69{ !-Final (II)
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. I]ZSTRUP_NT SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions:
Weight:
Power:
Thermal:
Data:
Mounting:
Preferred Orbit:
i0" × 8" x 6" e!ectroni
I0 ibs
3 watts at 28 volts
-20°C to +60°C
200 bits/sec
E-:t,-ndab!e dipoles mroun',-d 180 dezrees dpart
Hi_h,elliptical 200-<autical mile 25,300-
nautical :nile
7:ills t_# 2!',_: " -!if'l_C _2_ :'.iS
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SOLARPHYSICS
]. BACKGROUND
I. To advance the understanding of the sun's ccnsti[:uti{,n and
behavior
2. To clarify tile physical processes by which the sur- influences
the earth.
Since the sun is the nearest star, it offers an opiortunity to
acquire knowledge of astrophysical '?hen:_,:ne:_a, and to test theories.
It is the only star where direct observation of structural features
like sunspots or prominences can b_ _ observed, and the ;n._v o,tc near
enough to permit the study of its x-ray, ga,nma-ray, or radio emission.
However, the earth's atmosphere is neari; ur -._n_:_letelv o/aquae to -_.-'ar
radiation at wavel._ngths shorter th.m about 2' ' _ in order to study
the solar ultraviolet light, or x- or _mma-r<,,s, it iE nec¢ssary to
carry the instru_ments above th_ atn_osphere.
-fhe solar radiations are subject t._ dynamic, unRredic:a!)ie,
transient variations which produce responses on earth and the near
earth vicinity, which are often violent. As an example of the chanL_in_
solar phenomena, the x-ray emission of a chromospileric flare usually
varies in close step with its brightness in visible hydrogen radiati_n.
Even when the visible sun is notably active, there persists some ilu::
of x-rays, in proportion to the calcium facular area• Unanticipated
pulses of x-ray emission were detected, which have not yet been id.._n-
tified with known visible light phenomena. Experiment data also indi-
cates an increase in net solar L>_n.an-a!pha emission durinL4 a solar
flare Solar flares also inf .....
• l,.l_nC_;_tfle Van Ailcn belts, _tnT_ra,
I
ionosphere, and the earts's ma_netoslher_. Therefore, die Kai_,r q_:e_-
tions in this area concern discovering and exFlaining the sun-earth
relation on a dynamic basis.
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EXPERI.'_:TII-A
I. DESCRIPTIONOFEXPERI_[Eh_f
The goal of this experiment is to form a rough image of the solar disc
in the ultraviolet in order to locate flares and study their UVemissions
u_t._iut: _jy- •
A great many ultraviolet spectrograms of the sun have been photo-
graphed by rocket-borne spectrograp1_s, but the instruments have bec:n
non-imaging and have thus recorded the total-sun spectrum, rather t],,a__,
that from any particular region.
Since a knowledge of the ultraviulet emissions from flares is ess_:--
tial to a complete understanding of the mechanisms underlying t]_eir <,Ten_._is
and development, and since atmospheric absorption severely restricts the
ultraviolet capabilities of earth-based coronagraphs, the addition of a
coronagraph or equivalent aboard a solar-oriented satellite is extremely
desirable. The instrument described in the following paragraphs has been
designed for a vehicle with limited telemetry capabilities and thus repre-
sents a compromise with regard to spectral and imaging reso!uti<n. It
will, nevertheless, provide a wealth of valuable i_for_-mtion i,ot pr_,vi.:u;:_l>
available to astrophysicists by pernitting these radiations tu b_ mo:ii'_-r,af
with moderate resolution over a relatively long period of time.
2. DESCRIPTION OF L,olRE_c" -_,_:.'_,
The detector consists of linear arrays of 5Of ':'V-sensitive silicon
detectors formed on single chips by photomaskin:_ techniques. A lens or
mirror optical system forms an i[:m<e of the s_n ",_hi<],.,by a scanning
motion, is r_tatcd acroa_< IL_ d_Lect_r :Irra,s.
Zach _ ,_:;_<'nt , cans a na_*r{,_' ,a_< :-. .uin?_ acro:s th_}_ i::_ '_ . ]7;,_ 7-_.: -
lution in the direction perpe:',dicular to the sca_, is ]/:,, :.,-__. :- i:; tic
number of detector eiemcnts, in the scanning J.ire.atJo:_, t];< rcs,o]:- _
_,;ould depend on the scanning speed and the speed c5 respc_-_,: of _ack
detector and it< amplifier system
_1!-Fi n_. i (II)
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]]le scanning motJol_ is provlced _., th_ r_.,uatio._c.- tl.. ._u.... L_
about the solar_ v_,ctc;-. Fizure _.-] <h_'¢s.:_,nc'e>Luai__.h,w the _<.._..,:_
would be performed. _necnd of tb_ detector array is cente,red ,, tb<
spin a>:is, which also passes through ti_e center of the image. As the
satellite turns, the array swings around the spin axis so tl_at each
detector sweeps a circular band concentric with the image center.
Each detector element is 0.004 inch wide, measured along the array,
and is separated from its neighbors by 0.001 inch gaps, making a total
ele::mnt width of 0.005 inch. The length of each element (J .... _,v_r-
all array width) is 0.04 inch. The radius of the image is given b-c
_,.00- _ inche_, where n = number of annv!ar a::2s i:-,c]t,,;_,_in t:.,_ i
For example, it n = _,,, t_ i:_,,: uiametur wou!_i have [o be ]_,_ t}_-
2 x 0.005 x lO = t.lO in<h. Since ti:_ sun's angular diamater (inc_ _-
ing th_ larger flares') is about 0.01 radians, a focal length of
0.2/0.01 = 20 inches would be required. The optical system would not
necessarily be this long. It could be shortened by folding the optical
path or by using the telephoto principle (e.g., a Cassegrain system in
the case of reflective optics).
Spectral resolution is obtained by placing an interference filter,
designed to transmit only a selected band of frequenciL, s in the UV region,
over each detector array. By having several radially , i,_posed array_
of detectors, each with a different filter, information in ciffertnt
spectral bands is obtained.
The electronic circuitry consists of an amplifier for eaci_ dettctor
element or, if the spin rate is sufficiently slow, one amp]ifiL, r per
array sequentially scanning the elements of that array. A power convert¢r
and a programmer to control the scanning of the amplifier outputs com-
pletes the system.
3. INSTRU,_ENT SPEC!FI<L 710,<S : (Fi Z. 2-2)
Dimensions:
We i gh t :
Power :
Optical system- 6-inci_ diameter by 12-inci_ l_!_::jt!"
Electronics - 1 bv 2 by "4 inche, _,
_ = Ibs
- : Wa t t s
_,,. *:,] -Finai (II)
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DE,_C 7O t_
.,,<_>./<-...__j)
2o+,°
TO SUN
ARRAY S -------_
, _ -_
IFNS OR OTHER
SUN'S
IMAGING SYSTEM
SPIN
SUNLI_I_, T
i
,.Lp , +
'.fi ...... ".
-_,
PRIMA
DETECTOR ARRAY --4.
+
-- SECC,%DARY
MIRROR
RY MIRROR
SUN'S MAGE
: -i J..Yi- : +; '
t utput: 20 parallel outputs; analog 0 to 5V.
distu_bance in other systems.
Data Outpu[: i00 bits/se< (,_u_,c_ds on number ol parallel chan-
nels) continuous.
_e L_....: -50°C to +50°C.
Preferred Orbit: i000 nautical miles modified sun--:<_nchronoux
for lon Z interupted look. Eith.__r mis_.ion B
or C would b_ suitab!t- _ exc_ipt for shado_ .
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SLA_[CIt FOR SOLAR _-_EUTFO,_.(S
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERI}tENT
l]le following experiment has been designed to investigate the solar
neutron output, lqle production of neutrons in the sun is a process which
is expected on theoretical grounds. Little data is presently available
tor a study of the particle reactions at the solar surface which would
be sufficiently energetic to produce neutron_. Reactions which yield
neutrons (and gamma rays) are probably induced by protons which have bc_e1_
accelerated by the magnetic fields available during solar flare activity.
9
The energies of such protons are sometimes as high a_ I0 electron v t,its.
Such energies are more than sufficient to produce neuuron reactions.
Neutron production from proton bombardment of helium, for instar_ce, is
significantly large at 25 _'_ _+'_++ ,l_,..n electron volts.
Even during nortm_l solar activity, surface turbulence and the asso-
ciated small scale magnetic field variations could accelerate protons
to energies of many million electron volts. Since little has been done
to determine the abundance of such reactions, a study is needed of neutrons
emanating from the sun during minimum and average solar act_+_ to
solar inwstigators a better und_r:_Tta_Jin_7 ,:_f the +i 1,: and i_arti_ _
energie_ _vai]able during nornmi, as well a_[ active, periods. _(eutr. t_
energies are very important i_ such a _t_ :+ , _'_c_ tt_c _. relate ii_.:_t i
to the energ) of the reacting pr_)ton_:. Spectrometri_ measure_nents ar_.
therefore, very desirable.
Neutrons pro<_uced iu the sun's atmosphere during flare activity ++._ill
give information regarding flare mechanism an_ energy ::ot obtainable
from the study of solar flare proton spectra. Solar flare protons are
diverted from isotropic propagation from their source by the sun's
magnetic field and are probably anisotropic from local fields at their
point of origin, l]_e anisotropy is strongly energy-dependent so that
measurements _de of intensity and spectra of proton, s lack inf__rmation
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regarding time and sequenceof flare events. If _ood spectral infor-
..nation is obtained for neutron emissions occurring during flare aetivit ,
the variations in neutron intensity and energy could be related t<, t].e
sequence of flare development; neutron propagation is more nearly i,_
tropic, being altered only by scattering in the solar atmospher{ .
Since the lifetime of a neutron is on the order of 102 seconds,
only neutrons having high energies will, in general, reach the earth
before decaying. For instance, the decay "length" for _ "kV _':c,utr_ ;_
is approximately the distance from the earth to the _un and so only
03 percent of the initial flu:.< from the sun would arriv_ her_.. _he p_:-
cent of i0 HeV and I HeV neutrons arriving at earth wou_d be _.= p_r<cr_
and 0.14 percent, respectively. Thus, it is seen that spectra] i_.form_ z,_n
from solar flares must be proees_e£ to account for time of flight an_
lifetime to obtain the solar flare neutron signature, if such cxi_:ts.
It is also obvious that low energy neutrons, if present in solar re_<t i ,_
will be relatively undetectable at earth distance.
The measurement of solar neutron flu:< will require e{>n: t_.:_t _ :
surveillance, i.e., satellite orientation to the sun, since the earth
is also a source of high-energy neutrons "_hich are a by-product of ]'i_i_-
energy cosmic ray interactions _,_ith our atmosphere. This requirem<nt
for orientation, of course, infers directional sensitivity of the d<-
teeter to neutrons. Since the flux from a normal sun is o:_ the orcer
?
of 0.0£ neutrons/cm--sec, the <.arth's albedo neutrons witil a flux of
]
0.i neutrons/era--see could interfere considerably.
Since little is known concerning the neutron fluxes during s_]ar
flares except that they should be of the order of the earth's equatorial
albedo, one must assume that small fluxes must be measured to _ome _ig-
nificance and that dynamic range be as large as possible. Backzround fr,/:"
charged particles must certainly be considered, since solar flare prct¢,}t=:
Van Allen radiation, and cosmic radiation will create considerable
6961-Fi<a] (il) 26
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interference which cannot be u iiminated by any dire<tiona! pr¢)pcrtic_
of the detector. These sources of interference must be handled by a_ti-
coincidence techniques, since for all practical purposes the energies
deposited in neutron detectors by these particles are el the order of
those expected from the solar flare neutrons.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENYATIOI_
The detector which is proposed for this experiment is essentially
a proton range spectrometer with a hyCrogcnous converter plate _:hich
yields a proton for each interacting neutron by a recoil interaction.
The proton is then collected by one of a series of soliC-state detectors
which dete1-<:_i:_e its recoil energy. Protons reaching these detectors arc
representative of the energies of the colli_!ing n_ut_,_, sinc_ _ su<i_
processes are predominately forward scattering. Fi!:_r_- -5 _;_s th{_
general configuration of the device.
The basic problems are several. The n-p collision is not, in ge_._cral,
a total conversion process, and thus only a lower limit to the neutron
energy can be obtained. Also, the directionality is limited by the fact
that the recoil proton cannot go back_._ard. ]{o,.,_ever, at higher energies,
the relativistic kinematics tend to favor the forward angles for the col-
lision process (essentially a charge-exchange colli_ion with small
momentum transfer), and the directionality is improve<. The otkcr pr _b]_
is that the hydrogenous radiator also usually contains carbon, and the
n-carbon reactions are more complicated and less directional. Anoth_r
problem concerns efficiency. The n-p cross _ection at higher energy gets
relatively small (_ 0.I barn) so that the conversion efficiency becomes
poor. A converter that would allow the passage of a 50 MeV proton would
have a conversion efficiency of on]y about 2 percent.
'_uch p_-oblen_s notwithstandinz, the following instrument cci_stitut_
a good beginni_g toward _{ satisfactory detector.
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IDescription of Neutron Detector
Referring to Fig. 2-3 note thaL:
1 - is a plastic scintillator, totally enclosing the detector
and used to provi_ie anticoincidence isolation Irom charged-
particle backgrounJ.
_i -_ _ dE/dX2 - is a so le ..tate counter
3 is a second solid-state ¢:j :_ counter
4 - is a copper absorber-solid-state Jetector san:_.;ich, _,,hich
is a proton telescope with maximum range of about
300 _IeV protons.
C - is C!I_ converter-detector operation.
The scintillator (I) vetoes all entering charged pa:tJ_le_. A neutro::
enters C, knocking out a proton, which triggers __, _. an£ . _c . i_ tinquiah
protons from electrons, thus eliminating counts d:_c to gan_:m convt, r_:ion.
The proton telescope, in conjunction with 2 and 3, gives the prot_u:
energy (range and identificatio::).
if desired, the in-line a_ser:bly can be covered ?_it:: a layer cf !eaJ
to convert gamanas, thus vetoing thc_:. (This would add considerable weight
h oweve r. )
The above devicL will measure neutrons, put a lower limit en their
energy, and measure directioz_s crudely, i.e., about i45 °, but enough to
identify the sun as the source rather than the eart!_.
3. IN STRUF_NT SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions :
Optics:
Electronics :
Weight :
P o_.ver :
6" dia:ueter x 12" long
I" x 6" x 7"
8 p_ unds
5 watts at 28 volts
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Thernal:
DaLa;
Mounting:
Preferred Orbit:
-30°C to +65°C
Sun-or iente d
Any orbit; i0¢0 nautical n:ile modified sun
synchronous has long look at sun.
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DETECilO:; CF LOW ENERCf E_'_T[iT_, ..............
i. DESCRIPTION OF EXPER!:LENT
The detection of solar ganmm-radiation in the region of 0.i to 3 ikV
and the determination of the photon energy distribution during = _
periods and normal quiet periods is recently of great int-r_,st. The s<:,.r
for radiation in this interval will yield infornm_,ion indicating the pos.$i-
bility or extent of occurrence of several nuclear reactions in the sun',-:
atmosphere which could produce low-energy ga,_._a ra<!iatiop. Such reacticn:_
that could pro<_,:c, fluxes dc:tectable at earth distance a,,-<::
I. Posit_,-on annihilation radiation at an energy of O.fll YleVI
2. Deuterium formation through neutron /proton capture reactions
producing gammms at -.-o)_ Mev.
m
3. Bremsstrahlung produced by relativistic electrons in the solar
a tmosphe re.
Data on this region of photon energies would aid in evaluating modei,<
of solar flare mechanisms since most studies of flare emissioP, have been
directed toward the thermal x-ray regions.
A number of experL_, nts 1'2'3 have observed bremsstrahl_,, raC_a'ic:_
during solar flares. These observations were made in the energy ran_t<,
below 0.i MeV and only with gross energy analvsi!_,and c<:trapclation
this data to higher energies wc,i [_c _,_,_t_ nable validi'y.
Estimates of photon fluxes i_: this region (<,.i t, !k_V i:_1_ .....,_,,
1,2,4_:_
that 0.i to 0.01 photons/cm-/sec may be expects, i. Dete_tion of ]_h_ t<Jn
fluxes in this range demmnds relatively high p_rformance from the detect ,r
used and long observation times. Solar oriented satellite_ would be
r_quired to provide the constant viewing of the sun nccc_ _ary te assu_'e
_ignificant data during fiareu.
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2. DESCRIPTIOI_ OF INSTRUI'_TA_ION
In order to reduce background from galactic gamma radiatio:_, atmo-
spherically produced gammas, solar flare protons, and earth's trapped
._-ddi_ciun, _he detection, i_r_;r,_nt n_.us_ i:_ve talriy g L" J Jircc[iov, al
properties. Technilues generally employed for reCucing background in-
clude the u_e of shi_iding e_:ternal _o the 3erector, an_i anticoJnci_ence
urran_eme:'_ts. C<.n_,ral!y ._peaki::_, _{!ieldirg teci_niq,Je_ are c]_fficult
to desigu_ and often bremsstrahluag is produced by the charged parnic!c
component of the background. This is especially a problem in thin
shielding with high Z materials. Anticoincidence tech_iques offer
greater background reduction for weight optimization but suffer from
the problem of gross angular resolution. Since only moderate angular
resolution is necessary in this application, such a technique is reason-
able, especially i_ terms of weij_t.
_"_._.eCetect_r sug_ested for this experiment is a CsI(TI) crystal, 1 i_'_!;
in dia_:eter bv 2 J,ncbes ion':, inserted into a. _'ell, bored into a large
C._I(TI) crystal and viex_ed by s l-inch-diw.'.eter photo_,ultiplier tube _]_
as an RCA C7151D, as shown in Fig. 2-4. The large crystal is vie_:ed i_a f_:r
sin_ilar tubes, the outputs of which are added and operated in anticoinci-
dence with the output of the central detector. Cesiur_ i_dide i_ chc,e; f_:_r
this application because of its collection eificiency it_r i,_r_s and gre;_ter
physical ruggedness. A compromise exists in the plac_nt of the phot,vtubc,
i.e., in the a_cepta:_ce aperture; ho;,.'cver, it is desirable to mai_taJu
the greatest amount of shielding coverage possible to reduce the large
background of charged particles. The phototube, however, _hou]d prc_vJd_-
_b,i_,!£in_ _or l_,'-_ergy charged parti_'!e_ a:_d _,ic tr'_s o_ '}_ :_r!<_r
of ! :!eV of enerKy. The an<_ular response of this asse_:bly will de?end
upon tl_e geon_etry chosen for the <uter _cinti k_at, r (_i,,. 2-5).
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FIC. 2-5 A_NGULAR RESPO_SE FOR PHOTOPEAK DETECTIO?$ OF _is 137 CA_L',t,,",iA RAYS
(662 I<ev). Data was taken Ior 40 _inutes at e_}l point witi_ a
50_ C source at distnnce of 24 incl_es fron_ the central crystal.
_532
A crystal of approximately 7-inch length by 6-inch diameter will have
about 1 steradian of solid angle at half-maximum response, with back-
ground reduction to the sides by a factor of 3 and to the rea_- by a
factor of i0. This reduction can be improved by increasing the <-.esiu_.
iodide ::hie]d dinensions at the expense of weigi:t. The weight c,f ti_e
detector as de_cribe_ is approximately 3 ibs
The a_tieoinciJenc_ shiel_ i cject_ hi_-,, :_r_y cb._:_<ec] part_ '
either by absorption or anticoincidence, background gammas by absorpti._: .
In addition, it reduces that Compton continuum which is common to the
central detector and the anticoincidence shield to a value which is ol_iv
one-fourth of that seen with a bare central crysta]. Energy resoluti ,n
with this spectrometer crystal arrangement is on the order of 25 p_rc_._t,
full width at half maximum of the eners-y spectrum of an 0.5 ._.[cvgammm
source.
The detector is used with a pulse-height analyzer with a_ appropriate
number (e.g., 64) of channels. Data from each channel is accumulated for
a period of time suitable to the experiment and shifted to a buffer for
processing and transmittal, i]_e dead time should be short to ensure _o
loss of data during high count-rate periods (solar flares). Sufficic1_.t
time base should be provided to accumulate significant counts in each
channel and reduce the percent of data lost in the time base switchin:;
process.
21_e electronic circuitry in general is comprised of the following:
Preamplifiers
Pulse-shaping Amplifiers
Discriminators
Coincidence Circuits
Accumulators
Storage Buffer
Commutators
lligh-voltage Pfwer Converters
Low-voltage Power Converters
Voltage Dividers
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3. INSTRUI,ZNTSPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions:
Weight:
Powe r :
Thermal :
Data:
_.'.oi1nt %_g •
Preferred Orbit:
6" dia. x 12"
15 pounds
2 watts at 28 volts
-20OC to -_,65°C
5 bits/sec ¢o-_tinuous
b%:st vie',: .'_t::_directly and conti_'_uousiy
i0r.o r:m_tical ::_ile n,Jdified svn synchre :et:s
.REFERENCES
iHorrison, P., "On Gamma-Ray Astronomy," Nuowv Civ-_nto, ?', pp. 858-865
2peterson, L. E., and Winck!er, 3. ];., "Gan.ana Ray B_:rst fro._, a _olar
Flare," J. G_oph)'s. Res., 64, pp, o97-708 (1959)
3Winckl e . suran±u,l_r, J R., '_:}bservation of a Solar Groins ...... - Burst at
1926 U'Z, ii Augusu 1960," J. '"'-,_',,_.,_:__.-_ k,_s., 6,.,, pp. 31o-.)-0_9 (1961)
4petersen, L. E., and H_,ward, ,,'_.I_., ",;a_ua Ray. Astrononv_ in Space in
the 50 keV to 3 HeV .._egz_n, Joint Nuclear Instr'_unen-ation 3)_..iposium
6 Sop 1961
5_
;rest, K. J., and Ruthe, E. D., "Detector for Low i ner>:_y Ganm._a Ray
Experiment," IRE Transactions on Nuclear Sc.ience, V_I. NS-9, No. 3,
Jun 1962
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EXPERi: _b_TII-D
SO!_,P_]ORO:;A" _IA:_I!
i. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
Tile purpose of this experiment is to study the solar corona over a
wide spcctrtL_,, uni_ped_d by the earth's a_,_sphere. Observations from
the ground, whether by coronagraph or by solar eclipse, are limit_ad to
an uninterrupted spectral range of about 3000_ to 1.2,,.
The proposed i_.strument would not be spectrally limited in pri:_ciF,!e
except by the availability of detectors and filters. Three spectral
bands w_mld be covered: _'.< 30")0._, 4000_ .< i < 1 , and i,_ _1 _. ":-3.5.
2. IN STRL_AENT DESCRIPTION
i. ,O_tical Svsten: and Detectors
The optical system, would be a small Cassegrain telescope whici_
would foinn an image of the sun on the focal plane. The optical axis
would be parallel to the sun-directed spin vector ef tile satellite, se
that the intage would rotate relativu to the satellite coordinates. Ti_
in',age of ti_e solar disc would pass thrcmgh a hole a1_.d be absorbed in
a cavity, ieavi_g only the image of the corona c,_ the focal plane (Yi;. 2-_)).
Three li_ear detector arrays would extend radially outward from ti_c
hole and as thu image rotated, each detector ele',uent would scan a cir-
cular band concentric with the sun's center.
For the UV and visual arrays, EOS UV-sensitive silicon d_tectors
would be used. The elements are formed on a single chip of silicon by
photo-etching techniques and are .005 inch wide measured al_mz tLc a__ay
and about .04 inch long, measured across the array. An identical Leo:_-
etry w_uld be used for the IR array whici_, howuver, would _,c r a_e "'
PbS cells. #
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The ECS detector is sensitive to wavelengti_s _- 3000_' and to
wavelengths between 4000_ and i0006_, hence it can be used both as a UV '
and a visual detector. It is difficult to filter out the visual spectrum,,
leaving o_ly the UV, but the opposite F,rocess is easy, hence, the UV
energy would bc found by a subtraction process. One silicon detector
would receive unfiltered light and would therefore measure the sum UV ÷
Vis. The other detector would receive light from which the UV }lad been
removed by a simple absorption filter and would measure the visual energy
o,:ly. From the ta_o ot:tputs, the UV energy could be computed. The PbS
array would receive light of wavele,_,ths > i: on!y, for which it is easy
to find filters.
'_ !£1ec tr_nics
Owing to the large nu_n;ber of dct_,ctor cl_,vcnts, 2(: per
array, it is more economical to so_mple the detect_rs re i _titive _',....,_i •
than to attempt to telemeter er store all outputs i_: parallel.
The basic electronic system would therefore consist of a com-
mutator, an amplifier, a programmer, and a pc_ver converter.
° ll;STRU_,_:$T SPEC IY !'SATION S
Dimensions: Optical systen,, - 0 in. dia. x 12 in. long
Electronics: 1 x 2 x 4 inches
Weight _- 5 ibs
Power _ 5 watts
Data: 20 channels; 6 bits/second continuously
Magnetic interference: Not susceptible. Shiel:'eJ to prc,tect
other circuits.
Thermal: -20°C to +65°C
_,!ounting: _!ust view sun directly and eontinu_,usly
Preferred Orbit: 1000 n_utica! mile n_odified sun s_chrcncus
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EXPERImeNTII-E
STUDYOFTEI_ORALVARIATIONSIN SOLARULTP_XOLETEMISS!OI]S
i. DESCRIPTIONOFEXPERII._N"r
This experi_ent has as its objective the detection of temporal
variations in the ultraviolet output of tl_e sun. Comparisons of these
variations with independently obtained data on solar activity should
reveal interesting correlations with practical as _ell as theoretical
value.
The sun is a dynamic entity - rotating about its axis _,Jitha lati-
tude-dependent period, subject to violet turbulence and storms, develop-
ing prominences and flares, e_itting vast fluxe_ of c|_rged-particle
radiation in addition to an extre_ely broad spectru_ of electromagnetic
radiations. Fortunately for man and otl_er terror, trial life forms, t],e
at_nosphere absorbs a large fraction of these radiations. Unfortunately
for the earth-bound scientist, the sun must accordingly be observed thr_ugh
a narrow "window" comprised mainly of the visible and near-ultraviolet
regions of the spectrum. Sounding roc_ets and balloons, and instrumented
eart]_-orbiting satellites of growing sophistication are circtu_,_venting
this atnospheric winders, but tile data are still fra_entary and in par-
ticular need to be supple_ented with extended _e_sure_cnts which _,_ill
reveal both periodic and random fluctuations in tl_e solar output. Such
information will be of great value in providing a deeper insi_ht into
the mechanisms and processes underlying the sun's beh_vior.
_.an's interest in the sun is not exclusively acadeT_ic. The absorp-
tion of solar radiations which restricts the astrophysicist so severely
results in the production of ozone in the upper layers of the atnosphere
and in other phetochenical reactions. The outer regions of t]_e atnos-
phere are strongly ionized, and tre endous quantitie_ of heat are du_ped
into that part of the at_ospl_ere facing t_e sun. Chan_ges in the solar
output in one portion of the speetrur can significantly alter t_,e atr_os-
pheric absorption in other spectral re_ions because of i_terr:ediate fa_etor._.
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'.[eteorologists in particular are interested in these processes since
they have profound influences on tile we_ther. Radio co_:_:unications
similarly showa close relationship to the vagaries of solar activity
because of the effects on the propagation of radio waves which result
from changes in the structure of the ionosphere. Other considerations
could be cited.
2, DESCRIPTIONOF INSTRU}LEKTATION
The solar ultraviolet spectrum is divided into five unequal bands,
the limits of which are deterr_:ined by tl,e '_-_ensitivity of the detectnrs
and tlle characteristics of their associated filters. A two-eL, ordinate
solar aspect sensor is also pr_,vided to per_it conversion _,f the sensor
outputs to equiva!e:_t outputs for normal illu_nination. The radiation
sensors are sampled seq-m:atiallv by a cor.znut_tor, permitting a single
amplifier to be used for all energy bands. A reserve araplifier will
automatically assur:e the function of the primary amplifier should tl:e
latter fail. In addition, housekeeping sensors are included for moni-
toring critical te:qperatures and voltages_ A simplified blecl: diagrar
of the instru',uent is shown in Fi;_. 2-7, and a sketch showinj_ the e>:ternal
outline of the instru:'_nt in Fi_. 2-8_
Tim sensors are vacuu: phct._diede_ w.:'th ce.thodes choser_ tc cc.ver t_ e
appropriate spectral range_.
Table II-l, be low.
Sensor
TLeir characteristics are su:umarized in
TABLE II-I
SENSOR CIIARACTERISTICS A_D FILTER SPECIFICATIONS
Eff. k A _ Cathode Filter ASCOP _'_o.
PI 2600 _ 600 _ CsTe
P2 2100 450 Csl
P3 1800 300 Cul
P , 1600 150 Rbl
P5 _ I to 1400 W
Sapphire, fused Si02, Calcite
Sapphire, fused SIC2, ADP
Sapphire, fused SiO
2
Sapphire
l'_one
540F -05
540C -05
540_; -05
54i)K -03
549 -4:21 L"_
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The photocurrent ar_plifier covers four decac_es _Jith automatic range
switchini_. Full scale currents are 1_-I@, 10 -9, 10 -8 , and 10 -7 ampere.
Four current standards of the above values are incorporated into the
instru::ent fcr calibration purposes and are seque_tially connected to
the amplifier input by the cor_utator. The experi_:_ent cycle time is
45 seconds, 3 seconds being allotted to each current standard and
5 seconds to each UV sensor. The re_:'_aining time (5 seconds) is allocated
to house_eeping functions. Te_per_tures of the photec_thodes and of t_e
amplifier feedback resistors are monitored, making it possible t,_ _cl ieve
an electrical accuracy of 1 percent of lull scale and an overall lon_-
tern accuracy of I0 percent for each of the five e_err_y bands.
A block diagram of the circuitry of the sens_:r package (SP) is sho_l
in Fi B . 2-9. S 1 is a thermistor for measuring the te_._:perature of the
photocathodes. The commutator is a group of glass-encapsulated high-
insulation reed relays controlled by the formatting logic. Four of the
photodiodes have sapphire windows and three have additional filters.
P5 has a tungsten cathode which is sensitive to soft x-rays and ultra-
violet radiations up to a wavelength of roughly 1400 _. This tube has
no window, being directly exposed to space, since no known window medium
is transpare_it over this energy range. To prevent the detection of
positive and negative ions, the anode is screened by two grids, one
being charged positively and one negatively. The sol_.r aspect sensor
is a standard iten_, complete with electronics, manufactured by the
Adcole Corporation. The two 7-bit digitized outputs give the position
of the sun in two coordinates to -_ 15 minutes of angle over a field of
view in each coordinate of + 64 degrees.
A somewhat more detailed block diagram of the electronics pach_%e
(EP) is shown in Fig. 2-10 The operation is briefly as follows: the
format consists of a 15-step program actuated by s one-pulse-per-second
clock from telemetry or self-generated in an adapter package. The first
five steps of the prof_,ran_ are u_ed te provide synchm,nization infor_na-
tion and to read out sig_nals fron: five housekeepin.% _ensors. T_:o hi_h-
level analog telenetry channels are e_ployed according to the folle_,_ing
sche.me :
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[Proo_ram
Step Channel A Channel A+I
1 Sync voltage Dcte_tPr bias
2 Photodiode teuperatures Sync voltage
3 Sync voltage Power-on voltage
4 Feedback resistor tenperature Sync voltage
5 Sync voltage Amplifier status
....... _.... to ,u_ amplifier is left open for tile next three clock impulses
and the TY channels are swituhed to the amplifier output and range monitor.
This tl_ree-second period is used as a zero check. The Y.ext four steps of
the program are used for calibration. F_:ur current stand._rds are suitched
_cque_,_tially to the amplifier input, per_ itting tl,e syste': t_ be cl_ecked
,,_t in each of its four ranges. Three clock pulses are assigned to es<h of
the::e steps.
The following five steps of t]_e program constitute tb.e prine experi-
ment. Each of the f_ve detectors is sequentially switched to the a:_pli-
fier input for five clock pulses each. This completes the 45 clock pulses
required to step through the complete form:'t and following this the se-
quence recycies.
Tile d)mamic r.qnge of four decades is achieved tl:rough t],e use of four
different feedback resistors. These resistors are switched to provide the
correct gain as dcter:_ined by sensing the a::'_plifier output. This function
is performed by the automatic ranging section which also provides an analog
signal to ti_e range monitor _; channel to indicate which feedback resistor
is switched in.
A spare amplifier and a failure detection circuit are also provided.
If a failure of the prime amplifier should occur, the spare is automatically
switched in and an indication is provided as one of the house_:eeping func-
tions.
By employing welded cordwood modules and special potting .compounds,
highly reliable circuitry _,'ill result. Wherever practicable, il-te:4rated
circuits will be used to improve reliability and to reduce _ize and weigi_t.
Photodiodes P1 through P4 are of ruggedize_ _.c(,nstruction with C'.125-inch
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sapphire windows and have cath_des especi:_.ilv desiy-ed for e?eratic,n in
the ultraviolet and soft x-ray re:_ions _,. ,e lon_-wevele:_ t]_ cutoffs _re
determined by the photo,electric thresi_old of tI_e cathode _._aterial and
the short-_,_avelen::_th cutoff by t_e filters. Each filter is nou1_ted with
the sapphire plate facing the space environnent so that there _,Jill al_,_ays
be 0.25 inch of sapphire, or of sapphire and fu_ed silica, bet_,:een the
photodiodes and incoming high-energy charAed particles. Calcite and ADP
nust be protected from the environi_e_t; consequently, filters containin_
the___e_._aterials will be of ,_e_ied construction.
Ph°t°di°(_e P5 has no window and no filter, its Ion_-wavelength
!in,it is deternined by the t_.reshold of the tungsten cathode, but t_ere
is no sl_arply defii_ed short-'_ve._e,_,,t_ li_nit. The cuter:_ost of t},e t].ree
_rids is cen1_ecte ._.to +15 v,:_Its and tl:e middle _rid to -15 w Its. Thus,
ti.e tw_ acting t_ether _.._illcollect all low-energy char:,4ed particles.
Uhile high-energy char_el particles will not be stopped by t]_e grids,
5 o
ti_e flux of such particles is only of the _rder of I0 /cm-sec, corre-
sponding to a current , only 1 6 x 10 -14• amp. This is an order of
na_itude sntaller thun the amplifier noise curre_t, which is in turn _n
order of n_agnitude lo_..'erthan ti_e postulated minin_ur_ current accur_cv.
The innermcst grid is the anode and is 25 volts positive with respect
t__ the cathode. Phet<ele_trc,ns which are net i_tercepted by t!_e anode
will be rei_elleX b) t}.e _e_a[i\e middle grid, increasing t!,e collection
efiiciency over _chat it x_'ould be if the r._iddle _rid _:ere positive.
Since inFut resist_mces of the eraser of 1013 ohms must be used if
the current-transfer i:_equality is to be satisfied for such s_sll currents
(of the order of a fete picoamperes), stnndard bipolar transistors, even
with local bootstrapping, are completely ruled out. Junction field-
effect transistors (FET's) have input resistances of about 109 ohms and
would thus require voltage gains in excess of !000, placing th.em in the
doubtful cate_orv. Insulated _ate or NOS FET'¢ ho_.ever have t_p_ca _
15
input resistances of I0 oh_s or _'.ere and are tl.us ideally suited fc.r
the present application. Using such s device insures optir_tm_ current
trsnsfer for shy level of _ain and thus _ain need be considered only
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EXPERIF_ II-F
INFRARED E,_I-_0_ FRON YttE SU?_
I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERII_Z:,'T
The goal of this experime_:t is to, determine the energy flux
from the sun in the IR region from _ to °C microns. This -_art of
the spectrum cannot be investigated fr{'n_ t}:e ground because of the
wide b_nds of atmospheric absorption.
The si_.ort-_,,ave limit is cLosen beca_se measurements can be r,ade
from the earth out to 2_, the long-wav_ limit was c_ose_, because
-5
only _ I0 of the total solar energy lies at longer _;aveiengths.
Although a measurement of the total pcmer in the _-=0_ i,a;_d
would be useful, it would fail to reveal any departures fro_: black-
body emission, therefore, the [roposed instrument is desig_.ed to
}_ave some degree oi 6[,ectr_l reseiution.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTR[DIENTATION
"fhe optical system is a s!itless spectr<,zraiq_ witI_ a multi-elc:,_>:_:
detector located in the focal ?lane. The layout is ahewn in Fig. 2-2i .
The first element in the optical train is a germanit_ prism tl'at
disperses the light to form the spectr<Lm. The second element is a gold
plated paraboloidal reflector that focuses the light from the prism onto
the detector array. At any given wavelength, the parabola will form. a
small Linage of the sun, but when the whole spectrum is considered the
result will be an infinite series of overlapping images. These images
_O
will have an angular diameter, neasured at the parabola, of ._ , which
is much greater than the angular width of tim slits in a normal si:ectro-
graph. The spectral res,__lution will therefore be rather low, but the
data will nevertheless be far more valuable than if there were no dis-
pcrsion at all.
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C_ing to the large bandwidtk, no _ne lq_rtcconductive or Fhoto-
voltaic detecter type could be used at all wavelcngti.s. A thermal
detector, however, is indapendent (f wavelength, hence tile detector
array consists of a multiplicity of thin film belometers, which can
easily be formed by vacuum dep(sititn on an i[sulating suLstrate. The
outputs from the _etector eleRe_ts arc sampled sequentially and either
stored for later transmission or tra_smitted directly, depending upon
the ca2ability of tiie telemetry system.
. IX STRL_E_:T SP_] IFICATIONS
Dimensions: Optics - 2" x 3" x 6"
Electr.'nics - I" ._:3" x 6"
Optics - 1 ib_ Electronics - 1/2 lb.
i watt
l,_t susccltiblc ; shielded to protect
other systems.
Power :
ma_. Inturferen:c:
nlectronics :
i]_erma i :
Data:
]ktlnting:
Pr<_ ferr_:d
Orbit :
C,_r_nutator, amplifier, progrmT_er, and power
suFTly.
-20 ° to +60°C
]':0(_ _its sar.,,].:]cdtwice and ,orbit
#
Pointed directly at sun
011 0
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SF.ARCil FOR Ci_I%'_CTERISTIC :<-RAY _I: >__o,,v<_I:ROH TEE SUN
I. DESCRIPTION OF liXPERIHENT
The purpose of this experiment is to ex&mine the characteristic
._:-ray emissions of elements in the solar atmosphere, during quiet and
active periods. T!-,, ointments of interest arc carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
neon, iron, silicon, as.d sulpht'r. The intensity of characteristic
emission of these elements is a strong function of tc_.p_._a,ur_, and
solar flare en'issions should indicate ti_e local ten-pc,rat_Ir.a _ ti_e
flare !:v ui._c spectra oi)served. Thi,._ -';icctt-ai i:.cnd,_:_c_ ups.,,.': : ;,_:rmt._r
may be scot i:_ Fig. _"-12 wi:ere tb..e co_)uted x-rav si_,_.ctra are sh,.:_,, of
free-bound _m_:_ssRm <_£ t',_cs< _:..._,_.. ,w_:r ra:_.Sc [
degrees kelvin. 1 It is seen that the range of interest is betweet_ 0.5
and i0 keV. It should also be noted that the required resolution of
an instrument able to sense this spectrtum is on the order ,.,fan angstrom
2,3 b_,e been
or less. The x-ray spectra available in this ranT.:c ....
c._tai_.ed from instr_znents such as >r_porticrai c._::'c_rs, sci_tiiiati__.n
spectrometers, etc., and are very ._r s_ _ syectra! resc.luti_'n. !ig,.:re
2-13 shows scvcrat such sp,_:ctra as d_7,rived {__,_' kry):ten-p:ctl;a_:e !,rcpor-
3
tional co_._'."_t_.rs _:_d illustrates t}:_: _'r: gs . ._ture ,,g suc}_ s,,ectrcsco,:'y.
1
F_wabata, _." 1960 Rept Ion Space Res Japan, YIV:405
Frost, R. J., "Co_:<_nts On iligh Energy X-Ray Bursts Observed by
,, S_ -__ L., 1963OSO i , ASA-I_SA Sympositm_ on PLvsics of Solar Fiarcs, XASA "_.... ' ,
3
Friedman, }i., "Solar X-Ray Fm:ission - L'F.7.Resplts"
l,osiu_m on Physics of S<_!ar Flare:s, "XASA SP-3£, i963.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMEN'IATION
The instrument to be used in this experiment is of much higher
4 .
resolution and has been used by various experLmenters In the far
ultraviolet t<- low-ene__-gy x-v.iv region of solar emission. Tl.is instru-
ment is a grazing-incidence b_:t-cryst;_l spectrometer and is capable
of resolving line:_ less tila_q 0.85 _ apart. This is a much greater
resolution capability tlmP. that of citiier l>rt,p_rtional cc,untcrs or
sciJ_ti!!atien spc..ctron_tcz-s a_,d sL,_uz_ uasily reveal the prc:encc _#
lille _.,iasi,;ns (_,,__- _La_act=ristic ,dg_. c,f sic_tra such a'_< _,i,;_ .....
Flour= 2-!i _ssun_ing these emissions can bc detected above t]:e bremms-
strahl,J_ng :':._:t!u-:,.m_ :_:h!::h is ?r<,s;,'.t a_ '.-a_':.r_'_[_d.
The specLr;metcr schematic (Fi Z. 2-14) slews an entrance slit, a
bent crystal, diffraction analyzer, an exit slit, and an _pen window
photomultiplier. The radiation entering the entrance slit is diffracted
and _- • , " " '_"_" ' •.ocused at a point alon._; the curved path as indicated in the flo_
The exit slit and phototube scan ti_e spectrv.m by moving along ti_is
curved path. The [)lane of tile exit slit is approximately perTendicula_.:
to the diffracted ray at all positio:-,s along the sca:_.ning line r,ain-
taining a constant passband of about i _. The exit slift and F,hototube
move on a motor driven carriaze trave!ii_g on a circular rail. During
scanning, the speed of the carriage and exit-slit aperture can be
varied as conditions of the experiment may dictate. The phototube is
a Bendix M306 photomultiplier with a tungsten pi_oto cathode which is
chosen to minimize response to wavelengths above 1500 _ and to reduce
sensitivity due to emission properties of the photo cathode.
4
ili;_.teregger, H. E., "Space Astrophysics",
PF'. 35-95, NcGraw-}]ill, i961
edited by W. Lilier,
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TUBE
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J
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During eperation _f this si_ectrometer , its poi_,_ting direction
should be maintained to a sufficient angular accuracy to, assure that
the entire solar dish is co_.tin,.1ousiy obsc_rved. This is an accuracy
c_n the order of 0.5 d,_%ree and is ,net a particularly stringent re-
qui"e=ent t_is sc,lar c,ri_,nted satel'.,ite.
. I,_a± RU}_.'_a SPECIFICATION
Dimensions: 25 _' x S" x 5"
Weight: 20 pounds
P_.;e r : watts at 28 volts
"fhermal: -25°C to +65C'C
Data: 500 bits, txeice l,er orbit
>:,._unting: Oriented tox.:ard sun, 25;' ]e_::_:t]_and
25 i_ounds weig)'.t ma]:e mc,u..nti_-,_ c,__,
secondary panels difficult but ':;t
impossible
NonePreferred Orbit:
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EXPERID_£_TiI-H
MONITORINGOF SOLARX-._A_!9_ISSIONSIX
"f_IE RX{;ION OF i.2 1_ 24 Kev
i. DESCRIPTION OF i{X/'i/RI:".-_',';7
This experiment provides a constant monitoring of the s nVs
x-ray emission1 in the region of interest to solar flare ir,,cs;igators.
During solar flare activity; the su_'s emissit, n in this w_vele17_t!_
region increases greatly and ti_e time fl_.ctu,_tio_s of i_.t<_si=v are _f
r_mjor importance i_ understanding flare mechanics° TLe i:_crease i:i
intensity over that of a quiet sun has been found to be rouzh!y 4 to 1
in the region of 44 to {}0 angstroms; !0 to 1 in the regioa of 8 - 20
angstroms; and 25 to 1 iu the region of 8 to I_5 angstroms (1)_ Typical
spectra produced by tl{e use of proporuional cou_l_:s a_d puls= h=ight
analysis systems are shown in Figure 2-15. It is seen that there is some
variation in spectral distribution ever short pericJs of time_ The
continual observation of such intelse emission in this re_icn is of
great importance tor support of optical radio and charged particle
studies during solar activity_
Only a few of the many _c:ear dctectio<_ metLods are available
to the designer of an x-ray s icctr_meter for the .2 to 20 Key range.
The relatively low fl_.es (Fig. 2-15) to be meas.,red and ti_e low photon
energies rule out detectors such as ion chambers which provide no multi-
plication of the ion pairs produced by the absorption of the x-ray.
Even the relatively efficient solid state detectors have .Ioise levels
of the order of 5 - 14 Kev; precluding high resolution spcctromet_-yo
(i) Friedman; Ho_ "Solar X Ray Emission - _{L Results;" _LhS-'$iSA
S]_nposium o_ the Physics of Solar Flares; _%ASA SF-50; 1961
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Scintillators provide high gain throu%h electron multipllc,_tic:_
in the photonultiplier tube vet are lin_iLed in resolution due t_ the
dependence of their ultimate statistical error o_l the n_ber of photo
electrons produced per pheton_ (e.g_ NaI scintillators produce a_:oun
15 photo electrons for a 2 Nov photo_l)o Their resolution characteris-
tically is about 30 percent.
The proportional counter is the best choice for a device which is
to provide high sensitivity; and zood resolutio-_; for continuous operatio_.
In this device ion pairs, produced in a cvli:Idrical gas filled t:_],e ]_v
the photon entering] through a thi_ window, are accelerated toward
thin wire electrode. The fields are stro:_g e:1ough at tkc thi:1 wi__e _o
produce avalanche and ion m_Itiplicatio,_ in the gas, Multiplicatio_
factors from 104 to 10 6 are easily achieved and resulti:_:_] resol tioga, c,_:_
be less than 20 perce:it full width at bali r:_xim_.. Pulse height a_mnlysis
of the output pulse is an accurate and straightforward ::ethod of c_er_}
analysis that is well developed and understood°
2. DESCRIPTION OF iNSTWJ_.I_<'fATIOI_
The instr<nnent necessary for this experiment is a side window
proportional counter which is 4 inci_es long and o:le inch 'in diameter
with a 0°0005 in° hervlli<,an wi:_dow (with 0.2 ino diameter aport.ire) i_
the side of the tube (Fi_. 2-16). The fill gas is argon at 2 _t:'ospheres
which is suffici_ t to absorb the 6reater part of 24 Kc< :-l,v s i_-
pinging on the windo_. The tube will be used with a collir!ator ,_.t t] c
window and sufficient shieldinz external to tke tube to stop all soft
and intermediate energy particles The window and collimator are upe_ to
solar flare protons during observation of the solar flare activity;
however this radiation is_ for the most part; isotropically produced at
the earth's distance aad only a small solid am;le will accept tLese
protons_ }[agnetic field shielding of the collin_tor may be used to
advantage especially if the satellite orbit is in the trapped radiaui<<_
belto The necessity of t],ese precautio_s for red:cirri t!'e back;.roum]
is lessened if a low orbit is allowable (ioe.; 325 mile ci_'c_dar)_
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The prL_portic, n_l couutc_, system, inc'±_=_ a i_ui_c _ci_l_t ;:inr_lyze_-
with 1"2 cha:_nels in the followi_ig e_crx, allotr,_cnts:
Cha_ine i E_ergy Ranse
1 0°2 - 0°4
2 0.4 - 0°6
3 0°6 - 0°8
4 0°8 - Io0
5 io0 - 1o5
i
6 1o5-2
7 2 - 3
8 3 - 6
9 6- i0
I0 I0 14
11 14 - 18
12 18- 24
The e_ergy ranges are of course flexible and may be assigned any width
re_s_nable to t_e abilities of the s_bseque,lu data ha_dliu_ circuitrv_
The system diagram shown i:I Fig. 2-17 includes an in-flight cali-
bration source for check agai_st drift in systen_ gai:_ d_tri_g opei'ati_ _.
° EXPERI_I_T SPECIF ICATIOI:
Dimensions :
We ight :
Power :
The rma I :
Data :
Mountin$ :
Preferred Orbit:
Length : 7"
Width : 5"
lleight : 6"
5 Ib
1.5 watts at 28 volts
-3O°C to +60°C
I00 bits/rain continuously
Sun -or iented
325 n_uticsl mile circular
i
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EXPERIHENT II-I
1. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
Extreme ultraviolet radiations from the sun are known to be very
strongly absorbed in the upper parts of the terr_strial atmosphere.
_,,..... _-_-_ ,4,_ ............... _- q ires experLmentation at altitudes
high above the earth's surface.
Brief _," the approxLmate er,d of the solar spectrum as photographed
from the ground is 3g00_. From this point to 2085_ the spectrtum is' a
continmm: with Fraunhofer lines similar to the spectrum at longer
wavelengths. At 2085._ the continumn level falls akruptly and fi_.ally
fades into stray light backgrou_Id near 1550_. l]el(_{ 1550_, the solar
spectrtLm is predominately composed of emission lines--with the L]_an
continuum conspicuous in tile interval 912,'_ to 800,<.
The solar spectrtLm has been described by Tousey and others as
arising from different levels in ti_e sun's atmosp[__ere, dependin Z (_p
wavelength and atomic species '2roducin Z the radiation. The emission
lines arise from atoms in different stages of excitation, located from
low levels at the b_,tt_m_ of the chr<_ru_sphere_ tl_rough the regi<q_ of
• ' t{ic:rapidly _crcasing t_:;.perature, and it<to the cor<,na itself. As " -
wavelength decreases the continmm, changes from the [)hotosphcric
contfnuuum with Fraunhofer lines to an emission from the botton_ of the
reversing layer, with Fraunhofer lines showing only faintly_ a:_d iina!ly.
into e_mission from levels low in the cRr,,mosphere where the temperature
has commenced to rise. The spectrLma below 1550_ must arise largely
from this last region since its nature is a continuum with lines in
emission rather than absorption.
The gr<:at remaining unexplured rc'3i_n cf tl_ _:Dectrm_ lies Lai<_w
' ,9 Itabout 30@_ and extends to about _,,. i_as bee_', established from l,hoton-
coupter and ion-ch,e'.bur work that radiation is pr_ .....,_,-_t. R<::_sa "has
repcrted photographing lines to 84_ and Hinteregger has already made
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photoelectric spectral measurementsin this region. The nature of
the si_ectr_, is net well established, hc_wever,and nuch more work is
needed.
From the point of view of range in wavelength, this part of the
spectruna is very c.'<tensive. The region from 300_ to !_ spans roughly
the sensenumberof octaves as the entire solar spectrum above 300_.
Altl_ou!_h the total energy of the solar emission i:_ this spectral tail
is sn_all, the ionizing and energetic nature of the radiation makes it
_nL,stimportant. Detection and study of these cmissior, s will contribute
great!y to our ur,dcrstandillg of the i_rocess by which e'_ergy travels _,t
through the sun's at:::c:sphere, eve_tually fi:_.ding its way to _,arth.
_. DESCRIPTIO,,_OFTHE_i_SFRU_,=_"__ _' _
The telemetering _onochr_m_aterdescribed in the followi_-.g para-
graphs is an adaptation of the GRDrocket r._en_chror,;atordeveloped by
iHintcregger
Photoelectric techniques of solar EUVspcctroFhotometry not only
allow direct telemetry of data, but also can bc madeso that the
ih._-tr_.ental sen_itivity to all stray light of longer wavelengths is
virtually e!imil_ated. Furthermore: for a pi_otoelectric detector,
there is no ac_u_..ulation of bac_:grounddue t__ _c_'_ctrati_-g ;_'adiati, _;.
lhe GRD n:onechro_ator is sh,_wn in Fi_ur_ _ 2-18. It is designed to
accept _rat;n_s ruled on interchangeable bla_.ks of 2 met,_r radi,Ls _;f
curvature. The ruling with 7500, 15,000, or 30,000 lines per inch
provides a convenient choice of instrument scanning range of wave-
lengths as follows:
RULING RANG E
7,500 1300-250
15,000 650-125
30,000 325-62
liir_teregger, }I. E., "SI_acu Astr(_physics," ed. W. Lili,_,r, _ _--_i5,
_:cGraw-_.iill Publishing C,L_., 1961.
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(2 METER RADIUS)
I l
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t I
DRIVE _ I _ I
ROWLAND CIRCLE
f-J
CONTINUOUS
STEEL BAND
WITH 4
EQUIDISTANT
SLITS
t7- EXIT SLIT
...... (SCANNING)
!
1
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
DETECTOR l_--'J-_-_d -
° T I ° ""\,I
\"_TUNGSTEN CATHODE
TO ELECTRONICS
_ne wavalcngtb, z-ange ....... _' 325:_' to _. " _-" _ _c,,_i::g from 62_ ;_ c-spo,cLai._v appro-
priate to this experL_.:cnt, and a 3¢,006; ll-,i grating will be used.
7he grating is held rigidly in a fixed mount for graying incidence
at an angle of 86 °. The di_persed_ radiatiop, that passes through the
exit slit at any pc_sitiun of the latter during its scan ai_,ng the Row-
]and circle is intercepted by the large cathode (i in x 3.5 in) or a
special photmultiplier which is a]Icwed to remain in a fixed l_osition.
The electronic operation of the >cn,chromater is indicated in the
block diagram oi Fig<_r,, 2-19. The output pulses of the photoelectron
ccm_.ter are fed into a p':]se slmp_ _- a:.d a_:' if!fur -_hi_-h is con:_ected to
_:o indeFendent banks of binary cou::tt,__-s. :_aci_ of these scalars is
c,,_nbined _.._ith a re-,istor network which c,,nvert_- tZc _':_',__ <. __:_,-svque'_t
photc-electron counts into a staircase volta.f< . i'_eferri:i@ to, } iS . 2-19,
Cha:mel III indicates the mcm_entary position cf the exit s]i{ alc,ng the
RowlaF_d cirsle. This signal has a step voltage superimposed on it when-
ever a new wavelength scan is started.
The GRD instru_ment was dcsig,ned to work with the sar:e type ef solar
pointing control that was developed by the University c f Co!<,rado. The
d<.vicc has been used witil g_,od success for many past exi'ariments in-
w_Iving spcctrom{,try solar radiati<,n.
INF:TRI2.:XNT SPECIFICATIONS
D imens ions : Length :
Width:
Weight :
P ower :
The rma I :
Data :
Hount ins :
Preferred orbit:
36 inches
8 inches
Height: 4 inches
23 pounds
14 watts at 28 volts
-20°C to +60°C
2500 bits/readout
Sun-oriented: len_]th and weight _mle
mountin:; on _,ec_,mdary
panels difficult
_:one
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EXPERI}_N_f II-J
PROFILE OF SOI_AR LI%_\N _
I. DESCRIPTION OF KXPERIMENT
T_ J.T
w_Lnin the _as_-_L twcnLy year,', a large a_,ount of data has been
1
gathered on the short-wave radiati_m from., the suE_. Of particular
intere'_t arc tl_e strong L3nnan ;i radiations centered at !2!5.67A.
_o_et borne e:q,_.r_ent conducted by Purcell and T_,_:scy I witl, a ]_igh
rcs<,lutic,: si-<,ctr<sra2_ obtained r,-salts which present an excellent
profile of tl_e L3n>an ,71 band, and show an absurption line from hydr_u;en
in the upper atrp,osphere.
A high resolution spectrometer flown o_ a solar oriented satellite
would produce additional data of great scientific value. The higher
altitude of the satellite would elLminate, or at least minimize the
effects of a_nospheric hydrogen. An eccentric orbit would be most use-
ful in providing an accurate measure,v_ep, t of the distribution of at:.<_s-
pheric hydrogen. Data from the apogee regiop, s of an eccentric orbit
would all,:_w measurc_me_,t _ of hydrogen, density in inter I '_ane_a_y- space
to O_ iii,,J._U.
A satellite-borne i, strument has the additional virtue of providing
a long measure::,cnt life:Line. A one year useful life will provide
spectral data over a period of several solar days, at_d stands an excell-
ent chance of providing data during a number of solar flares. The data
obtained from satellite flight would thus provide far more information
than could possibly be obtained from many rocket flights.
f
]
,_, _eport 5608 - Papers Presented at the Tenth Intarp.ational Astrv,-
i:_.ysical S3_posiu_,_, by Purcell and Tousey
9
~NRL
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2. DESCRIPTION OF L,STRUi_E_T
The most suitable instrument for this study is a grating spectra:-
meter using a high order diffraction to obtain the necessary resolution.
ILl_ t-(f_OiUL]-On " ' " _ " "sL1ou_u at luasL be equal Lo LLlu O.uJ_ oDuall_Cu by Furccll
1
and Tousey in their rocket flights. A p__-eselection grating must be
used ahead of the entrance slit to minimize response to longer wave-
!engtI's. An Ebert type spectremeter (Figur_ 2-20) using a spherical
mirror- and curved slits is used to image the L)man _ r_<ion wit1_ i i 2i_
r< solution. The exit slit can be replaced by a suitably silaF,ed solid
state pi_otodiode as the detector. Such a detector has tile adva_:tage of
possessing no sensitive area not used to provide data. A photomultip]ior
tube for example, has a large sensitive area which contributes to the
noise, but not to the data.
The data system-(Fig. 2-21)consists of a range switching preampli-
fier providing analog amp]itude data within each decade, and a digital
decade indicator. The analog data is readily convertible to digital
fo,_n for telemetry. Wavelength infomnation is derlveu' _ directly from
the logic circuitry used to drive the grating stepper motor.
All of the circuitry can be designed to withstand the launch and
space environment without difficulty.
. T_<'_F_',_"_,_ ir'_ • , "_T_i_ , .......q ,g],_CIFICATIONS
Dimensions :
_#eigh t :
Power :
6" x 8" x 20"
12 Ib
2 watts average at 28 volts
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The instru_n,e_,t is not s:'scuptible to exter_-al fields.
Telemetry
20 bits per second for a 0.02 A/seco_:d scaa rate.
Therma 1
-1p_OC _-_ _t._aOc
Data
20 bits/second for 0.02 A/second scan rate
l,lount ing
Sun-oriented
Preferred orbit
Highly elliptical, 200 nautical mile to 25,000 nautical mile
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III
P_TICLES A_N_DYIELDS
i. BACKGROUND
I.I .Energetic Particles
The energetic particles discipline is r._ainly ccncer:_ed wit],.
the study of particles of energy greater t].a:_ a few electron-volts
wLich are found in the tra_Fed anc_ aur_r.:i! r_di._i_, s<,!ar and gal-
actic cosmic radiation and interp!a:.tt_ry _,!asr,:as. ]-],."L: teractic:_
between the charged particles and t]_, _,_,_tic fi,_]ds is sucL that
they must often be studied simultancc, usly on the same veI_icles in
order to understand the i}-e_,:or,ena. It is also necessary to n:ake
simultaneous measurements at widely separated points, such as on
the ground, above the earth inballoons a:,d s(unding rockets, in the
near magnetesp.here using polar _:arly-circulsr satellite orbits, in
the far r,_agnetosphere and just beyond using highly eccentric satel-
lite orbits, and in interplanetary space. Some of the phenore::a is
re]at_,d to the ll-year solar cycle., and is necessary to _._cniter tl_ei_
over an ll-year period.
i.,_ Galactic cosmic radiation
Galactic c_smic _-adiation consists of a low flux of elec-
trons, protons, alpha particles and nuclei of heavier atoms. These
particles range in enerzy from a ]_er limit be]ow I0 _-ieV to an
1019
upper limit in excess of electron volts. The flux varies by
a factor of two over the ll-year solar cycle and occasionally de-
creases sharply for a few days after a solar flare - the so-called
F< rbusb decrease.
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The origin ef t]_e _articies, the _:ec],ar:]s_i;_',-_chic] t}:ev
are acce]erated to high enerties, t]:c nature el tile mec}.!snism,.(or
mechanisn_s)which produces the ll-year solar cycle and the F_rbush
modulation of the flux - these are someof the q,_estions to be
answered.
1.3 Solar Cosmic Rays
After some major solar flares, the intensity _f the :_os-
itivcly-charged component of cosmic rays has bee_ observed to increase
by an amount which varies from barely detectable increases u_ to in-
creases four orders of magnitude above the cosmic r_y backgrcu_d for
particles in the energy range from one to several ];u,.'_dred XcV. These
particles are given the name solar cosmic rays. The intensity reac!_es
a maximum about one to ten hours after the flare and then be$,i:_s t(,
decrease, returning to the normal bachground cosmic ray v_lue nbout
one week after the flare. There is considerable variatit,n in the
intensity, duration and energy spectrum from event to event. Solar
activity prior to the solar flare and the resulting changes in the
interplanetary magnetic fields influence the tire required for the
i_artic!es to reach the earth, the energy Sl,ectr_:n:, a_:d ti_e duration
and intensity of the event, i]<ercfc:re, it is ilzi_ortant to I_.ouitor
co:_tinuously the intensity of t]:c radiatio:_ in intur]:lan{,tary space,
together with measurev_nts of the interplanetary r._agnetic field.
Inforr,:ation is needed on as many of the events as !,ossible to im-
prove statistical inter}_retations.
1.4 Trapped Radiation
The trapped radiation exists in the region around the earth
known as the magnetosphere. Trapped radiation is observed from about
490 miles above the surface of the earth cut to the bc,undary of the
geema_netic field which occurs at about 40,6}00 miles on tl'e sunlit
side of the earth. The geon_agnetic field and the trai_ped radiation
appear to terminate at the same place. 7he characteristics of the
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radiation vary with position in the trapping region. There is an
inner region which is stable with time and characterized by a high
intensity of protons with energies in the range from a few keV to
several hundred MeV. The energy spectrum has been observed to vary
with position but there is very little v_riation in intensity with
solar activity. Although this region is characterized _articularly
by high energy protons, there is also a high flux _f electrons.
Farther out, at, about i0,000 miles, there is a region characterized
by a high flux of low energy _rotons. This maybe t_e region asso-
ciated with the geomagnetic ring current. Also in this region, the
trapped radiation is characterized by electrons _ith energies ex-
tending up to seve_-_l }-_eV,exl:ibiting large temporal s:_i s_ati._l
fluct_ations in their intensity. T}_e!o_._erenergy electrc_,ns, be]ow
about 1 HeV, are found to be precipitated more or less c_-_t_nuo_;]v
into the upper atmosphere in such numbersthat, were there no sources,
they would disappear entirely from this outer region in a few hours.
This leads to the hypothesis that there must exist one or more mech-
anisms for the acceleration of such particles in the vicinity of the
earth to replenish the supply and populate the outer region.
1.5 The Magnetic Field
The magnetic field investigation encompasses measurement
(_f the magnetic fields of the sun, planets, and natural satellites
of the solar system, and of interplanetary and galactic sT_ace. Since
none of the missions penetrate the _agnetosphere, only n'easureE_ents
and correlation about the earth area applicable to this study.
Experiments are to be carried out in conjunction with the
scientific investigation of the physical processes causing the fields
and their time changes. Simultaneous measurements cf ]_article fluxes
and plasma densities arc required to understand the interaction be-
tween these phenomena and tl_e magnetic field.
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i. DESCRIPTIO}_ OF LXPERI]hZ_"[T
Before 1960, no evidence existed to indicate a flux of galactic
electrons at the top of the atmosphere, although a balloon experiment
designed to detect them had been undertaken in 1949. 7]_e upper limit
of any primary cosmic-ray electron flux was estimated to be about
-I - i
13 m-sec sr from the data recorded in that flight. However, during
1960 balloon-borne instruments flown by Earl 2 and by Me,, : _nd Vogt 3,
independently, there was detected a m'._ll component of the electron flux
which could not be accounted for by secondary electrons or other means.
One of the groups used a cloud chamber similar to that flown in the 1949
experiment. The other used a scintillator range tele_ccpe. Their results
were _ good agreement: Earl estimate,- th_ prinmry flux : 500 M_V at
- _ -I -I - _ -i -i
"32. _ m sec sr , while Meyer and V_%t give 35 to 190 m -sec sr par-
ticles greater than i00 MeV.
#
:,lore recently De Shong and Hildebrand _ have flo_,_m a spark chamber
with a perm,_nent magnet to measure the electron-to-positron ratio Jn the
primmry flux, hoping to determine which of two possible sourc_ _ (p-p
collisions or supornova exple._ion_) J_ indicated.
More information is needed before definite answer_, can be given to
questions regarding primary cosmic-ray electrons. It seems clear tlmt
a satellite measurement is h_d_ly desirable because of the numerous cor-
rections for secondary electro_s which mt_st be _mde even for data gathered
at an atmospheric density as low as 4 g/cm 2. A second advantage is the
better statistical accuracy which can be achieved when the experiment
can be operated for long periods of time. l]_e energy range of the pro-
posed experiment is 25 to i000 MeV.
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2. DESCP.IPTION OF INSTRU}_NTAIION
Size and weight limitations mal.e necessary some modification of the
balloon instrumentation used for the measurements described abovL. _e
_-_"_ _ _,_e appears to _-_ most _:-_..... ight,_._**_a_,r range *_ ....... _= --'.... "-_- _-
low-power techniques.
In order to keep the weight of the absorbing material to a minimum,
the entrance aperture of the absorber for the propose{ instrument is
only 1 cm, as shown in Fig. 3-1. A lower limit to the diam_ter of the
absorber is set bv [he ci_arac_eri_-=ti_ diam_Lcr uf th_ _iw_tro_ sh<_wer_.
, 5
According to calculations bv FCrn_ach , about g5 percent of the shower
particles of energy E are within a zone defined by X = _
where X = Er/E
h
r = distance from the track in radiation l_i<gths
E _ 21 M_V
s
Therefore, even for energies as low as 21 7/LV, the shower radius is no
larger than two radiation lengths or 1.3 cm. lno::gh material is added
to the skirts of the absorber to make the losses of shower fringes
negligible. The total weight of the lead is about 2 Ibs.
A total of four scintillators and five silicon detectors _ake up
the detector array. The top two silicon c_et_ctors are place,:] in coinci-
dence and define the telescope aperture. The "rap ge" of the shower pro-
duced by an incident electron is measured by determining how n_ny of the
six range d_tectors are penetrated, l_c first three of these are silicon,
but the larger di_neter detectors are scintillator-photcmultiplier com-
binations. A plastic scintillator surrounding the telescope acts as an
anticoincidence sii_e!d.
Discrimination against heavier charged particles is obtained by
using the detectors at both ends of the lead stack as dE/dX detectors.
l]_e range telescope requires nine preamplifiers and ten discriminator-
coincidence circuits, plus six accumulators.
IC.L. Critchfield, E.P. Ney and ,<ophie O!eksa, Phys. Rev. 85, p. 461 (1952)
2j.A. Earl, Phys. Rev. Letters,_, . i 5 (19_!)
_P. Meyer and F. Vogt, Phys. hey. LetLer_,, _ p. i95 (1961)
4
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Dimensions :
Length:
Height :
Width :
We ight :
Power:
Therma i :
Data:
Mount ing :
Preferred Orbit:
12 inches
8 inches
6 inches
6 pounds
2 watts at 28 volts
9 _ C) r"
.._ _ to +60°C
I0 bits/second continm us
30 degree cone angle c_e3r of _bstructions
away from sun.
I000 nautical mile n:odiiied su;_ sy_ci_rL_nous
0ti<_i -l i_,:_i (] i )
SUN DIRECTION FOR
MISSION B AND C
8in.
-_SUN
DIRECTION
FOR MISSION A
6in.
I
12in.
VIEW OF
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EXPERi,_;':T I! Y-B
STUDY _}F n,_,._.t S AI,i:,EDO LEL!IiLO:_S
i. DESC}:IIPTION OF EXPERI)_T
The earth's neutron albedo is produced by cosmic ray primaries
interacting with atmospheric nuclei producing nucleonic cascades. The
neutrons _ ..... =d are _nU_L_y in the MeV energy region, except for a few
which are products of high-energy "knock-on" events. These ne_trons
are initially above I0 _leV in energy; subsequent collisicv_ with at::_'.-
spheric nuclei moderates them and, for the most part, they are a!_sorbed
in the atmosphere in ther_nal neutron absorption reactions with nitrogen,
.... 12
Nl4(n,p) C I_ and NJ4(n,F) C . The latter reaction produces tritium, and
only a few percent oi the neutrons enter into this reaction.
Some of the neutrons produced by the cosmic ray events are scattered
out of the atmosphere and it is these which are referred to as "albedo
neutrons". Their energies are undoubtedly spread over a wide spectral
distribution ranging from thermal to high energies of tens of ._leV.
lq_e importance of investigation of these neutrons lies in their role
as one of the sources of the trapped (Van Allen) radiation found in the
earth's .magnetosphere. Theory as to the various injecti_m mechanisms
for electron and proton ra_!iation belts _:_....:'c_ solar protons, a]bedo
neutrons, solar neutrons, et_., tLe prot_;n-electron decay of the neutrons
of course, providing the necessary compLnents. Since neutron half-life
is only on the order of 103 seconds, the lower energy neutrons cannot
travel out of the magnetosphere before decaying and contributing to the
radiation belts.
Little is known of the magnitude of the earth's neutron albedo or
its spectral characteristics. The uncertainty in the albedo flux approaches
an order of magnitude, and the albedo's importance as a major contributor
lies with this area of uncertainty.
Y1_e neutron albedo theory, i.e., that it is the prime source of
trapped radiation, is somewhat popular due to the fact that it surmounts
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someof the difficulties associated with trying to understand the means
by which charged particles from beyond the magnetosphereare actually
trapped. The theory is a]_:o compatible with the energies of tile protons
found in the trapped radiation belt and someof their dynamic properties.
The study of these neutrons is certainly important in resolving the
theoretical controversy over the origin and perpetuation of earth's
trapped radiation. The subject is covered thoroughly in an article]
by R.C. Haymes-.
2. DESCRIPTIONOF INSTRU_'IE_TATIOF_
An}, attempt to cover the range of neutron euergics expected from
the albedo must conceive of several instrume:Its, each covering a narr_,wer
range° Thermal neutrons are generally detected by pr_portiona: c_unters
filled with a gas with large thermal neutron absorption cr<_sssection
B t o
such as F_ or i{e_ . 7he latter gas is an excellent choice, for a
proportional counter can be filled with He _ to pressures on the order
of i0 atmospheres and operated at moderate voltages with efficiencies
around 70 percent, since the absorption cross s_ction is 5500 barns for
thermal neutrons. The measurement of thermal and slow neutr_n_ could be
2,3
accomplished I tile use of three prc_p_rtional c<_unter_::
O
I. He_-filled for measurement of ti_e ther:_m] :_eutrons
Q
2. HeO-filled with sufficient ca_!niu_, shielding t _ _xclude neutrons
below cadmium resonance
3. He4-filled to allow subtraction of charged-particle-ind_,ced
counts
The proportional counters would be identical in geometry and gas
pressure and presumably matched for charged-particle response. The
thermal neutron counter can be mmde directional, as ca:: the epicadmium
4
counter with proper choice o_ shielding. The II_ oounter should be used
in anticoincidence with the two neutron detectors to eliminate background,
since any heavily ionizing radiation will produce charge pulses on the
3
order of the reaction energies of the lie (n,p)7 process.
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/Fast neutrons (0.5 Hev to 15 Yev) are difficult to measure direct!v.
The popular method for fast ne_ [,_L_n detection in this range is to use a
moderator material with a B±_'F3 -iiled proportional counter relying on
the slowing of the neutrons to the energies that allow good absorption
efficiency. This type of counter does not have good absolute efficiency
(- ¢ ' percent) and some theoretical spectrum must be assumed, since no
spectral information is available.
Techniques of more acceptable character have been used r<cently,
employing no moderator and enabling pulse-}-eight analy-_is of recoi!
_r tons direct]y created by ncutr_n-],rot_n tee'oil it- an orgasmic
"_ , ,_-,.cnt c<_]l,'cti_,:] c,,_c],,1c)'
t:illatc, r. The inorgap, ic scinti]iator interact_ _._:.,v .itt-], ",,,:::: a_t
ncatrc, ns and provides a char_ed particle p, !s_-_:hape di>,{:rJrd:?atie_ ':n,<:-
anism, si_-:ce the pulse is mucl longer from :1 . inorganic ileal, 'ihe
organic scintillator has very short pulse-relaxation Limes, and counting
of neutrons is done by sensing the pulse-decay time from the proton
knock-on. The energy of the proton is roughly proportional to the inci-
dent neutron energ%,, though energ:," resolution may be poor due to the
wide-angle scattering { proto;..s :rom lower energy neutrons. Shielding
for directionality could be acco_'..piished; however, an anticoincidence
technique using a thick, second organic scintillator as an outer cc,ver
would be more fruitful due to the large bulk of hydrogenous material nee
necessary for total slowing of the higher ener:zy neutrons.
Fast neutrons from the earth's albedo are perhaps the me:: inter-
esting and least explored energy regio::. The energies of ueutrons from
high-energy cosmic ray interactions are undoubtedly less abundant, and
count rates would be correspondingly low. These neutrons have energies
up to I00 HeV and may be sensed by use of a proton knock-on radiator
plate with a proton range spectrometer to collect the knock-on proto_.
Fig, 3-3 sho_:_'- a conceptual dra_i::g of such a:: arr_::ge:'e:_ . Directio_-
all,- o*- tl:is detector rests on the predominantly forwarc, scattering o:
the proton knock-on anJ geome:ry _,f the :,,e:tron-pr{,t,):: : _::v,:ter p :t<
: , i d5
or radiator. An anticoincidence silieid c f !._r_anic scintilla[or is u_
to provide anticoincidence rejection of charged-particle background.
_^_c basic problems are several. The n-p collision is not, in general,
a total conversion process; thus only a lower limit to tile neutron ener_-
can be obtained. Also, the directionality is limited to tile fact that the
recoil proton cannot go backward. However, at higher energies the rela-
tivistic kinematics tend to favor the fom_ard angles for the collision
pro_ess (essentially a charge-exchange collision with small momentum
transfer), and the directionality is improved. The other problem ia that
the hydrogenous radiator usually has carbon also, and the n-carbon reactions
are more complicated and less directional.
Another problem concerns efficiency, i_e n-p cross section at higher
energy gets relatively small I'_J.l barn) so that the conversion efficiency
becomes poor. A converter that would allow the passage of a 50 ._[eV proton
would have a conversion efficiency of only about 2 percent.
Such problems notwithstanding, the following instrument is a begin-
ning toward such a detector.
3. DESC.,_rI_ON OF ]<FJTRON DETECTOR
Figure 3-3 sh<a,,s:
(1) a plastic scintillator, totally enclosing detector used
for anticoincidence isolation from charged particle
background
(2) a solid-state dE/dX counter
I
(3) a second solid-state dE/dX counter
(4) a copper-absorber solid-state detector sandwich which is
a proton telescope with maximum range of about 300 MeV
protons
(C) a C_{ converter
Detector Operation
(i) vetoes all entering charged particles. Neutro:_ enters (C) knock-
ing out a proton, which triggers (2) , (3) , and (4). l]_e logic and dis-
criminator levels are set on (2) , (3) , and (A) to distinguish protons
\
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from electrons, thus eliminating counts due tc gsn_.a conversion.
Th_ _roton te!escoFe, in .....ju ....ic,n wiLD k__) and (3), tells energy
of proton (r_nge and identification).
The entire assembly could be covered with a layer of lead to
convert gammas, thus vetoing them. (This probably would add too
much weight, however, and is rejected for this instrument.)
The shove " ...........u_ wt'u_u m_asl:re _.e_ttrons, Put a lower limit on
their energy, and measure directions crudely, i.e.. about = 45 °--
enoug}_ to identiiy the earth, as the s(urc_ rnt_er than the su:',
.
Dimensions :
Length :
He ight :
Width:
Weight :
Power :
Thermal :
Data :
Mount ing :
12 inches
6 inches
6 inches
i0 pounds
3 watts at 28 volts continuous
-20°C to +60°C
bits/second c o_ _ inuous
>_ission B or tl l,_t° fror: sun ]i__e;
0
::issi_I _ :, _ fr, m suu ]iRe
Preferred Orbit: None
_,.;:. Haymez, Rcv. of ,,_,,i)i_::.,, 3, p. .4: (i)o-"_-,_
?
-D.J. Williams and C.O. Eostron, J. Geophysical Res., 69, p. 3,7 (i)t$)
_.R Hills, R L. Caldwell and J._. Horgan, R_:v. ,_ci. Instr., _'3,
p. b66 (1962)
_)U i-Y thai (ii } f;8
INTENSIi'YA_;DABiTNDA-;CEOFTIIE
LIGHTAND:,H{DI]'.'_I:(UCLEIIN _\IJ{CYICCOS_ICRADLITION
I. DESCRIPTIONOFEXPERI_._ENT
Within the past few years, a considerable amount of data has become
available on the spectra of the componentsof galactic cosmic radiation
with charges from Z = 1 (hydro_,,en)to Z = 8 (oxygen) in th_ rigi!i_" _l _:_
0. <.-I0 BeV.i'2 I1_epresent experiment w<_ilda_!d to tills, b _v o_ d_ _i ,i_:
provide information on the short term [from a few ho_rs _c a few months)
variations in intensity and composition.
As the name implies, galactic cosmic ra lation is believed on
theoretical grounds to originate within our galaxy, a iti_eugh a few mea-
surements of particles of energy so high as to suggest extra-galactic origi_
4
have been made. The problem of the origin and acceleration of cosmic
rays is still a matter of some speculatioi_; it is j :st for this reason
that additional data is needed. It is known, of course, that the sun
is a source of energetic particles (called solar cosmic rays to disti gt_i_dt
them from the subject of this experiment) and the stars in o r galaxy
presur'_biy are similarly important sources of cosmic radiatio:_.
A question _,_hich ir,.nnediately arises is whether the c_:.posJtJ_:l of
galactic cosmic .a_.,_"_iation is ._i-:_ilar to that of the sul:. ]h already
i
has been established that significant differences exist. It remai_s
to be determined whether these differences reflect differiuo_o source
abundances, acceleration efficiencies, er loss processes. Accurate
measurements of relative abundances can shed some light on this problem.
O
For example, McDonald and Webber _ found that the ratio of alpha particles
to medium nuclei (6 < Z _- 9) does not appear to show an increase toward
IC.j. Waddington in Progress in Nuclear Physics, Voi. 8, pp. 1-45
(Pergamon Press, _ew York, 1960)
2F.E. McDonald and W.F. Webber; j. Geophys. Res. 67, p_ 2119 (1962)
V.I_. Balasubrahmanvan_ an_J F._,._' McDona]d, _. C_ophys. Res. __69, p. 3289 (_-_.....
4j. Iinsiev, L. i-;_,_rsi, and F,. '_ si, ,_. " . _ ,
. os P]:ys. Soc. Japan _7, Suppl A-ai]f
p 0_ (_9__o)
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)low energies that would be predicted after passage through 4_:/_m.- of
interstellar hydrogen if the origi_-al rigidity (momentum) spectra were
s imi la r.
It is _Jell known that galactic cosmic ray intensity and solar
activity show an inverse relationship over the ll-year solar cycle.
Becaus_ so much of the detailed information in the rigidity range below
a few BeV/nucleon has been obtained with balloon instrumentation, short-
term correlations of light nuclei spectra with solar activity and solar
flares would be interesting in itself and helpful in the interpretation
of balloon measurements. An experiment aboard a relatively long-lived
satellite offers the opportunity for such correlations.
DESCRIPTION OF I_TRU_fZI_TATION
lq_e most suitable detector for light and m_di_,m nuclei spectral
measurements from an unmanned satellite is a scintillator-Cerenkov telescope
3,5
of the type developed at the State University of Iowa.-' It consists
of a pair of scintillators and a Cerenkov detector; the pa_ssage of a
particle of interest is indicated by a coincident output from the three
detectors, l_e pulse height from a Cerenkov detector is proportio::al t_:_
Z2 ' 2)(i-I/',; _ where is the index of refraction; a_.d the .._intii _: :
output is proportional to Z2/f_ 2. Pulse height analysi_ , : eacl of t_se
ot:tputs permits b, :._ Z and _: t, be d_t<r-::ined. .De'ailed disck,:t Jott ill 5L_i_In•
of the neces:;-ary correctio:',b is ;iven by i,!c])onald and Webbcr.
For a satellite-borne expLriment _ith severely limited weight,
power, and telemetry capacity, the balloon instrument technique using
two or three 512-channel pulse-height analyzers does not appear feasible.
However, it appears that the particle identification problem ca:- bt readily
handled by on-board data processing equipment.
5F.B. McDonald, Phys. Rev. 104, p. 1723 (1956)
6F.B. McDonald and W.R. Webber, Phys. Rev. 115, p. 194 (1959)
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Fi<ure 3 shows the apprc:<imatebeundarie5 se_aratin, ":,e v_rieJF
nuclei in the scintillator output vs Ck_r__nkc,voutput plane. Those
boundaries imPlY tha_ th,_ i_!_ _,_ _- "
• , _......... _o,, oz a givci: ,nucleus can be ac-
complished by a pulse-height analysis of the quantity L-kC, where S is
the scintillator output and C is the Cerenkov detector output. Thus
only an 8-channel pulse-height analyzer would be required for the particle
,_- _,,,.... height analysis ofidentification function. .\ second ] .... a ....el pul#u
C alone _.,:eu!d >,_i,' energy _,_a_t,:.,. Thus a total of _L, accumulators
is required. A block dia/ram of _:he ,';ys[em is given in Fi Zlre 3-5.
For a telescope _.Jith a 5 cm--ster geometrical factor, c_u::u :'atc t
of the order of i0 counts/sec are expected. Thus low-_pecd circuitry
can be used throughout the instrument, Xo particular susceptibility to
damage from the launch or space environment is anticipated.
g
• EXPEr, I._,a .qPECIFICATIONS (See Fi_" 3-6)
Dimensions
Optics: 6" diameter x 12" long
Electronics: 6" :,:6" x 9"
We igh t
Optics: 7 pounds
Electronics: 5 pounds
PT_:,.F: , _=qtts at _o vc-_s
CO r_
phoz-_ai" - , : C _-_' %0_C
Data: _ _) blu_'_s/ rl it
:i, n_tln3: .'-ii_:i n ELnd C 90 degrees to earth-_,u_ axis;
}fission A 180 degrees to the sun; 30 dejree field
of view
Preferred Orbit: Any of three missicns
6'i)6I-F in:_] (II) o i
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TiL%PPED PARTICLE i;XPEI<IME?:T
i. DESCRIPTION OF mXPnRIAE,'_I
The purpose of this experiment is to obtain experimental data about
the energetic charged particles which are trapped in the geomagnetic field.
The two types of particles which are of interest are electrons and
protons with energies sufficiently great so that the effects of gravita-
tional fields can be ignored, and whose motions in the g_omagnetic field
will accordingly be dictated solely by Lorentz forces.
_e characteristics of geomagneticallv trapped particles can be com-
pletely described if th< functi_m
ji(: ,],,'_,l,._:,_,,i7,t)
can be determined, where
where ji = the unidirectional intensity expressed as particles-
-2 - , of particles of type i havingcm -sec l-steradian-i
energies between E and E + dE
r,_,#J = the geographic polar coordinates of an arbitrary point
in the vicinity of the earth
l,m,n : the direction cosines or pitch angle with respect to
the magnetic field vector at r,'?.@
E = particle kinetic ener_:
t = time.
The motion of a geomagnetically trapped particle is helical, being
composed of a circular motion in a plane normal to the magnetic field
about a point known as the "guiding center", and a motion of the guiding
center along the field lines. As the guiding center moves toward the north
or south magnetic pole, the field lines converge and more and more of th,_
energy must go into the cyclotron motion. _e rac]ius of gyration decr,.a<_s
(being inversely proportional to the magnetic field strength) and, if
696! -Final (II)
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the particle is not scattered or absorbed in the _-_mosphere, a point l_"
ultimately reached _Jhereall of the energy kas gone into the circular
motion _-_..... _ _4.._ _,_c_ to a ,_,_,._,_ s_ ,._ ..... , .... ,_
and reverses its direction of motion, heading back along the field lines
toward a conjugate mirror point in the opposite hemisphere, in adJition
to th¢ helical motion just described, there is a general drift to the east
for electrons and to the west for protons, caused by the radial component
of the field _adi_nt.
Although trapped radiations have been the subject of many experi-
ments and a fairly consistent picture is emerging, . great J_'O' questions
remain to be answered and much additional data is rt_i...,irc . . ,,_ sophis-
ticated instrumentation must be developed t __nable _._ta to bt t,,ilLcted
from ',,_hich relations between particle en_rg7 and particle lifetime can
be derived and details of the injection and loss mechanisms inferred.
Data regarding pitch angles, energy, and flux for ptotons and for elec-
trons are needed over extended periods o_ time so that correlations between
particle injection and such factors as solar flare occurrence, terrestrial
and solar magnetic field variations can be determined. Longitudinal drift
rates need to be measured. Parameters governing the altitudes of mirror
points must be investigated. To date, no instruments with good energy
resolution an£ good directional resolution have been built and flown.
2. ,DESCRIPYiON OF INSTR{>fENYATIOX
Instrumentation for this experiment consists of a curved plate electro-
static analyzer to analyze electrons and protons in the 1 to 150 keV ra_,ge,
and a solid-state telescope to analyze electrons between 150 keV and I0 _'[_\"
and protons between 150 keV and 200 MeV.
The solid-state telescope consists of a dE/dX detector, total E
detector, and a series of absorbers and detectors for range analysis.
The outputs of these detectors are fed into an electron-proton identi-
fication logic pulse-height analyzer and a proton-range analyzer_
6961-Fin.:_] (II)
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The two instruments are shownin Figs. 3-7 and 3-6, and a general b!o [:
diagram in Fig. ]-9.
o INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Size:
Weight:
Power:
Particle Type:
Emery, Range:
Dynamic _ange:
Thermal:
Data:
Mounting:
Preferred Orbit:
8 x 14 x 14 inches
20 ibs
I0 watts
Electron and proton
Electrons, i keV to I0 11eV
Protons, 1 keV to 200 MeV
10 t to 10 9 particle/cm2-sec-ster
-20°C to +60°C
I00 bits/min
Clear view of environment (180 deFrees)
Highly elliptical or modified _un sync_ironous
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EXPERI_ _h_f III-E
DETECTION OF HIGH ENERGY GALACTIC GAFi_ RADIATION
i. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
Gamma radiation is the only cosmic radiation, with the exception
of the infrequent, extremely energetic charged particles, Which reaches
us directly from the galactic source, unaffected by magnetic fields.
•n_ Li_r_ _uu_ o_ very n_gn energy gamma _,_wu....to _uuu....MeV) are the
cosmic ray nuclear collision reactions, proton-antiproton annihilation
and high energy electron bremsstrahlung. In all but the last case, the
gamma is produced through decay of a -/ meson which results from the
primary interaction. The first is considered predominant and most sig-
nificant. Since there is no known means of producing these interactions
without very hi_ energy charged particles, any gan_na rays detected
would provide indication of such charged particles in galactic space.
If a sufficiently directional detector could be used, indications as
to the position could also be available.
Some study of such gamma rays already has been pursued. The arti-
1
ficial satellite Explorer XI carried a high-energy gamma telescope into
orbit on April 27, 1961 and recorded about I00 ga_ana rays in this energy
range over approximately 9 hours of scanning. Several other instruments
capable of detection of this type of gamma ray have been built _'_
One particularly suited for this use and apparently with some abiiitv
to resolve gamma ray energy was built for flight in the Orbiting Solar
Observatory, Satellite S-17, with the University of New Mexico as
3
experimenter .
Due to the very low flux of high-energy gamma rays, slow scanning
(low roll rate) is necessary if an instrument is to accomplish any angular
resolution. A long period of observation is also necessary for collection
of significant counts. A detector placed on a solar oriented satellite
rotating at less than one degree per second would sweep most of the sky
during one-year transit through earth orbit path. Directional aperture
should be at least 30 to 45 degrees solid angle for good collection
efficiency and coverage.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTATION
The instruments which have been designed for this type of detec-
tion are all variations on a single technique. That is to convert the
- e+)Barmma ray to a charged pair (e , by use of a high Z converter
plate, usually lead, _nd detect the pair in a fluorescent scintillator.
The scintillator must be sufficiently thin to pass the charged pair
without too much energy degradation if spectrometry is employed. A
second scintillator or Cerenkov detector is used either to establish
directionality or to totally absorb the electrons and note their energy.
This energy would be proportional to the gamma energy and pulse height
analysis can be used to fair advantage. If the electrons are totally
absorbed, a thick, wide Cerenkov detector must be used to accommodate
the total absorption of all branching reactions and resulting brems-
strahlung. Lead glass is generally used to achieve such stopping
power.
The geometry of such a detector is shown conceptually in Figure
3-10. The incident gamma must pass through the anticoincidence counter
(I), which has low absorption cross section, and be converted in the
lead plate. High conversion efficiencies, on the order of 50-75 per-
cent, may be used depending on the subsequent geometry. The electron
position pair produced from the absorption is projected forward into
the first Cerenkov detector (2). The pair dissipate their remaining
energy in the lead glass Cerenkov detector (3). Pulse height analysis
of the energy deposited in such a detector will yield energy resolution
on the order of 20 to 30 percent.
Anticoincidence is provided by requiring that only (2) and (3)
coincidences are counted. (2) is protected from charged particles by
the shielding qf (3) and the anticoincidence scintillator (i). A charged
particle penetrating all three detectors is vetoed as is any particle
6_6]-Final (II) !02
creating a count in only one detector or in (I) and (2)_ _e inter-
face between (i) and (2) is painted non-reflective black, reducing the
response of (2) to rear-entering charged particles due to the direction-
ality of the charged particle Cerenkov radiation.
The associated electronics consist of conventional coincidence
circuitry and pulse-height analyzers, data accumulators, power supplies,
etc. Photomultiplier tubes will be chosen for convenience to geometry,
but consistent with the requirement t_mt they be of ruggedized co_-
struction. A sketch of the system appears in Fig. 3-11.
3. INSTRUMEN_fSPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: Length 18"
Width 6"
Height 8"
Weight: 17 pounds
Power: 2 watts at 28 volts
Thermal: -30°C to +65°C
Data: I0 bits/min continuous
Mounting: 30 degree clear field; 90 degrees away from
sun mission B or C and 180 degrees away from
sun mission A
Preferred Orbit: Any
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EXPERI,'_** _ III-F
?ROION DO S D!ETER
i. DESCIIlPTION OF EXPERIMENT
Based on measurements and calculations of various types of radiation
in space, it has been determined tl_at the most serious radiation threat
proton dosLmeter <_xperiment is designed to monitor the _ proton fiological
dose rate in an accurate way, _'_"ta_n o into account the rather complex
relationship between energy loss and biological dose rate. Data from
this experLment will be useful for tile estimation and prediction of
radiation d_age to hum.ans in future manned space missions.
Most experLments for the detection of protons are designed to mea-
sure the energy spectrum of the radiation over a given range. In prin-
ciple, the resulting data can be used to evaluate the radiation health
hazard by making use of known relationships between the proton flux at
a given energy and the resultant tissue damage. Ilowever, this approach
is L_practical since measurement of the entire spectrum requires a
much more elaborate instr_nent than one designed to measure the relative
biological effectiveness (Pd_E) of the radiation as a function of energy-
loss rate.
Thus, as described below, this experiment will use a specially
designed multi-shell omnidirectional ionization chamber. Its response
will be proportional to the biological dose rate (obtained by multiplying
the RBE by the absorbed dose). Depending on the specific organ for
which the dose is to be evaluated, different RBE's may be defined. One
l
recommended set of values is given in the Table III-l.
i
International Commission en Radiological Protection.
Radiol. Suppl. 6 (1955).
Brit. J.
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Table III-Io Relative Dose .Rate as a Function
of Energy Loss Rate
Energy Loss Rate
-d!-i
-_x (keV/L Of _2O)
3.5
7.0
23
53
175
RBE
Biological Dose Rate
dD
dx
1 3.5
2 14
5 1!5
i0 ! 5302 3 0
In general, the giological dose rate has the form dD/dx = f (dE/dx) so
that the total relative dose rate absorbed by a h,±man is given by
X
max dE
D = j f (77) dx
where X is a tissue thickness typical of a h<_nan. The qua_Itity D is
_.ax
a function of energy since dE/dx is a known function of protL:n e_lergy.
We can thus calculate the total biological dose per i_cident i)rotc_n as
a function of the incident proton energy E , D (E). Fig. 3-12 sh,:ws a
O O
sketch of such a curve.
It should be remarked that if the function D(E o) is multii)lied
bv the proton flux J(Eo) measured in protons/era 2 -sec-keV, and ir_tL_rated
with respect to energy, the resulting quantity is the average or whole-
body biologically effective dose rate in rein (if the proper units are
used). This quantity may be compared without further computation with
similarly derived measures of the absorbed dose for other types of
radiation when biological effects are being studied.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRb_MENT
In section I, a method for assigning a measure of the biological
damage caused by a single proton has been described. The biological
dose D was _UULL__..... to _n_.... _ _ _h_........p_...... _ner_v_ Eo. It remains to be
shown that an instr_L_ent can be devised to measure the total biological
dose _,_hich would be absorbed by a hu_an in the same ?r,,t,_p, fl',_x. A
spherically s>_metric instr,_ent is described _hich has the pr_perty
that its output is very nearly proportional t_ o_ D(Eo) j (Eo) dee,
_.Jhere j(F_ ) is the flu_[ of a beam of protons which is monodirectional
O
and uniform over an area large compared to the instr_cnt. The instru-
ment is also linear so that a superposition of beams in various directions
is correctly measured.
The instrument consists of a series of concentric conducting
spherical shells, the space between the shells being filled with argon.
Alternate shells are connected together electrically, and a typical
io[_ization chamber voltage is applied, so that ions generated in any
portion of the gas ar_' collect_d at a c,_m_on detector. In order that
the detector produce the proper output as a function of particle energy,
we must arrange varying spa:i_g of the concentric shells, or varying
ti_ickness, or both. As an example, we assume that the spacing varies.
In practic_e, there would be a few (_ !0) such spacings, but we ass_une
a continuous function of an illustrative solution. Then let the gap
width (the "oao shell" thickness) be described by W(r), where r is the
radial coordinate from the center of the s;_here. Here we assume for
simplicity that all abs_,rber shells are the same thickness and of the
same material. Then the response of the instr_nent to a proton at a
dE
radius, r, in the ci]amber is proportional to -W (r)
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Now we illustrate the forn_ of the equation which must be solved
to define the function W(r). We refer to the sketch below. Let r be clue
I
4 i _4
re
i z
c
'_ , Incident Proton
}
*a =0
radial coordinatc from thc cent,'r of th_: sphere to a point on t}_e
trajectory of a proton. The polar coordinate axis, _ = O_ "s (,riented
parallel to the direction of the incoming proton. For an inc_'<ing
dE
proton of energy, E , the energy loss -- is detenm.ined i;l a calcu!-
o dx
able way by the amount of material it has traversed. Thus
dE
- d--_x = f (Eo, S, a)
where _ is the average density of the stopping material in the sphere,
and S is the distance the proton has penetrated into the spi_ere. If
the gas shells are negligibly small con_pared tc_ the absorber shells,
£ can be taken as constant. I_ net, we must write
O = 8
o
i- k W(r) 3
where k is a constant. Now we can write the response of the instru-
ment to a proton injected at ro, Co' of energy Eo' as
S
i°dR(E o) = K W(r) f (S _, _ ) as
,J ' 0
0
where S is the length of travel in the sphere.
o
and obtain
The_ note dS -
r
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dR = K i W(r) f (S O, E ) r d@
' ' ' o S in@
n-@
o r s in@ "
0 0
= K _ W(r) f (S, -, E ) p d@
@ o sin -@
0
r s inW
o o
since r = Here K is a constant. If the particle stops
sin_
before traversing the whole sphere, f is considered zero after the
end of the range. To extend the response to all r _o' we put inO'
tile area factor 2< sin@ and have, finally,
O'
</2 ::-@ sin2_
0 2_1
e W(r) f (S 0 Eo) r d@ d@
R(Eo) = 2@ ' ' o o
_0 _ sin
o
To employ this more explicitly, we recognize that
S = r sin@
o o
r sin@
o o
r = -
sin_
(ctn @ - ctn @)
The function R(Eo) must now be equated to the desired proton dose
as a function of energy D(Eo), and the equation solved for W(r). This
is quite straightforward to the accuracy we are seeking. One simple
method is to make a' "guess" at W(r), solve numerically to get R(E o),
and vary W(r) to get the bes= fit. The function f (S 0, E ) is
' O
actually a function only of pds, and is a known function which can
be found from the range-cnerLy-energy loss relation.
Note. that the stopping p_ver of the sphere should be c_npacable
to an average slab of the h,mnan body. This would be about 30-40 gms/cm 2.
6961 •
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If the sphere were made of a relatively heavy material, like copper
(the most favorable case), then it would be of the order of 5 cm in
diameter, weighing somewhat less than a pcund and a half. Better
results might be obtained with a somewhat larger sphere, but the above
would be adequate.
The rest of the instrument package consists of a low-current,
high-voltage power supply and an electrometer circuit. The simplest
system would result if an analog telemetry channel of a few cycles
bandwidth were available, but suitable modifications to adapt the
experiment for _eriodic digital readout are straightforward.
d_-ar _ of tl_e _ro_,sed it_str_iment is shown in Fig_:r__ 3-13
of a proton dosimeter instrument is shown in Figure 3-14.
3 o DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Dimens ions :
Weight:
Power
Thermal:
Mngnetic:
Data:
Mount ing :
Preferred Orbit:
A block
A sketch
Length 5"
Width 3"
Height 6"
3 pounds
1 watt at 28 volts
-30°C to + 60°C
No magnetic fields stronger than I0 gauss
allowed around instrument
20 bits/second continuous
Spacecraft should block as little of solid
angle as possible
Highly elliptical or modified sun synchronous
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EXPERImeNT III-G
S_'_IARCE FOR KEY GALACTIC GA_ RADIATIONS
I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The objective of this experiment is the detection of galactic
gamma radiations characteristic of certain nuclear reactions and pr_'-
cesses of importance to astrophysicists. Gam_na radiations provide the
most convenient probe of galactic ',mclear reactions because of their
lack of charge and low probability ¢)f interaction with ,ja!actie hydr_ ....
gen. Thus, a _ear:l_ f,_r gamma photons of galactic origin with eL_ergies
characteristic of known reactions provides astrophysicists with a means
for assessing the abundance of such reactions in stellar atmospheres
and galactic c!oud._. Efforts toward determiniEg the intc:_sity o_ such
p}..otuns i:ave been scant and the data are lacking in spectral informa-
tion. fhe more moderately energetic reactions which produc_ gan_:,a
radiation are the prime concern of this experiment. Those reactions
which produce g_a radiation in the 0.i meV to i0 meV region are:
(a) Deuteri_m_ production through neutron proton capture
reactions, H (n,_/) D, resulting in 2.23 meV gammas.
(b) Positro_1-electron annihilation radiation at 0.511 meV.
(c) Electron-proLon brem_strahlung radiation caused by
relativistic electroL_s in stellar atmospheres (no char-
acteris tic energies).
(d) Carbon, nitrogen and oxygen emission from de-excitation
of excited states produded by proton _n_]astic scattering.
Little is known concerning the relative abundance of photons in
the galaxy from each "of thes_ processes.
The first process, deuterium _roduction, is essentially a slow
neutron interaction and must occur where neutrons can be produced hv
"_-_ ' ..... _ " i ..... __'_'ions, in materia I _ _' regioPs}, s,,_r energy c,,a_c_ part_c ..... -_c,.
wi_ere the neutrons can be moderated sufficiently for the low energy
i
i
L
i
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absorption by hydrogen, and where the neutrons mean free absorption
path is at least on the order of the neutrons decay range. The con-
ditions described correspond to ste!!ar and planetary at-_ospherewith
sufficient density to assure moderation and capture before escape or
decay of the neutron. The abundanceof such reactions may be low since
the primary source of this characteristic radiation is the cosmic ray
production of _eutrons.
Annihilation1 gammasfind their origin in the annihilation of posi-
trons created by pair production from very high e,lergy ga._mmrays.
These high energy _am_:_asre the result of the decay of _ nesons pro-
duced by very high energy proton-proton collisions. The source of
annihilation gar_T.ashould be strong compared to the deuterium production
_am_naebecause of tl'_egreater abundanceof very high energy protons and
hydrogen in the galaxy.
_]lectron-prot_a bremmstrahlungaL-eproduced predominately in stellar
atmospheres and a_'_ believed t_ _.'ethe most prominc_t contriUutor in
the region _f 0.01 to i meV. Solar emissions of t}_/s radiation vary
from 2 x 10-3 photons/cm2-scc to 10-2 photon/cm2-sec during ;_lar flare
!
activity. The inte_sities expected from galactic sources would pro-
bably be several orders of ._agnit,ade lower than the emission fro:_ the
SUn.
Characteristic emission fr_n oxygens, _.it_ogeL1, a:_.d carb,-n in the
region of l-L0 meV results from proton inelastic coilisic_s ai_d should
be present in any high-level stellar activity such as flar_.s or [_ovae.
Little inforw._ation is available as to the expected abundance of this
type of radiation.
The reactions discussed above are for the most part, dependent
upon the energetic p.roton activity in the galaxy or the density of
hydrogen in galactic space. Informa_i_J_l as to the intensity, energy
distribution and general directionality of suc!_ radiatio_ would aid
greatly in the understanding of the high energy processcs at work in
1
Fazio, Giovanni G. "Con=hunts on Gamam Rays," A_\S-I_A._;A S_".'_.?:_si_m_
on the Physics of Solar Flares 1963 NASA SU-50.
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the galaxy. Little data is presently available since this region of
the galactic gan_a spectrum has for the most part been unexplored.
This experiment is designed to detect 0.51 and 2.23 meV galactic
radiation and must be oriented in such a manner as to view this area of
the celestial sphere for as great a portion of the operating period as
possible due to the very low expected flux. Stable orientation is
desirable; however, if the direction of the aperture of the detector is
known as a function of time, the background sources (i.e., the earth
and sun) can be easily recognized since their source strength is so
much greater. Orbital characteristics of the satellite should be such
that as much time as possible is s?cnt out of the earth's trapped
radiation field. A low roll rate is desirable to allow time for rcccg-
Llition of background sources,
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRb$IENTATION
In order to reduce the background from solar flare protons, and
terrestrial trapped radiation, the instrtunent must have good directional
properties. Generally, shielding and anticoincidence techniques are
used to this end. Moderate angular resolution is necessary in this
a!_plication due to the solid angles subtended by galactic sources and
the low flux.
T!_c dct<_.'tor _.........._e used in t! :< ,_e_-ime_tx_• _'s_a C.<T_{'i'f_.crysta_
1 inch in diameter by two inches long, inserted into a well, bored
into a larger CsI(T ) crystal. The smaller crystal is viewed by
a one-inch di_n_tt_ " i41otomultiplier tube such as an !{CA C715D. Th<;
smaller crystal is blanked off opticaiiy from _ne larger and servco a_
the gamma detector. The large crystal is viewed by four sLmilar tubes,
the outputs of which are added and operated in anticoincidence witll the
output of the ce_tra_ tube.
The choice of cesium iodide for this application is dictated
bv its high _amma colle_tie_ _. effi_'iency, _reat physic :! ru_!._ed-
ness, and its avai!abi__ity in ' _ :_rvsca ,:,.argo. i-:_ i'_-_ ,<_=<:
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detector aperture is in the direction of the central tube. Go_n_mas
arriving at other angles are absorbed in the Cesium Iodide anticoi_cidenc_,
shield. Similarly, charged particles are either absorbed and not regis-
tered or penetrate both crystals and are rejected with anticoincidence.
Very high energy ganm_as have about the same absorption cross section1
and produce charged pairs which are also rejected by anticoincidence.
The effective aperture of this device as described is on tile order of
one steradiaL_ and has front to back background reduction1 of about I0 to
i. The reduction of background from the wide is by a factor of three.
This background reductio:_ could be it_creas,_d by increasin-: ti_e _im: ,,f
the anticoincidc:nce silield. The w,,_ight of the detecter - as described
is about 3 pounds.
l'he detector is. used with a pulse heigi_t analyzer usi_g i0 channels,
5 channels centered on the 0.51 me%' energy and 5 cham_cls ce[_tur_id on
2.23 meV. Data in each channel arc accumulated dut-ir_g the observaticL_
of the galactic set, roe and transmittc_d before the detector acctm:ttlates
data from bacl:gound sources which may be subsequently viewed during
the scanning period. The electronic circuitry in getlera! is com-
prised of the foll¢_,Ting:
Preamplifiers
Pulse sl_aping amplifiers
Disc _-Ln_ina tors
Coincidence circuits
Acc_n_ _la tots
C onrnu ta to rs
lligh-voltage mower coL1verters
Low-vol_tage power converters
Voltage dividers
6961-Final (II)
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INSTRU_IENT SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: Length 12"
Width 6"
Height 6"
Weight: 15 pounds
Power: 6 watts at 28 volts
Magnetic: Magnetic shield on PM tubes
Thermal: -30°C to +60°C
Data: --_500 bits/orbit sampled once per orbit
Mounting: 90 degrees from sun line on mission B; 180
degrees from sun on _.uission A; 45 dezrees
field of vie_:
Preferred Orbit: liighly elliptical; modified sun synchronous
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EXPERI}_}Ff III-H
SPECTRL%! AND FLUX OF HIGH-EN[[RGY GAI_ACTIC PROTONS
I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The following experin, lent is designed to measure the _flux of galactic
protons as a function of energy. As a result of numerous spacecraft
measuremeL;ts in outer space, before the energetic particles have had
opportunities tO interact with atmospheric nuclei, considerable data
are being gathered by scientists regarding cosmic ray phenomena. For
e:.:&mple, a recent experLnent on the IMP-I satellite I per_,itted a
determination of the i_tensity and energy spectra of primary cosmic
ray protons in the 15- to 75-Mev range. However, additional measure-
ments, particularly at higher energies, are essential before astro-
physicists will be able to dete_ine the nature and origin of these
particles, their relations to the origin of the universe and to atmos-
pheric interactions.
IIigh-energy galactic protons are energetic particles that originate
from outside the earth's atmosphere. These protons have the following
properties:
(a) Flux rates of 10 -14 "v2pretons/._ -sec-ster for 1019 ev
particles and 1500 protons/M2-sec-ster for 109 ev
2
partic les
(b) Single-particle trajectories
(c) Accompanied by alphas, gamma rays, electrons, neutrons,
and stripped atomic nuclei
(d) Traverse large regions in space
(e) A considerable percentage of the radiation flux con-
tains particles having energies in excess of 500 Mev
,i
i
I
McDonald & Ludwig, '_'.,ua"-s_L=_._m-_+ e F_ r.ow-F.ner_v__. Primary Cosmic-Ray
Protons on IMP-I Satellite," Physical Review Letters, 13, 28 Dec. 1964.
2
D. P. LeGalley and A. Rosen, Space Fhvs_cs, Wiley, 1964.
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IIigh-energy galactic protons originate in the galaxy and may
travel great distances through interstellar space before reaching
the solar system. These particles therefore provide a probe far
determining the properties of galactic and interplanetary magnetic
fields, and the density and composition of matter in the universe.
Particles originating in stellar bodies make possible a determination
of the life-cycle mechanisms of stars.
The use _'f satellites and space probes for the studv of galactic
cosmic rays is still in its infancy, and a great many experiments
remain for future missions'to confirm, the reliability of existing data
a_d to obtain new data on _._reviously unmeasured phenomena. The pr<,.-
posed experiment will collect data on protons with energies [rom 6 to
500 Mev. Thus, in addition to high-energy proton measurements, back-
up data _¢ilI be obtained to verify low-energy proton measurements.
2. DXSCRIPTION OF INSTRL_ENTATION
The proposed proton detector (Figure 3-15) will consist of a solid-
state-scintillator combination range telescope. The detector assc.mbly
will be cylindrical, 3 inches long, and 1.5 inches in diameter, bev=a
solid-state detectors and five tungsten absorbers will be surrounded
by a plastic scintillator anticoincidence sheild (_J_ure'"_ 3-15) o The proton
spectrum will be mea_,, acd with an average energy res,alutio_ _c or
,- • -;-, _C' l--
cent up to 200 Mev. Above 20G Mev, the resolution and counting efficiency
of the detector may decrease to 30 percent. The energy spectr,_ will be
divided into seven '"oins" as foilc_{s:
6 to 12 Mev
12 to 25 Mev
25 to 50 Mev
50 to i00 Mev
i00 to 200 Mev
200 to 350 Mev
350 to 500 Mev
> 500 Mev
09hi-Finql (!I) !22
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Instrument resistance to damage from radiation and environmental
extremes is high and a very reliable instrument for spaceflight appli-
cations is feasible. (A reliability of 0.90 for I year of continuous
operation is a practical figure for the proposed instrument.)
A block diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 3-16o The in-
strument consists of a proton detector, pulse conditioner, proton
selection logic, pulse height analyzer, accumulator, data processor,
program control, and power conditioner. Particles other than protons
(alphas, betas, etc.) will be rejected on the basis of their different
rates of energy losses in the detectors when compared to protons. Solid-
state circuits available for the electronics ass_nbly have proven ability
to sustain high radiation levels without serious degradatio_ in per-
formanc e.
3. INSTRUMEN_f SPECIFICATIONS (See Fig. 3-17)
Dimensions : Length 9"
Width '8"
Height 8"
Weight: 7 pounds
Power: 2 _atts at 28 volts
Thermal: -10°C to +60°C
Data: 9 bits/minute, continuous
Mounting: Aperture toward space, 45 degree field of
view, center of field 90 degrees away from
sun mission A
Preferred Orbit: Any mission
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EXPERIMEI_ III-I
LOW EN_ERGY PROTON SPECTROMETRY
WITH DIFFERENTIALLY SHIELDED SOLAR CELLS
I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
A considerable amount of data has been accumulated on proton and
electron fluxes in earth space° Such data organized in B-L coordinates
,,_v_ _d _,_ ............ _ a _-- tr_action u,_ a _:._uu_i
for the radiation belts.
While the instantaneous nat]re of counter t}_pe nuclear detectors
has provided much scientific infor,,nation it has sorletimes led to .embi-
gtlity. _'_ ='..,:_:n_article flux intensities rise to higher than anticipated
levels, counters may block. Likewise, the use of instantaneous detec-
tors in radiation environments where rates fluctuate as a function of
time, makes the normal averages difficult to obtain.
A crystal dosimeter radiation detector may be used to advantage
in certain applications. It has a large dynamic range, extending over
four to five integrated flux decades° It provides a measure of the
time average of radiation incident upon it (accumulated dose)o A
convenient embodiment of such a semiconductor crystal dosimeter is _-he
solar cell_ Solar cells have become better kno_n in terns of radi:_tion
damage history than any other semiconductor device_ The use of such
devices for dosimetry has certain important advantages_
i. The devices are self powered and do not require an associated
power supply°
2o Since the usual rates of damage accumulation are low, the
readout requirement is modest, being of the order of a few
bits per week°
3o Depending upon the intended mode of operation, the electrical
characteristic may be utilized to elicit infor_nation about
the damaging particle.
4. In certain impedance configurations, the signal is quite
insensitive to device tempera_]re_
127
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5. The devices are quite reproducible and can be fabricated
sufficiently alike t¢ allow control tests in a laboratory
in order to simulate expected space conditions.
Inherent in the advantage of the integrating nature and low bit rate
of such solid state dosimeters is the disadvantage that instantaneous
flux information cannot be obtained and recorded information will
represent a time and space average of the encountered instantaneous
particle irradiation°
Frequently the time and sp_ce rate of change of fluxes is so rapid
that a considerable amount of uncertainty exists about average rates
based upon a rapid instantaneous survey. It is therefore submitted
that a simple inexpensive _o_ineter experiment placed in circular erbi_
at various altitudes will provide statistically useful information.
Recent experimentation has resulted in the ability to apply inor-
ganic window materials to solar cell surfaces. These window materials
are bonded intimately to the surface of the silicon solar cell without
any intervening adhesive. The range of thickness achievable varies
from less than one micron up to hundreds of microns
Data from experiments on Explorer XII and Relays I and II have
indicated that extremely large fluxes of io_ ener_y pro_en_ _ppear to
exist in the environment of near earth space. Energy-discriminating
particle detectors are the conventional tools for electron or proton
spect_ometryo They are a part of reasonably sophisticated systems re-
quiring controlled power, exacting environmental conditions (tempera-
ture, etc.), and large information storage and transmission capability_
In view of these requirements, such detectors are not put on every
available vehicle simply because of a cost, weight, and power require-
ment, although the gathering of additional reliable data would be
useful. This experiment seeks to eliminate the sophistication element
from the proton dosimeter and thereby make the experiment amenable to
every space vehicle in circular orbit_ The use of such detectors on
a highly elliptical orbit is meaningful from an engineering standpoint
I
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only. The intended energy discrimination comesabout through the use
of solar cells wit:_ differing amounts of shielding on their surface.
In this way, it is expected that one may go from I00 KeV protons by
the use of a gro}m SiO2 layer of 0°9 micron thickness to a proton
energy of 2 MeVfor a 50 micron thick shield (Figs. 3-18 and 3-19).
Higher energy protons will provide a residual background for these
devices x-_ich is independent of shield absorber thickness. The same
holds true for electrons° In the case of electrons, an energy of
only I00 KeV is sufficient to penetrate the thickest shield. Since
the electron threshold energy for observable damagein silicon is
145 KeV in N t}_pematerial and 200 KeV in P type, those electrons in-
capable of penetrating the thickest si:ield are also incapable of
causing damage. The amount of damageresulting from the higher energy
electron fluxes should be approximately equal for all specimens and
independent of shield thickness°
The radiation damage,due to high energy particles, in silicon
solar cells, manifests itself mainly as a loss in si:ort circuit cur-
rent_ The open circuit voltage degradation follows the short circuit
current loss reasonably well, especially when the increase in satura-
tion current is accounted for.
In the case of low energy particles, which produce most of their
damagevery close to the surface, a departure from the above occurs.
The low energy proton damagemanifests itself as a relatively
rapid drop in cell operating voltage _'ith only a slowly falling short
circuit current.
In view of these differing effects, cells for dosimetry would be
operated in equal absorber pairs, so that both high impedanceand low
impedanceconfigurations can be monitored. In a typical experiment,
one would fly cells with glass coatings to give the following energy
intervals :
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Enersy Interval
Less than I00 kV
!00 to 250 kV
250 to 500 kV
500 kV to 1 MeV
1 MeV to 2 MeV
Glass gi_ield Th ......
base solar cells
1.0 micron
2.2 microns
5°5 microns
45 microns
If ample telemetry is available, one would commutate all pairs once
per day for a total of i0 telenetry bits per day.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSi_F,U>_NrTATION
In order to fina!i:_e e::perimental parameters, it is necessary tc
undertake a de_ailed experi,_ental study assessing the effecL of low
ener;y l:rotons with different energy spectr_ upon solar cells with
glass coatings_ Tills experinenc will co:nprise the followin:< steps:
9
i. The fabrication of 40 cells with dimensions 1 x 1 cm- with
integral glass coatings of various thicknesses such as
I0 cells with glass shield I_ thick
I0 cells with glass shield 2 thick
!0 cells with glass shield 6_ thick
I0 cell_ with glass shield 25_ thick
2, The design of a proton irradiation experiment to be carried
out at a suitable facility° A minimun <'f 5 cells of a desir-
able size will be selected from each category and will be
subjected co irradiations to proton doses sufficient to cause
II
damage (_ = i0 protons). The irradiation will be done with
protons of different energies, from i00 KeV to 1-2 MeV;
current-voltage plots of cells will be made after each
irradiation.
3. The data development in (2) will be analyzed, and the incident
proton spectrum will be unfolded from the electrical ci_aractc_: _-
istics. CompleLe set of cells for f!igl_ experinent will l',e
furnished.
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o I_q _RU,IE_ SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions : Length 6"
Weight :
Power :
Thermal :
Data :
Mount ing :
Preferred Orbit:
Width 6"
lleigh t 0°5"
1 pound
0.2 watt for thermistors for i0 minutes
-30°C to +70°C
I0 bits/orbit
Sun-oriented
Any
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EXPERI_ III-J
SATELLITE C_{ARGING :M\D DISCHARGING CHARA(2TERISTI_S
i. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERI_tENT
This experiment is designed to measure the characteristic times
required for charging and discharging a satellite to potentials much
i ...... __ _ aso_c_e_ _._,_h _n_n_phPr_r thermal energies P_:i_ed
electron and ion guns would supply the charging current, and satellite
charge would be measured by a v1"brating-piston electrometer or rc_4ti_i_
field mill.
By means of Langmuir probes and more complex electrostatic pi:: _::,_
analyzers a considerable amount of data has been amas_C I'_ e_i,Jeri; _;
density and temperature of ions and electrons as a function oi aitl::u _<;,
local time, solar activity, and other parameters. In many cases thu
measurements also result in the determination of the potential of the
vehicle with respect to the plasma. Potentials of the order of a volt,
almost always negative, are obtained. This result is consistent <;ith
the measured plasma properties and in qualitative agreement with ro_i]
calculations based on kinetic theory. Basically, the satellite <]_ar_<_
to a potential such that the net current to the satellite is zero. _<:r
most satellite altitudes the most i_portant contributions to ti_i_{ c ir<::t
are made by the ion ram current, the electron and ion thermal currents,
and photoelectric current.
IR.E. Bourdeau, Space Research II, Proc. of International Space Scienc.e
Symposium (p. 554 (Florence, 1961)
o
_II. Friedman, Proc. of International Conf. on the Ionosphere (London,, i9011_
3R.C. Sagalyn and M. Smiddy, Space Research IV, Proc. of Internati,:::al
Space Science Symposium, p. 371 (Warsaw, 1963)
4N.W. Spencer, L.H_ Brace, C._,._ Carignan, D. _.. Taeusch, and H. i_._.:_:,
J. C_ophysics Research 70, p. 2065 (i905)
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_len the satellite carries an additional source of current, for
example an ion engine or station-keeping rocket with an incompletely
neutralized e}.'haust, potentials corresp(nding to energies much greater
than thermal (about 0.I eV for the ionosphere) may be produced. There
is an upper limit to the satellite potentials which can be produced in
this way, for eventually electrostatic forces will reduce the exhausted
current to zero. In many instances the equilibrium potential will be
much smaller, for the normal current sources will tend to compensate
for the "artificial" current.
If a satellite or rocket is charged to a high potential and the
source of charge suddenly removed, the vehicle will return to thermal
potentials in a time determined by the rate at which electron or ion
neutralizing currents discharge it.
Although rough estimates for the magnitude of ram, plasma, and
photoemission currents can be made, a detailed calculation of the net
available current as a function of vehicle potential is not possible.
There are two reasnns for this: i) detailed information on the charge
density and velocity distribution, secondary emission coefficients, work
function, etc., are often not available; and 2) mathematical complexity,
introduced by the complex geometry, vehicle motion, ambient magnetic
fields and other factors, precludes a detailed analysis.
The knowledge of satellite potential as a function of curre:_.t and
of satellite discharge times is of some importance on vehicles with
potential current sources aboard. High satellite potentials may signifi-
cantly reduce the efficiency of ion engines, and sustained potentials
produced by pulsed sources could affect the operation of instruments and
equipment on the vehicle.
Very few measurements of the type envisioned here have been reported.
The satellite Explorer 8 carried an electric field mill 5, as well as
several plasma probes but had no source of charging current. Rocket
6,7 have indicated
measurements by both U.S. and Russian experimenters
5R.E. Bourdeau, J.L. Donley, and E.C. _hipple, Jr., NASA TN D-4!4 (Apr ! _'_'_,_-,
6R.E Bourdeau, J.E Jackson J.A. Kane and G.P. Serbu, Space _Le_ _r __
Proc. of International Space Science Symposium, p. 328 (Nice, 1960)
'I. _;_..Imvanitov,. C ...._ Gdalevich, Ya. _._. Shvarts, '_._ TT F-$529 (!_ct 19<_7"}
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field strengths of no more than a few volt/cm, but in several cases it
is suspected that plasma currents may have interfered with the measure-
ments. In any case, no correlation with engine charging current is
available.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRU}iENTATION
The proposed experiment uses an electron gun, ion gun, and electric
field meter. The guns are pulsed on fo_ about a second, with fast rise
and fall times. The total charge expelled is such as to raise the
potential of the vehicle by no more than 1,000 volts (a lower limit for
the capacity of the satellite is the free space value), and an acceler-
ation voltage of 5 eV is used. Thus the vehicle potential will have
little effect on the gun operation. Electron and ion guns are operated
alternately at intervals of about 20 seconds (all estimates of discharge
times seem to give results below 1 second). The rise and fall times of
the surface electric field strengths, as well as the maximum field
strength, are obtained from the output of an electric field meter of the
rotating vane or vibrating piston type. If sufficient telemetry band-
width is not available, some means of sampling the output may have to
be provided.
The electronics required include a hig_-voltage power supply (5 kV
at a few microamps), a low-voltage pulser, filament supplies, and ampli-
fication and data conditioning circuitry for the field meter. A small
gas source with a solenoid-operated valve is required for the gas source.
Intermittent operation of the experiment for about 3 minutes at a time is
anticipated.
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Dimens icn._ :
We igh t :
Powe r :
The rma I :
Magnet ic :
Data :
Mount ing :
Preferred Orbit:
See Fig° 3-20
4 pounds
i0 watts (operatinE) 0 watts (standing)
-20°C to +60°C
Fields above 50 gauss must be excluded
Analog 0 to +5 volts, i00 cps for three min_tes
180 degree clear view of sp<_ce for electron/
ion source; electric field meter fl: h _,_ith
spacecraft surface
Any; moder,-,_[e additional data avail-_ble frc_
highly elliptical orbit
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EXPER! }-W._T Ill-K
IO_<IZATION C}_._<BER EXPERIIMENT
I . DESCRIPTION OF F-XPERIJ'IENT
During the past 5 years, many ionization chamber experiments ha_{:
been flown on space vehicles I to measure integrated radiation flux in
near and outer space. These experLments [lave provided valuable s_i<n-_i-
fic data on the radiation enviromments in space.
The proposed experiment will provide backup data for cer.c'_a_i,:n
with ether radiation or engineering experkments. Radiations _:._a_:_:z_i
will include Van Allen belts, solar flare protons, cosmic rays, a.-_d
secondary emissions frem the ATS spacecraft. The following exi_erk c_t_
will profit from ionization chamber data:
(a) Radiation damage investigations
(b) Proton dosimetry
(c) Detection of high-energy galactic gamma
radiations
(d) Spectra of galactic electrons
(e) Trapped particle measurements
(f) Spectrt_n and flux of high-energy galactic
protons
(g) Solar flare proton spectrum measurements
A key objective of this experiment will be to measure a broad
range of radiation fluxes with an accurate knowledge of thresiio!d
energies for protons and beta particles. The ionizing effectivencs_
of proton and beta particles is a function of shell wall thickness
and the internal pressure of the sphere. Thus, for a constant radiatie_a
flux density and particle energy, greater ionization will be l:,roduc-:d
when the walls of the chamber are made thinner and the chamber fi!i _:
I
Ranger, Mariner, Pioneer, Explorer, and OGO.
gas density is increased. The ionizing effectiveness of gamma rav_:4
is primarily a function of gas density and is relatively independer;t
of wall thickness. Thus all gm_mna rays will be detected. The minim.,_Lm
energies required for protons and betas to penetrate a shell wall can
be easily determined by a simple computation. The thickness constant
for the shell material can be obtained for standard materials such as
2
iron To achieve the desired broad measurement threshold range (e,_.,
0.5 to iO00 Mev), five ionization chambers will be required. Because
of low ionization current (3 x 10 -8 to 1 x 10 "14 mnperes/second),
chamber pressures will vary from 4 to 8 atmospheres of argon.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRb_IENT
A quartz-fiber electrometer ionization chamber is the best type
of instrument for measuring integrated radiation flux and has been used
by many exper_enters throughout the world to perform radiation sur-
veys and to monitor cosmic radiation.
The typical chamber consists of a thin stainless steel or ai:r:_iu,,_
sphere 5 inches in diameter and filled with argon. When the than< r is
exposed to ionizing radiations, ion pairs foz_,_ed within the cl:am?:er
gas are collected by an aquadag-or platinum-coated quartz c_,lle,:tir:E
rod. This rod is initially charged to a !:igh v_!tage, As :hat-, is
neutralized, the rod potential drops to a preset voltage, the fibe: a;la:<
makes contact with the rod and recharges it. (See Figs. 3-21 anti 3-22}.
The dynamic range of the instrumei:t is 2 mr/hr to I00 _</hr. i/i,ical
threshold energies for one chamber are listed below:
Protons > I0 Mev
Betas > 0.5 Mev
Gs_un_a rays - a 11
2
Bethe, "m_e:_.Ranger-F.ncrgy Relations for S]_c_ A]Fi_a Fartic:..-s ._:_d
.... ,.. . -., i')50.Protons in Air, '_Rovit:w _>f ,,_,dcrn iiv,,sics, . ..I >'>
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The ionization chamber is not susceptible to radiation damage
and can withstand launch and space environments. The instrument's
light weight (< 1 ib) and low power consumption (< Mw) rake it ideal
for spacecraft applications.
A possible instrument block diagram is shown in Fig. 3-23. Five
chambers with different shell thicknesses for differeut threshold
energies could be used.
The electronics for the experiment is very simple. Signal con-
ditioners, a data control, and power conditioner are the only circuits
required. Small-current (10 -14 @a) preamplifier designs for the signs!
conditioner are currently available for this application and no new
advancements are necessary.
The operating voltages will be 300 Ydc, 12 Vdc, and -112 Vdc
generated internally from +28 volts. The unregulated electronics
stability will be better than ± 2 percent from -50°C to 150°C, sus-
ceptibility to radiation damage is negligible.
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. INSTRUb_t_ SPEC I]ICAI IONS
Dimensions :
5" diameter x i_' long (each)
Weight :
Power :
Thermal :
}_gne tic :
Data:
Mount ing :
Preferred Orbit:
6 pounds
•1.5 watt at 28 w_Its (each)
-50°C to +150°C
< 5 gamma
lO0 bits/second continuous
Boom mounted away from spacecraft
any
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PLANETARYAT_OSPHERES
BACKGROUND
The planetary atmospheres discipline covers the researc}'_ o_ t_,e
atmosl,heres of the e_.rth, the other pla_ets, and the moon. This
section is concerned with the earth's atmospLere.
The study of the ea1th's atr_osp_ere is primary ccncerr:ed _-ith
the region of the atmosphere above approximately 30 kin. Aside fro_:'
the variations in moisture content, temperature and pressure as
altitude increases, a significant departure from t_e sea level cLar-
acteristics occurs at about 30 km where ozc,ne becomes important in
determining the behavior of th'is region of the atmosphere. Here,
the behavior and characteristics of the atmosphere are determined
by a trace constituent not significant at lower levels. The ex_er-
i_ent _ontained herein relates to the characteristics of the eartl_'s
,___ !45
EXPERI}E_f!V-A
}[EASURE}_EN_fSOFEARTHULTRAVIOLETRADIATIONFLUX
I. DESCRIPTIONOFEXPERI}_NT
Ultraviolet radiation, which is reflected or emitted from the
earth, will be an information-packed portion of the spectrun and is
scientifically interesting.
Because of the nature of the ozonosphere, it is considere,! 1__>st
desirable to concentrate the measurementsfor this particular ex:_er-
iment in the ultraviolet region bet%,een2000 and 3008!-. There are
four reasons for this choice. First, the total energy at wavelen_t] :
o
from 0 to 2000A is less than 0.0002 of the total solar energy, while
that between 2000 and 3000_ is some sixty times greater than this.
Second, most of the radiation at wavelengths below 2000A is coniined
to numerous emission lines, so the spectrum is a line spectrum and
requires reasonably high resolution spectrometers for proper neasure-
•_ants. Such sophisticated instrumentation, and the attendant high
conm_unication requirement, is outside the scope of that anticipated
for this satellite. The spectrum in the 2000 to 3000_ re_ion, on
the other hand, is largely continuous, thereby being amiable to
meaningful measurements with simple instrumentation. The third
reason for investigating the 2000 to 3000_ region is a purely scien-
tific one. Radiation at 300_\ > < $000! penetrates down in the at-
mosphere to the ozone layer at altitudes of 30 to 60 kilometers,
whereas radiation at the shorter wavelengths is effectively absorbed
at the i00 to 150 kilometer altitude. Thus the characteristics of
the ozonosphere are observable in the first, but not the second_
spectral region.
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The ob ective of the experiment is to measurethe intensity _f
the ultraviolet radiation at selected wavelengths in the 2800 t_-
300_- region in order to determine the large scale distribution _,_f
atmospheric ozone.
2. EXPERIME_ DEFINITION
The experiment would make measurements of the intensity of
o
r_dja_ion _n t_he 2800 to 3OO0_ region, for _ scientific investiga-
tion of atmospheric ozone. This type of study has been performed
only from a theoretical standpoint, so a successful completion of
these measurements _¢ould be of basic significance. The instruner't,
the design ef _,,J_ich is outli:_ed bel_,_,, should provide the necessary
data.
3. EXPERI_£_ DESIGN
The ultraviolet experiment would consist of:
I. A broadband instrument for _asuring the earth-reflected
ultraviolet flux. The spectral extent would be through
o
the entire 2000 to 30002_ range as defined by the broad-
band optical filter. The optical system would consist
of a simple objective lens made of quartz, a filter, a
Fabre lens, and a yhotomultiplier tube. The filter could
be made of nickel sulfate hexahydride crystal as reported
by Childs. The extra transmission window at k > 3500 _-
would be of no consequence if an appropriate detector
were selected. 7he detector could be any one of several
photomultip!er tubes, such as the ITT FW 157-1 with a
fused silica window. A f_eld of view of a 2-1/2 degree,
half-angle cone would be reasonable. In order to compute
the total flux on the spacecraft components one would
have to make a series of measurements as the field cf view
of the instrument was swept across the eartl- disc (acc_,m-
plished mechanically). A burst of twenty meas_,re_,e,_t_
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durin_ one 180 degree sweepwould furnish the required
data, the burst to be repeated once per minute while the
satellite is over the sunlit hemisphere of the earth.
3. A narrowband ultravic, let photometer would n_asure the in-
tensity of the earth-reflected radiation for the purpose
of determining the ozone distribution in the atmosphere.
This would be a three-channel instrument for measurements
of earth-reflected sunlight in thee2800 to 300_&region.
The spectral bandwidth should be of the order of I_ for
each channel, but a definition of the best wavelengths
s_ill requires somecomputations. This instrument also
_ould take a burst of t_enty measurementson each channel
as the field of view was swept across the disc of the
earth (also accomplished mechanically). A one-minute
repetition rate would be adequate. Any of the cormner-
cially available photomultiplier tubes of high sensitivity
in the 3000A region would be suitable for this type of
measurement and many different materials are available for
the optical components. Commercial interference filters
of i_ band_-idth in this range are readily available.
On-board calibration of the photometers would be necessary in
order to assure interpretable results throughout hhe long lifetime
c,f the experiment. A convenient standard for the broadband channels
is a mercury source which emits a strong mercury line at 2537_-. For
the three narrowband channels a low-intensity continuum source would
be indicated.
4. EXPERI_-ZNT/SPACECRA}_f INTERFACE REQUIREPEN_fS
The interface requireme:-,ts for the ultraviolet experinmnt are:
Special Instruments: 1 broadband radiometer, earth-
oriented
1 n_rrowband multi-char::el photom-
eter
I
Size:
We igh t :
Power :
Data:
Thermal:
Mounting:
4 in. x 4 _n. x f_ i_.. 'or i!_tr_ :_r._
Broadband radiometer (eart_._-<,rie,.:ted}
1.5 pounds
Narrowband multi-channel photo_eLer
2.5 pounds
3 watts
250 bits/minute during sunlight earth
-20°C to +60°C
View sunlight portion of earth
The instruments should view the earth, the fields of view being
swe?t across the disc oi the earth from hori_,,on to iLorizon bv n_ecb-
anical n_eans. For purposes of data correlation, tlm fields of vie_,_
of both earth-oriented instruments should coincide.
The earth sensing portibn of this experiment would be eiiF. i_,ate<
in the case of a highly elliptical orbit because the large v,_riatio:_s
in altitude would make it diflicult to design an experi_.ent tLat wot:_d
yield meaningful data.
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EXPER!}_N7V
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
i. INTRODUC_flON
The earth's ionosphere is that part of the upper atmosphere
which is sufficiently ionized to affect radio waves. For this study,
tigating the nature, origin and behavior of these ionized regions,
as well as their influence on radio waves.
The earth's ionosphere is produced by the interaction of solar
radiations and energetic particles with the neutral atmosphere. Huch
progress has been made in establishing t]_e density, temperature, and
neutral composition of the atmosphere. Progress has also been made
in measuring the flux of the ionizing radiations. For easier refer-
ence, the ionosphere has been divided into three regions. In the
D-region, 50-85 km, the ion density is low and the collision frequency
is high. The E-rei_ion, 85-140 km, defines a transition zone in which
the ionization rises rapidly with altitude and the collision frequency
is still high enough to cause radio-absorption. The highest electron
densities occur in the F-re:_ion at an altitude of about 300 i_n_. The
collision frequencies are too low to cause much absorption and the
major effects on radio-propagation are caused by the high refractive
index.
The most advances in ionospheric physics have been made in the
exploration of the region above the peak of electron density at about
300 km. This was made possible by means of a satellite mounted ion-
osonde (Topside Sounder), the development of the high powered inco-
herent backscatter radar, and the direct measurement of electron
concentration and ion masses with probes carried in rockets and
artificial satellites.
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An important result derived from this investi_a_i<n is the
discovery of ionized helium in the upper atmosphere, i_ "_as%<_,__ll _
supposed that the atmosphere at heights greater than abo<_t300 [_,_
consisted of oxygen at the lower altitudes and hydrogen at the ],i_i_,__r
altitudes. Air density studies from satellites indicated that i,<li_,_:_
probably was an important constituent, l]_is was later verified by
mass spectrometer measurementsfrom satellites.
>k_nvunknownsstill exist in the knowledge of the topside of t_<
ionosphere. More knowledge is required on the temperature of the
electrons, ions, and neutral constituents. Gaps exist in the ',u_-,_i-
edge of the densities and composition of the neutral constituc_ts
above the F2 ma::imum.
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EXPERI._}YfV-A
TOPSIDESOUNDER
(I000 lemor }ligher Orbits)
I. DESCRIPTIONOF THEEXPERIMENT
The topside sounder experiment is designed to measure the _l_,:ctrcn
density profile of the ionosphere above the point of maxinL_-:d_n_ity at
about 300 l_n. The prii_ciple of the measurer_entis based on the :a:t
that a radio wave incident on a plasmawill be reflected if ti_e i_:_:a!
-3plasma frequency f = 9 _ , where n is the density in m , is c:quaip e e
to or greater than the frequency f of the radio wave. Co:_scquc::_tl/,
the distance from a transmitter to a plasma layer of a give__,de.sJt_/
can be determined by measuring the time required to receive an echo
when the layer is illuminated with a radio wave with f > f . If the
-- p
frequency of the radio wave is swept, a plot of echo time vs f_-_::que_ey
can be interpreted as a de_sity profile. The density and echo f_<:_c_:::v
are related by the expression given above, while the altitude i_: ci>-
tained from the echo ti_,ic:by a computer analysis based o_ th<:, '_:::,_
proyagatic>n characteristics of radio waves in a plasma.
When an io,_,spheric sounder is carried aboard a sat_,liit_: at
high altitudes, the technique described above yields a ?rofiie _,i t!:_
ioaosphere below the satellite. Since the ionospheric elcctrc_ d_:_sity
is characterized by a maximum at about 300 I_, only the regio'_ above
that altitude can be studied; any wave of a frequency high '_e no_,l Lo
penetrate the F 2 peak will also penetrate the plasma below it.
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The first topside sounder _;as designed for the joint U.S.-C_nucian
Satellite Alcvette I. Developmental models were first tested on r,,_chL-ts
launched from Wallops Island and produced interesting data 2 which cculd
be interpreted as echoes from field-aligned ionization irregularities.
The wealth of data obtained from Alovette 3 has already established the
topside sounder technique as one of the most valuable for obtainin Z
detailed infor_mation on the electron density profile and structure of
the upper ionosphere. Of particular interest is the possibility of
obtaining cross-sections or "contour maps" of the ionosphere 4 which
give a breeder picture of its structure than can be obtained by etker
techniques.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTAIION
A block diagram of the topside sounder is sh_z,_n in Figure 5-1. /
sweep frequency from 2 to 10 Mc is generated by beating a fixed !9 Mc
oscillator against a swept 12-20 Mc oscillator. This technique is
used to reduce the bandwidth required of the swept oscillator. The
2-10 Mc signal (corresponding to plasma densities from (4.7 x 104 c:n-3
106 -3 _ i_to 1.18 x cm ) is fed to a pulsed transmitter. Transmitter !_u_oJs
of I00 ::see length are separated by 900 .sec receiving peri_>ds d :,-{,,_
which the echoes are detected. A ct_mp!ete sweep from 2-10 Mc is c m-
pleted in 5 see.
I
J. H. Chapman and E. S. Warren in Electron Density Distribution i_ the
Ioposphere and Exosphere (North-Holland, Amsterdam, !964), p. 3,.7.
2
W. Calvert, T. E. _anZandt, R. W. Knecht, and G. B. Goe, Pr_<:. i:ter-
national Conf. on the lon<_spi_ere (London, 1962), i_. 324.
3
J. E. Jackson in Electrc,n Density Distribution in the len.:sl!:_ r- _::J:
Exosphere (North-Holland, Arstcrda.'::, i964), p. 325.
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problem i_: a topside sounder; a reasonable efficicncy can t_ a::_i _:,.-!
only with a very large antenna. In this case, a dip{_le a_t,_L_a 1, _
feet tiF-to-ti p will be used. Two retractable steel tubes 50 feet i_
length extended from the satellite after injection will i: _:_ ',:_
antenna. An even longe r antenna was successfully deploy_:d Alovette_
so this does not represent an advance in tte state-of-the-ar_ ;_-,
° i N>{TRI_iE_FF SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 15" x 6" :< 8" electronics
2 deployable 50-foot antennas
Weight: 25 pounds,
Power: 15 watts at 28 volts (on 2 minutes)
Thermal: -lO°C to +60
Data: o00 bits/sec.ond
Mounting: 2 apertures 180 ° apart for antenna required
Preferred Orbit: I000 nautical miles modified st,_n synch_-ono_is
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i. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
Although a vast amount of data on the density, composition, and
dynamics of the ionosphere have been collected relatively little infor-
mation is available for the regions above 500 to i000 kin, It is prop,.:_se_
to measure the densities of the ionized constituents above ,_o0 km
(500 miles) by means of a gridded spherical electrostatic probe used
as a mass spectrometer. The measurements will be continued to apc%,:,:_
(40,000 kin), thus yielding information over a large part of th<:
magne tosphe re.
Measurements of the kind proposed in this experiment have _'e_n
infrequent because most rockets and satellites are confined to lower
altitudes, and the ionosphere above the F region maximum at about 30t i,m
is inaccessible to radio probing from the ground, except for the limJ_:ed
information obtained from the study of whistlers.
It has been suspected for some tim_ that helium must _,_ a:'_ i:_p<_rt-
ant constituent of the upper ionosphere I. ['sing a rocket mtas"rcu<: _
o
of the total ion density, Hanson _ has computed the de_.sities of ti_<:
various constituents, shown in Fig. 5-2. i', will be noted tha _ :;a _ :
-4-
model predicts that He' will be the most abundant ion species fro_
about i000 km to 3500 km, and that H' will dominate above 3_,@0 k::.
Roughly similar behavior is predicted for the neutral composJ!_<<. 'i!:
layer of helium is known as the "heliosphere" and the
outer region as the "protonosphere". The latter refers to the the:rmai
plasma, not to the trapped proton belts.
A few direct measurements have been made which verify th<_ <_::fst<_'-_:
of a layer of lie+ ions. The metkods used by Dourdeau, et al. a_:d
Wil!more, Boyd and Bowen 4 ....are essentially the same and i_vui_,,, < ,;:
identification of the ion mass tv measuring ti_e effect:_v_ _..... ic < :,:_:
they acquire as the result of the satellite ve!ocity_ A:< r. _-. :iss
spectrometer also has been _ -d 5emp_ose .
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FIG. 5-2 Y'[_OP.ETICAL IONOSPHERIC COMPOSITION (after Hanson)
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Relativuly little is kno%-n about the varianio_.'_s of the c_....... .L:
and boundaries in the helium and kvdrogen layers. 2!c data e_ : i:: _ .
Boyd and Bowen shows that the lower boundary of the _- _-' p}-er .....
tract from 950 km to below 650 km at night. Strong variations a ....<-=<_ = "
with ionospheric storms have been deduced from whistler observa':i,_,.,s.
Heasurements over a long period of time are needed to provide [asic daLa
for ion production and recombination calculations.
A block diagram of the spherical analyzer proposed for ;_'_' _'_....
metric analysis of the upper ionosphere is shown in Fig. 3-3. --,_,_:_ := /
is a spherical grid 4 inches in diameter surrounding a 2._-i:,_ _ < i. ....
collector. A constant negative potential is applied to the c,u[er .:ri_
so that only the ion currents are measured at the collector, 7r_ c;rdtr
to measure the energy spectrum of the ions, a swept positive pot_=tlal
plus a small ac voltage (i kc) are applied to the collector; ti;e, _:co:=d
harmonic of the ac collector current (l kc) is measured and telemetered
to the ground° It can be shown that the 2 kc component of the probe
current is proportional to the second derivative of the probe <ka:-<_'< _
d2i+ dV 2istic / and that the ion energy., distribution f(E) is _,iv_. by"-'
____/m,l/2vl/2 d2i+
2_e _e, dV 2
where E = eV
e = electronic charge
m = ion mass
A = collector area
= grid transparency
Now, the ion energy distribution for each species in a frame at rest _¢!_ _
respect to the ionosphere presumably consists of a Maxwellian witk zuro
mean velocity. However, in a frame moving with the satellite v<_lo, i:/
S' the energy distribution for a given species wil] have a m_:a_ ....
) d2i )
i2o = 1/2mV S. The second derivative +/dV- wit1, t]'erefore, _'-:
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peaks at energies corresponding to the various ion zmss_s pr_se ; _,_
area under the peak is related to the concentration ; and the _idti:_ __:_
_e Ion temperature. _zs technique has been successfully _sed {i :
• U
slightly modified form) on the satellite Arlel . Resolution- of t_,__
H +, He + and 0 + peaks is readily achieved
. INSTKI$N]I_]J >_P!6CIFICArION (see Fig. 5-4)
Dimensions: Sensor: 4" diameter; boom mounted
Electronics: 4" x 6" x 6"
Weight: 5 pounds
Power: 3 watts at 28 volts
TherI:ml: -30°C to < 60°6
Data: 200 bits/minute continuous
Mounting: Sensor boom mounted to clear spacecraft
Preferred Orbit: i000 nautical miles modified s._n sync]ironous
or highly elliptical
IN. _]icolet, Jo Geophys. Ees., 66, p. 2263 (1961)
2W.B. Hanson, J. Geophys. Res., 67, p. 183 (1962)
3R.E. Bourdeau, J.L. Donley, E.C. Whipple, and S.J. Bauer, J. C_o_:v_<. e_=..
6_27, p. 467 (1962)
P. Willmore, R.L.F. Boyd, and P.J. Bowen, Proc Ii_t Co .... ,
1962, Inst. of Physics and the Physical iSociety, Lo:_don, p. :]7_ i_ _
5H.A. Taylor, Jr., L.U. Brace, II.C. Brinton, and C.7. Smith, _. i_p _ i
Res______.,6___B,p. 35339 (i962)
6D.L Carpenter, _ Ceoehvs Res_., 67 3345 (I_62)
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PLANETOLOGY
1. BACKGROUND
The planetology pro$_ron is concerned wit!: the coudensed rmu<Ti,-_i
of the solar system: Pi,:mets (5_c]udin_ eart! ), n:_ons, aster: ic!t_
comets, meteorites, and rc.]ated obiects.
TI;e experiments considered do not pertain to t]:e entire Ji .....
pline of p]anetclogy but were concentrated in the area}_ _ f i_..< _zi a-
tion related to the earth, the moo_, and micron_teoroids.
u,
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I. DESCRIPYIONOFEXPERImeNT
This experiment is designed to detect and measure light emitted
from the dark area of the moon, especially in the UVand IR regions that
i
are inaccessible to earth-based instruments.
Of particular interest is the luminescence sometimes c,bservc,.i duriug
lunar eclipses and the brigh_ spots photographed recently at Fic Ju "ii_ii
1
by _(opal and Rackham.
To date, the only lunar emissions that have been studied l._v_ _,. ;
the visible l,_:minescence and the IR thermal emission.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT
2.1 Detectors
The instrument consists of two detectors--one for the UV an,.!
one for the IR--each provided with a collecting lens. l_e UV c_ *_e _e ctor
is a photomultiplier with a CsTe cathode and sapphire window which, is
insensitive for ) _"3,000 _ but responds at shorter wavelengths te _,-7_4- _'o
The IR detector is a PbS cell with an inherent long-wave limit of [ .i
and a short-wave limit set by a f_]ter at 0.7 i_.
As seen from the vicini'_y of the earth, th,: _;}:,_!__ _re;_, ' ....
moon is never dark e::cept during a total solar eclip_;e; ew:_ ti,c_,_, zh_
disc is surrounded by the bright solar corona. The data fr_m a ,_i ;t_'_
photometer aimed at the moon would, therefore, be ambiguous because _i_ere
would be no discrimination between light originating in th_ dark ar_a
and the reflected sunlight from the bright crescent (or corona ,,'_'rit'__i::_
eclipse). If the photometer is given a scanning motion, ho_,ever, tl;.:
time sequence of the readings will enable the data to be i:_t,,:rpr_t,_
ISky _ ,and Telescope 27, pages 140-141 1964
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The scanning motion will b,_ carri<-d ou_ by _-_ans of mirr::_r_ pi:: e: _:
the optical system of the detectors This method requires li''_"
and the i:1_trument will be completely self-contained.
Neither the photomultiplier nor the PbS cell have stable 1-_-_:p;_u-
sivities, so it will be necessary to include a calibration _vstc_-_. For
the PbS cell, the calibration source is a small tungsten lamp operat<:d
at reduced voltage. For the photomultiplier, a stable Gource of UV is
needed. A capacitor charged to a carefully regulated voltage of so_._c
value near i00 V will periodically be discharged through an argo_ _, g!o-_
lamp to produce pulses of ultraviolet radiation of constant _aDnitud_.
The lens for the IR region is made of Irtran glass; f_.r <i_<
UV region, a sapphire lens transmitting to about 1,450 _ _,,'illb_ u_tJ.
7 Electronics
The electronics consists of a power supply, signal _imp,_:. _-_
a prc_gra_:_m_r, a_d ._ c_libration system.
, iNS • R_,'_T SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: Box 6 by 3 by 2 inches
Weight: _ 5 ibs -
Power: _ 2 watts, increasing to 3 watts during
ca ilbrat i_m
Data: _- 20,O(Y)bits/readout
>_agnetic interierenc_': instrument not sensitive t_
such effects; shielded to prevent
interference with other systems.
Thermal: -20°C to +60°C
_._ounting: For maximum effectiveness requires a
secondary scanning platform
Preferred Orbit: Any
J
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EXPERi?_NTVI-B
EARTIIALBEDO
i. DESCRIPTIONOF EXPER!M_NT
This experiment is proposed to measure the albedo of the earth over a
wide spectrum extending from the UVinto the IR. The spectr,_ will be
odivided into three broad bands; in the UV, from _ 2000 _ to 4000 A, in
the visual from 4000 _ to 7000 _, and in the IR, from 7000 _ to 3.5 .
No spatial resolution will be attempted, that is, radiation will
be accepted from the entire illuminated area of the earth. Si:tco d_e
orbit is polar with its normal pointed at the sun, the satellit_, will
always view a "half-earth" by reflected sunlight, but a "fuil-_a_:t_i _'
by self emission. The self emission will not confuse the results, i_ow-
ever, because only _ .03 percent of its energy is at wavelengths icss
than 3.5!_, the long-wave cutoff of the instrt_ment.
2. DESCRIPTIONOF INSTRb_IENT
The instru_ment consists of three sLmp!e telescol,es, eac! _-a',i_-
a suitable detector located in the focal plane, as in _g. 6-7 . ±i:_
three units are mounted in a cluster with thuir optic axes <rti_, ,,i:;:
to the: sl,in vector_ so that the earth is viewed at each reve!uti(,[_ of
the satellite (Fig. 6-2). ]he UV and visual telescopes have fused
silica lenses and the IR telescope an Intran lens. The detector for
the UV is an EOS U_l-sen_itive silicon diode. For the visua! and IR
regions, filtered PbS detectors will be used.
Albedo is by definition a relative quantity, hence, it will be
necessary to compare the energy reflected from the earth with that
received directly zro_,_ the sun. 'ibis is aec_plished by ] lacing a
polished bead in front of each !e{_s, _s shown in Figs. 6-I s_:d i-2
The bead "_ill flood the detector with a s_ll ax:.ou;_t _}_ su_:!i<] t at
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all tir0cs, so that the _utput sigual will be similar t_ t_e cur ,
shc_:,n in Fig. 6-3. The albedo is found by taking t]_e ratie of t'_:
lower signals, V 2 and V I.
3. INSTRU_I_f SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions :
.... o.._
Power :
Circuits :
T1_ermal:
Data:
Nounting:
Preferred Orbit:
Optics- 6" diam x 6" long
Electronics - I" x 2" x 4"
I watt at 28 volts
3 amplifiers, detecter biasing circuit,
p,_..Jer supply, AD converter.
-26°C to +60°C
50C; bi_s/or_lt
90 e to sun direction
Any
-..4
-,"4 <___J
0 n 2_ 3_
Sun -:- Earth {U,"
A
Dark Leva !
4=
SPIN ANGLE
F!C. {-7 _),tect r Si',:ai
I']Xi)EI<i}_[I<TVI-C
ULTRAVIOLET&M) _,_.,,_.T_n_'T_LUNAR/_LBEDO
i. DESCRIIYfION OF EXPERImeNT
The purpose of this experiment is to measure the albedo of the moon
in the UV and IR regions of the spectrum to which the earth's atmosph{rc
is opaque.
A spectroradiometer orbiting outside the atmosphere wou]d be abic
to measure the reflected solar radiation without atmospheric interfe_-enc_ .
Apart from instrument sensitivity, there is no ........... "
wave limit to the spectral range, but the long-wave sensitivity must kc
restricted in order to avoid sensing the moon's self-emission. Fortunatui[ }
this is easy to do, owing to the large difference between lunar and solar
temperatures. The maximum temperature of the lunar surface is _400°!7,
_:hich gives >max = 7.2_ and an energy at wavelengths less than -.°6_ of
only ! percent of the total emission. On the other hand, only i perce_:t
of the energy of sunlight is at wavelengths longer than 3.6_ so that, b<
taking this wavelength as the long-wave limit, the IR albedo could be
found with small error.
The short-wave limit is s_t by thc sensitivity of the IV _:_s_rs.
Two factors act to prevent extending the measurements to cxtremel; shcrt
wavelengths; first, the solar energy falls very rapidly for " ¢.3_; a_d
second, the lunar reflectance of short wavelengths can be expeete_J to L=
very low. As a result, the reflected encrgy available to the sensor _y
be undetectable at wavelengths less than 0.2_, although no definite limit
can be set without further study.
1111!_¸
_ I_ T ,¸ •
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2. 7:$STRL_F:E_'.7DESCI_IPTI<_:_
2.I Detectors
The instrument will consist of a number of detectors det_ :._i_:_
by the desired spectral resolution. If only broad-band infcrsmtio:_ '_:cr_
required, two filtered detectors would be sufficient--one in the 17 ,_id
one in the UV. For the finer spectral detail desired, several detectc_r,_
will be used and the spectral b_nds d_fin_d by narrow-ban_J filters. A_-
though a single detector provided with a filter wheel woul_7 a'c _i_iisi_
the same purpose as a multi-detector system, it would rcqu_r,_ _ vi:,.e
part aud is, therefore, not _easible.
Only one detector type is required to cover the r,_.:_S_ cf _:_v -
lengths below 4,000 ._. This is the EOS UV-sensitive silicon cell _,_'_i<!:
has l_igh sensitivity to at least 450 _, and good radiation resistance:<:.
It also has a highly stable responsivity so that in-flight calfbratJo_
would not be necessary.
The IR sensor will be a PbS cell, which covers the range
from 0.7 to 3.5 _. These cells have good radiation resistance but do
not have high calibration stability, hence an in-flight calibrator _,_i!]
be necessary. The calibrator would be a small tungsten larrup _;?_r_ting
at reduced voltage for improved reliability and ilfe.
Lenses are needed to define the field of vie,_, and to co!!._ct
useful amounts of energy. For the IR region, the lenses will be <",_de _:i
Irtran glass. In the UV region, fused silica lenses are suitable to
2,000 _; but at shorter wavelengths it will be necessary to use
materials such as LiF protected by a sapphire window, or to zmke the
lens itself of sapphire.
2.2 Electronics
The electronics consists of a power supply, sensor a:nplifi_rs,
a signal commutator (assuming sequential, rather than para!l_l, ottpt_t_ ,
a pr_gra_.mer to control the signal switching an_! calibration f,_ctio_s.
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°Weight :
Po_e r :
INSTRU_,_NT SPECIF ICATIONS
Dimensions: Cylindrical can 6 in. dian_ter by 2 i_. !e:_-
(assumes 7 sensors, each provided with 1.75 i_.
diameter lens)
2 Ibs
2 watts, except during calibration c,ci_ _
when it increases by _ 1 _..Tatt
_agnetic: Instrument not susceptible to n_a_-ctle i°.t._:-
ference. Will be shielded to _reve_r. i__te_--
ference with other systems.
-20°C to +60°C
2000 bits/orbit
For maximum effectiveness requires sec_'_darv
scan platform
Any
Thermal:
D_ta:
Mounting:
Preferred Orbit:
5e,6!-Fi_a! 17} i7_
EXFERI'ZLTVI-D
P}_SIC_%LAI_ALYSISOF_I!CROI_TEO}\OID<<
I. DESCRIPTIONOFEXPERII'_T
The following experiment has been designed to measure flux density,
momentum,and velocity of micrometeoroids.
Micro_meteoroids_ submicro_ram particles of interplanetary matter
traveling through space with speeds as high as 70 km/sec, pose questions
affecting all vehicles put into space. For example, prolonged expos<:rc
to these very small projectiles leads to gradual erosion of the vehic],:s'
outer surface. The particles also cause damageto solar cells a_{d
optical instruments. Micrometeoroid storms may prove to be a serious
hazard to menoperating on the exterior of vehicles such as manned
space stations. Certainly, the study of micrometeoroids is a mmtter
of great practical importance, as well as purely scientific interest.
Visual, photographic, and radar tracking of meteors along with
various methods of studying meteoritic material reaching the earth's
surface, make it possible to formulate a physical theory of meteors.
At present, however, these methods of observation are only useful f_r
registering particles with masses larger than 10-4 gram. Certainly,
the greatest value of these studies is in establishing desig_ para_::-
eters for more complete and accurate instrumentation.
The instrument described in this documentwas developed by
Electro-Optical Systems, Inc. for _Ir. Paige Burbank, of l,k_nnedSpace-
craft Center, under Contract NAS9-2787and consists of a small system
of integrated components. By approaching the problem in this manner,
no single measurementneed be compromisedfor attainment of another.
Furthermore, each component, founded on basic engineering principl<:a,
can be accurately calibrated and utilized for direct measurementof
particle characteristics. By employing two major component<the ....._ _
will measure flux density, momentum,and both scalar and ve_<.r _.:<:,_-
ponents of velocity of the particles.
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DESCRZP'I !JN OF T-.-c_ ..... m .... "T_O',"
The instrument consists essential]y of a modificd ba L'.__:t_c. _. -L
for particle momentum measurements and a s vstc:m of tLin ca_>:_itiv.. ],-
to determine velocity of the micro,,_teoroid. Once these t*.:,: q :., <{_i.
are known, the mass and energy of the particle may "c calc_'!.c:<< ::. ._.-:_::3'-"
area sounding boards are employed in the instrument syste;:_ fg:r z:-,_._ =,-,-__-
ment of radiation flux density. A schematic diagram oi the i,..,.<- ..... '.:
is given in Fig. 6-4. A detailed description of each <,,:-I_c-.,.:-: ": .. •.....
sented below.
2.1 The Ballistic Pendulum
The true ballistic pendulum represents a c!a._sic'a! :i,.v....
determination of projectile momentum. To apply, this pri:-_cS,-=,,._, ..p-i,_. "
to micrometeoroids in a gravity-free environment, a spring-i,:_,_dc i,_:..:_-,_:_:
is adopted, lq_e theory is best expounded b,_._su_marizing a_>_r, _,,-ia'- ,,,,_ ..__
equations. 17_e conservation of momentum when a particle of nns:, _n c_ i-
lides inelastically with a pendulum of mass H is expressed b> thc r_i,!ti,P,:_.
}_ = mv v'
where V = velocity of pendulum after impact
v = velocity of micrometeoroid before impact.
The initial kinetic energy of the pendulum, after in-ja_ : -: :i i..
pletely transferred to the spring at maximum deflection. 'f!:at i:
1/2 :._¢2 = 1/Z *.x 2 ,i.._
where _: = the spring constant
X = the total deflection of the pendulum.
Equations t and 2 can be' solved simultaneously for the mc,r..-e_;t.m ;J:v
of _he micrometeoroid. The result is
my = X._ _
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We see z rom lq 3 that tile deflection of _he p_nd_:,m: i,_ -_r{:-_ "
portional to the momentum of the particle, l]_,e co.n,_tant .;f [:r _,:':_i o
ality involves both the mass of the pendulum and t]_e _prir.g c_ ::<=, r-
of the fiber. Each of these quantities may be .measured very :icc-ur_, _
in the laboratory.
2.,_ Velocity Measurement
The ballistic pendulum is utilized no_ truly f_r .:_c,!-:_e:_: :-
'i , " T_ -: _- , "t_r'-.iz_tion m,t also for the measurement o _ velocit,.. _.....-
Fi .. 6-5 that the pendulum consists of a particle _bs_rbcr " :.t_
/e;,,tric outer ring or bumper. Th_ radial distanc_ bct.:.-_cz: _:,,......
edge of the core and apron represents the tra:,_i: i,,,tc_-va ,,.::t__ ._
time of flight measurement. By usin Z this scheme, a:v ,:o:::_: !_.:::_:
might be lost when the particle pierces :he o,,ter apror_ is tr _ _f< r,:
to the pendulum; thus, accuracy c: mome_;t_:m dtt_rmi_.ati:_n is prc_.;_-'_ .....
The penetration detectors consist L,f thin capacitive F_ii; .
the first forming the outer apron, the second wrapped around tl:e co__ _
of the pendulum. When a suitable voltage is applied across c,,_.,c}_ca '__e,-_....
itor, penetration during a hypervelocity event causes a :..om_;:t,:rF i' :::"
in the electrical circuit. Following the event, tl_c c:_paci_:-r _:. _,
almost instantaneously and the system is ready for ti:_ -,_:;t I;_:_'_L_ " - ..
Knowledge of the time interval between two consecutive p__i_-_ _" ,. : ..
distance of separation between th_ capacitcr_ _:_:i._ic-<_o_:_ t_ _i::_i .
velocity of the particle.
2.3 The Flux Counter
The flux counter consists of a large-area, ultra-scns::iv._
microphone. Electronic circuitry for this omnidirectional d_vicc_ _,c;_-
sists of amplifiers, counters, and an appropriate storagc ;:_c_"n.i:::::.
Time correlation is planned for the counter and the vcloc:': '
detector. At selected times, the iniormation ",-;ill bc tra:t_,::i:tc/
receivers on earth.
] 7 I.
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3 I:_S _RuAE_,I SPECIF ICATIOI{S
Tile dimensions of the instrument are such that it will fit into a
cylinder i0 inches high by i0 inches in diameter. For optimum operatiop,
a 360 ° viewing port is required.
Input voltage required is 28 V; power requirement, exclusive of
data conditioning and transmission, is 2 W. Contribution to the magnetic
field of the spacecraft (however small) may be minimized by appropriate
shie id ing.
Transmission requirement will be approximately i0 bits/second.
i
i
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hXPERIHIINr Vi-E
EFFECT OF i_fPERVELOCITY !MPACYS Ol STRYC![ P_A! S FC..CF.%
i. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
I.I Introduction
The experiment about to be described measures the rose,its of
micrometeoroid impacts on _nnr_cr_£_ _-T_:rf-,,,-_= _' _v m!c_io_,___.._..-
oids are small particles of matter traveling through space at " < F-_'.'-
velocity" speeds. They are encountered either as sporadic _\,_:_- or
in regularly occurring individual showers. Recent invest_ga_i<:s _-
iizing rocket- and satellite-based detectors have previJed _ fi]i.,:i_:"_
data for the formulation of a cumulative mmss-distribution c rye a_ ....
an approximate model of the dynamic properties of microm,=teoroiJs. : :.__
experimentation is needed, however, to ascertain the effect of )_p.:v_ _-
locity impacts on structural surfaces such as the skin of a spac_,cra:t
This information is basic to the design of all satellites, and especia]Iy
of manned vehicles operating in a micrometeoroid environment.
A variety of detectors have been developed and flow.:, w_ !:
varying amounts of success. These include capacitive-punct' re typ_
sensors, microphone impact detectors, fracture-ga_:ge impact _i,'_ct, _ _.
erosion gauges, and photocell-puncture type de_ectors. S,__v_ral .:_f
types of detectors will he considered in the proposed progran, l o:_J _
ahead, however, the large area r_quirements resulting from prcs._:::r !__ii.=__
suggest pressurized cell and capacitive-puncture type detectors wi_ici_
are readily adaptable to this specific situation_
1.2 Micrometeoroid Properties
The average cumulative-mass distribution curve for interp]a:-
etary dust is reproduced in Fig. 6-6.
A summary of micro_tt-oroid propert:ies perti:_::t _o i_
cussion is presented in able VI-I. With refcrenc_ _ _ A_'_]_ i-! _
flux density has been e:-itL',._e , .:l,_at
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TABLE VI-I HICROMETEOROID PROPERTIES AND DETEC_fOR _'PE
Area Approx.
Required T_v L_ _
For i0 Penetra- Capaci-
Hass Impacts Impacts Impacts tion in tive
Aluminum Detector
(grams) per m2/hr per m2/yr per m2/yr (mils)
i¸ S %
Rre s _ • re
<_i i
r)e t _-_,:.:t o r
10 -12 2x106 17.5x109
i0-II 3xlO 5 26.4xi08
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and the sensor area requirements are based upon a minimum decsi_v -_
i0 impacts per year in each mass range. 7he approximate deE:! _i _:_-
tration in aluminum is also indicated. Various types of detecLors will
be required to cover the full range of particle size__, a_ i::d_ca_ _ _
the last two columns of Table VI-I. A detailed discusslc, n af the
sensors is presented in the following sections.
2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUME_<TA_I():i
Experimental objectives of the proposed program are listed below"
in the order of their importance:
]. Penetration rate variation with distance from the earC_
2_ Impact rate variation with distance from the _ +_
The primary objective--penetration rate variation witi_ dista_ce from
the earth--suggests the use of either pressurized cells wit]_ sev_ra!
different wall thicknesses, or the use of large-area capaci[iv_ det=_ _
To realize the advantages of both detector types a combination oi tk_
two is recommended for the primary sensor system. Each instrument is
described below.
2.1 C_pacitive Sensors
In general, the capacitive sensors consist of !ar_,c-ar_a _r_
lel plate capacitors with the electrodes separated by a r]_in lav_r of
dielectric material. It is well known tha_ penetration of _i_ ...._:_
capacitive sandwich by a hypervelocity particle causes an i ........,_ ta _ ):s
discharge and subsequent healing so t_at the capacitor is rea, v for < _
next event.
The advantages of this type of sensor speak for themselves.
Sampling area can be made large for interception of a broad particle-
mass range. The capacitive sensor has a long life and, by fabrica_irg
in electrically independent seg_nents, high re!lability. It is ida_all -
suited to material studies since the s:_ecimen electrodes 1_m be _-,....
with a variety of metals of varying thickness.
_:'96 !-Finr_l <I_'
A major disadvanLag_- of the _apac_rJv_ _:c_'____r! -_ ':
rence of erroneous outputs due to spurious electron _!]sci_ar_=. -
is, electrons intercepted by the sensor during the co rs= o_ ::s ::i
accumulate in the dielectric. Whenthe imposed pote_-__iale:<,:'_::£_t!
dielectric strength, a discharge occurs which is erroneously _-_ j_¢_--__- ._
as a hypervelocity event° Identification and elimination of unwanted
spurious discharges maybe achieved through the u=e of ant icoinc _'_....
type detectors, radiation monitoring systems or through t_,_ <_ of
special discrimination circuits.
2.2 Pressurized Cells
_e pressurized cell is an excellent sensor for p_-,,_t_._-t._,':.,-:t:.:=-
ments. In general, the detector consists of pressurize_ h_r:_:i_i' -
sealed zones on the satellite shell with walls of various mat_ ri_
exposed to the micrometeoroid flux. Shell thickness and, hencc_ d(pt
of penetration is selected on the basis of experimental rcquir_me:<'._
The puncture of any particular wall is signaled by a bellows switch
located within the cello In the past, a mixture of nitrogen a_ h<_!i_m
has been successfully used for the pressurizing medivn_. The 7_'_' ....r _:_
Micrometeoroid Satellite employed pressurized cells with a _::i,J:::_: ._:%11
thickness of 0.001 inch.
Advantages of a pressurized cell are ma:G-. _..:n_i?:}.ii> _ i
has a high reliability, is not subject to erroneous results L.: t _ i:-:
(such as often occurs with microphone detectors) or to spu_-lo<:_ _,!_c<=._,_:
discharge (a major drawback of the capacitive system). Altho_._,<j: r<-:s.i_-
ably large sensor areas (several square feet) can be deployed, t]_e pr_ -
surized cell array does not have the large-area potential of the capa_itJve
sensor. It is also difficult to produce very thin (fraction of a n_i])
cell walls--which limits the sensitivity of this device to part_,. _,_=
greater than about 10 -7 grams.
6961_]_j_ _ i"
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The contemplated system consists of a combJuation o_: ca_ac.itiv.
detectors and pressurized cells. It is visualized that the __,__.._._._._. a ee
capacitive sensors will be mounted on retracta_)le structures a::i_ <!t_-
ployed in space, whereas the pressurized cells will be permmneu[!v mo_::_',:_:,:_
flush with the satellite shell.
3 I ........... r_ .......
It is cop.venient to divide the capacitive detectors int:, fo_L-
categories. They are described below°
Category A: I!._is detector unit is desig:ied for detLctic, cf >, :,L :u-.-
• i0-9tion by particles of mass less than grams. With rei_re_c_, t) :_:, .....
the detector consists essentially of two capacitors mou,,_._,.,_on a s ,-_:_._ ....
Electrode material and thickness are selected in suci_ a n_rncr _ at i>:.c-
tratio_as of the first, but not of the second, capacitor are i:tdicutiv:::
of the desired mass range• Particles penetrating boti_ capacitor:, are
deemed larger than 10 -9 grams and are not counted. Aluminum 0.3 r:_i! ..........
has been shown as the specimen electrode Other metals _ _._._,-,r,'_ _
thickness may be used. With reference to Table VI-I, it is. _-:_r! ::,_ :!_
area of the detector may be very small (a few square i_cl as;. : ,_ :i:_ :,.:-
site number of hits during a l-year lifetime.
Category B. This detector is designed for p_r'etratio,_ :.,v2art i,:: __
in the mass range 10 -9 to 10 -7 grams. A sci!en_atic cross :ec_fc_ :_ :!,:
in Fig. 6-8 Except for the thickness of _he outer e_e_c._ it i_-_ 2 ,_n-
tical to the Category A detector. Again, only particles p=i_¢-" _at:i: _ _ :_
first, but not the second, capacitor are counted. With reference to
Table I, an area of a few square inches is seen to be sufficie:_t for _e
desired number of hits during a 1-year mission.
Category C_ This capacitive detector is designed for peuet_-at_._:-, -
particles whose masses lie in the range 10 -6 to 10 -7 gra_,-:s. A-_ i_ '_!,.
earlier cases, two capacitors are .-sod to separate the i_r_.;_ F_;_rt_-i_i,:
peuetrations fror:' t!_ ra:-ge of partl. :.-_-,!_.-ir..... 7_: _,, t_
,:::9i- 'L :_ _ :i l) ] !_2
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Capacitor < --. _.< ..... . ,___i_---:.-
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FIG, 6-8 CAPACITIVE S_D_,II_{, C'_TEGO'7.'.YB DI:;TZCT{I'II,r:.__._'..:':.]%/1
10 -9 TO 10 -7 _s
,2;:::i-. i!q i ' :.i j i 3
the thichn_ss ol the eutc._- c:_.,. ___. .... w___.- !'__ ,-.'_?I. _<-: z:_-ui_ i . [ :i i .
With reference to Table VI-I, the n...-_-ssarv area ef tk_- .d_t_._L, , i:.
approximately 7 square feet. This is sufficiunt to ensnare _t ]. ......
I0 penetrations during a !-)e_r lifctine. It is contcr!y,!att:d [i_'.t
the capacitors will be laminated on sty_-ofoam panels of about I _q_ _::,i-
foot each.
To prevent misleading results due to spurious electron < l_-.<_:_a_t_:
a third, very thin (0.25 mi]) capacitive, sandwich is in,:iudcd :_s tk,-
outermost detector. Coincident discharge in the outer two ,.:ct,:<tc_:s
may thus be used as the criteria _or a co.rated hi _ 1]_,c _ ............"
depicted in Fig. 6-9.
Catc:_orv D. Due to the exponential nat,_re of [:_e __,_._._J.tri -
tion curve, the increase in sensor area iL,r :_ ._tatisLi.t:all _i ;: -
cant number of hits becomes a critical consideration f_r • _'u.._ I._. <.:
mass greater than 10 -6 grams. It is apparent that in the p]a_.ni:_ ,._,f
this satellite the desire for a broad range of penetration must be
tempered by the cost of deploying large surface areas. Pr_lir_inar
studies indicate a minimum necessary deployable _- _- • _ ......
square feet.
The Category D detector is illust__-ated in Fi=_. _,-!0. 7na,_7:t : _
its large area and greater specimcn-_:lect_-ode d_ickness, it i. i ii_-
to the Category C detector. A thin outer capacitive .......:,;_ '
included for elimination of erroneous results, due to _._p<-rio_ ._l,_..-
tron discharge, by coincidence detecti<_n. For the case of an :_.!_:.iu _
outer electrode, the metallic thickness is I0 mils. fhc detector is
-6 -5
intended for a mass range i0 to i0 grams.
3.2 Pressurized Ceil Detectors
Since pressurized cells are not amenable to lar<e '__:_
deplo)m_ent, they will be mounted on the spacecraft b_s flusk _,it]. :_
outer surface. Each unit in the array con,._ists of a i_,_su'_"iz.__.
hermetically-sealed, semi-cviind,-i_ai,. . _, ceils. AF,pro:<i<mt_i_ _ _--
feet of detector area is reco_endcd.
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be used. With reference to "fable VI-!, it is no_ed tk_ _urf._.ce :L-,=._
restrictions limit the large particle investi]ati,:_-ns to nbou L. l0 -_
grams, and minimum thickness considerations (about 1 pail) provide a
lower limit for particle mass of 10 -8 grams. For nhe case of stain-
less steel_ the wall thickness should not exceed 2 mils_ whereas it
may be as great as 6 mils for aluminum.
3.3 Instr_n, ent System and Electronics
A schematic diagram of _he instrument system confi:uL'at-'<<_
is shown in Fig. 6-11 ....The pressurized cells arc _o,..............t_ n on '"!i.. !:"._:
flush with the ve]_icle o, .....o_<ln. A total o_/ 32 <ells is <_:_p.... " _:i<_ ,',f<_ '_Ji t:] "
exposed surface area of 6 square feet Catc%orv _t_ and S .,-'_<:, f _{ ....
sandwiches are mounted on the under side of tht_ inscrr-_L-nt _.<_n_,i_.
The total exposed area of these detectors ii 750 sluare in{-he._;.
Structural and packaging considerations i_m.itt'.'n_:, tht Cat_:_,_: L. t
detector may be mounted on the under side of the solar pan,._i.
It is apticipated that the pressurized cell_ _ _,._]] <,_'.:_,a_. _ ,i_ ::
_-_' ÷ D _ _:< :: . : r" ' ;<',"J [ .-gas at about i0 psi over atmospheric pressure so ..:a_ th_ . ....
would be closed on the ground, thereby providing a check prier o ia,_.:.-..
The switch would open if the pressure in the cell dropped co .=io :'_ -_ ];t-_
The weight of each cell is 0.14 Ibs, hence for 32 ceil- _ _t_: :...._'_i,,'.f::-_.
is 4.5 ibs. An additional 15 lbs of mounting hardware_ ,,_I,,__.. ., a:_,,] _iri..
will be required. Approximately I volt of electrical potential " _1_' _:
required for the pressure switches with almost negligible p<<;,,t ct,-i:j:-,.n._._7.
The weight of the, Category A a_._d B detector sv_t_:-.,_._ i. c] ,l'_rq_
hardware mounting, wire and plugs, is less than 5 ibso This ii>sure i_.
approximately i0 Ibs for the Category C detector. The electrical r_:q :i_<_-
ments for the capacitive detector system is 4_ volts w_,_ ._
re qui re ment s.
The electrohie package for the entire system will c_: ;-_::_ _ (
appropriate ' Ti_ger circuits, _:ouT,.ters a_-:d _tora_e. it will .,_J ._].-
proxi:_m_eiy 3 Ibs and requir_ less than i _._att of el_-_t_ p _',r
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I. DESCRIPTIOL OF F_[PERIMEqIT
I. 1 Introduction
_le following sections describe an experiment involving Jn-5itu
analysis of carbonaceous _t_oroids.
Recent studies of carbonaceous chondrites c_Jec'_d o: ea_-_
have disclosed s_<_Jlarities between their mass spectra a:-d ti:at of ._ r-
rcstria] ]':ydrocar_o<s. These resul_s i,a.ve i-e_p i_terpret_d a_ ,..v:c.:,,
for the biolog_<al origin of meteoritic compounds. ]io',¢ever, .:_i:v s, :c-:
of possible contamination of museum specimens rech_ce tke possi','f_tv <,[
drawing absolute conclusions. Chemical analysis of u-<o<ta:-_i,_at_d _ampl,_
during a space flight mission is thus a necessity, an alto, at a!;solu:e
ingredient to the current experimental program.
1.2 Carbonaceous Chondrites
Meteoroids are particles of matter traveiing through s_>acc a _
hypervelocity speeds. Althoug]_ their collective _:_ass :_ay rt-acl: _i,]', s
of tons, the proponderence of particles lies in the raz'_i_{-1<, -- to
i0 -° grams. It has been found that most mett, oro!ds fa!i i_o _w, /_ ,_a_
classes: the stones and the irons. In the stonv sample< <,,ra<ro]i_,_, _
elements are distributed in much the same ratio as th_v have [ce:: f _,::_d
on earth. Oxygen, silicon, magnesium, and iron predominate, ihe irc u
meteoroids, or siderites, however, are usually about 90 percent iron a_.d
up to eight percent nickel.
An important subgroup of stony meteoroids are called cl,o:_dritcs
because they contain small round bodies, or chondrule_. These c[_o=drules
consist of the n_gnesium-iron silicates, olivine and p vr_>xc,_"c. A b[>e,,--ia_
variety of c!nondrites which contai;-_ec_ carbo:_aceous :uat',:r w_,-_, • d _:: ,,.
i<, ]_%34. A-'..excellent c!escriptJo,_, of t?em_, met,:-; rJLvs 1--"_'L-i2 ",<'
is surmnarized below.
,:. ?. p. '_l', ":_arc! 1" '
"TnlJke other ,_:eteorit_'_ _ _e _'
black, friable o'o]<;cts:, T]iev ar<, (:i_arac_eriz_:d ti:<: !: :. { _:::: .0,:: : :, ,:
=pp£uu_=ule amount of carbonacec-;s naterJ.al ot !:_:r :a.t !. r<c _r: ' .
1961 a group of investigators discovered a variety of co::p_i:,; i:_;_::<::,_,_r.< :s
in a carbonaceous m_teorite. T_,,-.:.,:,f0v']d sufficient "-_,_._:f]a_.i<_ i_,t__:
these compounds and those formed _,: _arti', by living '-'"....
possibility that the meteorite contained prodb, cts of ux[raterrestr _] iif,=.
The voiaEiie fraction of the organic materia I consisted "_ .....i, ::?f i:-
ated hydrocarbons (compounds ii_ which all tb,e avai!a]-!c, c<:d_ ::.... ..=:.
atoms are occupied by hydrogen atoms). 6h_c:: co:_.p"'::'ds ar<_ v: <,
ancient terrestrial sediments and peLro]eu.,'u. ]'._Jss-_p, ,<<.ro:,:i<t_i :} ,,.
of solid particles and distillates identified '-ypcs of c::::_._:_<!._3. :: :
ing paraffins and cvc!ic hydrocarbo,ns, and __:_.,,_e _] _ r,:_al "._, = ....::}, -
of compounds of different molecular weid]_ts i_ each <_,__<,,'p. : _ i ,,_:
gators found similarities between these nmss spectre a_ (" _:]:os,. _ " u:_._
hydrocabrons in butter and other material of known biolo}7_icai <_riF.i .
A serious drawback to all investigations of carLoT:ace<)us <<:te;_r-
ites collected on the earth's surface i_ the possi<_e ,_ _ 2. _ Dr{:<-".< C'i -< YF_ :::-
trial contaminants. According to _r_an >_ason, m._:;v of the ca: :?:_{ce ?_:s
cb.ondrJtes are hJ _']3,' porous. As _'5.1_j , C).' eyiter ::e at::_c,s._i_-'< r,p . :7, :.: :-_-
vacuum of space, they must kave _rea_:,_d i. af,r a" d mi::;t .,a J_
organisms. Also, tI_.e particle_ real; lie o;-: ti):e _........
they are picked up, and then they are g_,::era!]v pas c d i r.-_ :_ ) ,_ <i.-,
before reaching a museum collection, i:- the m,_se-;m, ti:e r_.:__e,.:'_i :,_ a
subject to contamination not only b_, local bacteria, spoRs ..r< :,c,]_ .
but also by exotic orga'.isms carried i.R with other co!lectio<s firc<_ _.,r_ :-
wide sources. Certainly, it would be remarkable _ot to fjord a va:i_'.v _:_
terrestrial microorganism in them.
In summary, the possible existence of extratcrres:r al i_ i_ ::s
been euhanced by promising evidence fo<:nd in carbor:ac<_o,_.s ',..:, : : _:.
Thus far, however all experimental res-.:],_ ::-:av_.:, k.:e7 :. _..... _ _ ....
exte'.p.t due to terrestrial co:].a:lit;atlo_:. T%e t<,i<] f<'r f::r.... _ ., :-: -
_t_!dies is :u__cessarv _
p!ete!v a_q_d Oertine<t co:_sid_,_ -_
......o .... s In .... aerospace eT_viro:]me_]t __]'i f',,::_[i._ _,-_}_
discussion.
. DESCRIPIION OF INSTRUMEYTATIO}_
2. i General
The i_sL_ument contemplated for in-situ ana\ve< s o_ m_ <<or
consists essentially of a target plate an@ a mass: spectrc,<_, _, :_ _-
metric arrangement of these componenLs will permit va}nor z, ' _r ....
const::t-'ents resulting from,meteoroid impact _C.[ : .,_ :_-
samp]ud and analyzed by the mess s _, _'_ .
fli ,a , •s_t laboratory, the mass spectrogram wii_ :v avai:_a-le _,-_uJ _ 1
to the crew so that appropriate modification tc, e>:perT:_= :_:a: _: __ o-
can be made.
2.__ Target Area
Of the 700 or so meteorites that have been collect<= af _ r
having been seen to fail, only some 20 are carhonacco:-s c-_c :_ t_
is likely, though, that the true abu_dance of carbe:,ac_o: _ _: _-
may be considerably greater since they are very diff_u:_=: _ _ _, ::_
and are often quickly destroyed by wea_]_ 6, ::::_ t _: ra ....
we shall adopt, should be considered as a _iJilir:_::_.
7he average cumulative :r_ss C}_sLr_, : t_: _ ,_,
oids is given in Fig. 6-6. Witi r_fere:.ce t_, ti:is :irure
that a target area of I0 sq c:m will result ,, a_:_--_,',,_,.,_<_
-I0
per hour of particles whose mass is IO gram or larger, s_. :., t>e
ratio 70/700 for carbonaceous particles, we can expect a ,_i{ , :-_
14 hydrocarbon analysis per hour.
It should be noted t_.at this calculatio_ _ -a:_d o. ,_<_
for near earth vicinity. For interp]a:_etarv fiJ ::ts: i_ J_=_ r_._{ ,_
4
the result may be reduced _,,, a factor o_ !0 or r<a_ _.
6U :: -: i_ a] rT! '_ l ];O
2.5 Fartic]e !:aloer: za ( -,.or,
oid "will completely vaporize as a resL_: _ _ _- ,.-vclct:_v --._-. :
instr,:.me,.;t target plate. Since _!:e i_eat of .:ap_.rza:_::.: - : _.:
times that of the hydrocarbon cons[it.:ients , we sc.i_-c> ti.at ; . :_ c:.r ,3
worse-case analysis.
Iron has a melting point of I>_,) C and l.,oils at 3_dt: ,. 7]_0
specific Neat is 0.16 at 1000°C, hence tl'e heat of vapcriza:J_,: is app,-, :.:
F
q t) / - r_.
mately 480 cal/gra or very nearly _xl0 joules,.ks. 7he -:-,.,r:f : _,f
meteoroid is given by
or
.)
E = 1./2_'R _ :.ot ]es
E,,IM = ] I'2V a .i ouie s/'k g
Particle speed lies in the range 10 ]:n/sec to 70 k!./>e_-. 7::_ _ ._:>._-_
speed of 30 km/sec we have
E/H 1/2 (30x103)
f,
= " = 450x!0" jou!c s/kg
which is 450xlO6/2x106 or 225 times the energy actually req_[rcd.
It should be pointed out that ti'e et_ergy re'eascd a' -__pact s"
insufficient for constituent iop.ization a:_d electron bo<__ ar:F:.:n:: mus{: .
utilized in ti_e mass spectrometer.
2.4 :._as s Spectrometer
},'.an},differep, t types of r._ss spectrom{_t<rs arc. ,_.._-_a } _,_,::
adaption to space flight instrumentatiop. Thcs_:_ ir:c]ud{ :_a _;eti_.' de-
flection, cycloidal focusing, Bennett l_._r., tl-e O:..>._:atr(u_ a'_d !:::_<.-
of-flight mass spectrometers. (Tert:aip. aspects of tie ti'.:_<-o:-i i .:i;t
mass spectrom,_ler make i_ especi_i]y a._trac_ve ._,_r :' i:- aD>if_a:i ,_ .
It is a ligl:t;.:c:_,g,_r_, rugged instr_:,:_',t witl re. ,,r:¢ _<_-, 7' _;
as 1 part _,'_. 10qo at a] : masses, ::,: d,;v-_:'< !a<. "....._, ,,! _ ......
resuits in meteorite, studies at Califor_ia ]nst:J:_t< of 7_:::e _ 2 :0
In the Lon-t_!_tlet:[c _ ime-of- _'-J g}t macs.. ,::' _
electron It.earn a;;d iof, Jr-earn are pu].s_d a::d ail Jc<. _-, :.:7 ,.. ::_:. c : r f=
receive thL sam,.:, e::er£y. The J0: i::_::_cl_ created at t .: <.-:. it. _- 7
cycle is accelerated i,,.to a f/eid'fr<_ drift spa<,_ ] i7:.,,::_:;,
and tl.e detector. Since these ions ]",ave a mass-depe:_d_'nt v< ]o<it< , <
iightest io,_s reach the detector firs[ a:_.d are i ']iowed i:'._..<cc_::_, ':
ions of heavier mass. Since no mass scap.ni -_,.._is used, ti:e :[e_- si_.,.-a.i
amplifier needs a wide bandwidth to avoid widening ti_e i_ldJvic! a] -e_
peaks and thereby reducing resolution. An ion selector grid aystem _my
be placed near the detector. The grid is excited once each cycle, and
only io:_.s ga_:_in_ this extra energy can pass a repeil_r grid, ti_<
eliminating the wide bandwidth requirements on the ampii -_,=_r.
3 . T*'C_'[)_ kfIT''T _-n_ ....... ."a -'_r,-V" ¢
A concevtual (iesi_n ef t_e f]_ _ t _'vz;.r
The tar_<et p±a__ consists (f a _emi_,.d<,rica_ __ ,_ _i i,_r _.c. _'.t= .
The cylindrical tim.-of-flight ana!vzer is ?csitioued ,.< a ra _i_,',si._
such manner that tie ion source is apI>roxir, mtely in _.e ce_ter cf _ _
shell. A rigid boom from the spacecraft re?laces one o_ t}e _c_cc_¢_i::v
panels and supports the device and T,ermits a _ steradian field ef
vie%'.
It is estimated t]_at t!:e flight instr_.nont _._[_ .re_: ir__, _:, '._t _-
of electrical ]:}cwer and t],e tots] _.:<i_:]_tis a_:,r_,xi:',a[ iv .i i!,_.
The experinmnts considered in this discipline place_ req_ir<:,.<:_ ._
on the configuration, data handlin_, tele:_etry and enviror,._e_t_l c_utr,-,i
subsystems of the spacecrait which is be\ond t_eir capsbi!itic, s in t', e
present configuration. Therefore, ,nobi.osciencc c_x_,c_ri_ t_ ar,_._ _.:-
taincd in the cataleg.
